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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the one hundred thirty third annual commencement are enacted today at
the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each year on
campuses all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates' years
of study and preparation for the responsibility.
A description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest and information.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions (Euclid Avenue) and enters the
Coliseum through the four corners of the floor, is led by the University Marshal whose
position is in front of the stage. The University Marshal bears the ceremonial mace, em-
blematic of the endorsement of the State and the University. Led by Assistant Marshals, the
candidates march behind the identification banner of the respective colleges which recom-
mended them for their degrees.
The candidates for advanced degrees enter the floor from the southeast door (see diagram,
next page); candidates for advanced degrees are from the following:
Graduate School (doctoral and masters candidates),
College of Law,
College of Medicine,
College of Dentistry, and
College of Pharmacy.




College of Human Environmental Sciences,
College of Communications and Information Studies, and
College of Fine Arts.
Entering through the northeast corner (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees
from the following:
College of Arts and Sciences, and
College of Engineering.
Entering through the northwest corner (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees
from the following:
College of Agriculture,
Carol Martin Gatton College of Business' and Economics,
College of Allied Health Professions,
College of Social Work, and
College of Architecture.
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of
Kentucky proceed into the Coliseum, entering the floor from the southeast door and
wearing the colorful hoods of their disciplines (see description of colors on page 6) and of
the colleges and universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession
brings to the platform the members of the Board of Trustees of the University, the deans of
the various colleges, honorary degree recipients, the Chancellors, the Vice Presidents, and
other University officials, and guests. The President of the University and the Chairperson
of the Board of Trustees, upon greetings from the University Marshal, lead this distin-
guished group to the platform in two columns from the northwest door. The Trustees of the
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All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University
officials, faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The
basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different
degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps and hoods of various hues draped
down the backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelor's and Master's degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated,
with the exception of those who already hold Doctor's degrees and are privileged to
wear gold tassels. Except during the positioning of the Colors, and the playing of the
"Star Spangled Banner" and "America the Beautiful", men in academic regalia are







Education - Light Blue
Business and Economics - Drab




Architecture - Blue Violet
Allied Health Professions - Light Green
Human Environmental Sciences - Maroon
Social Work - Citron
Communications and Information Studies:
Communications - Silver / Gray
Library Sciences - Lemon
Journalism - Crimson
Fine Arts - Brown
GOWNS
The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn
dosed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like
the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its
oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is
designed and supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The
gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars
(usually black but sometimes other colors, depending on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate
color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution - blue
and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes
more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the
person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the wide
panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The colors
of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine,
purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctor's degrees are purple for laws,
white for arts/letters/humanitites, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has been
conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his or her honorary




Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
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AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
o beautiful for spacious skies, For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties, Above the fruited plain!
America! America! God shed His grace on thee,
And crown thy good with brotherhood, From sea to shining sea!
University Marshal
Lois M. Chan, Professor, School of Library and Information Science
Music
Members of the University of Kentucky Wind Ensemble
Conductor
George Boulden, Professor, School of Music
Soloist
Dr. Rebecca Russell, Professor, School of Music
ORDER OF EXERCISES
Presiding
Charles T. Wethington, Jr., President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Francis Scott Key)
INTRODUCTIONS President Wethington
COMMENCEMENT REMARKS Congresswoman Louise McIntosh Slaughter
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING DEGREES
Dean C. Oran Little
College of Agriculture
Dean Thomas C. Robinson




College of Arts and Sciences
Dean Richard W. Furst
Carol Martin Gatton College of
Business and Economics
Dean J. David Johnson
College of Communications and
Information Studies
Dean Shirley C. Raines
College of Education
Dean Thomas W. Lester
College of Engineering
Dean Robert Shay
College of Fine Arts
Dean Retia Scott Walker
College of Human Environmental Sciences
Dean Carolyn A. Williams
College of Nursing
Dean Kenneth B. Roberts
College of Pharmacy
Dean Kay S. Hoffman
College of Social Work
Dean Michael T. Nietzel
The Graduate School
Acting Dean Eugene R. Gaetke
College of Law
Dean Emery A Wilson
College of Medicine
Dean Leon A Assael
College of Dentistry
GREETINGS - ALUMNI ASSOCIATION Bob Miller
President, National Alumni Association
COMMENTS FROM STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
CLASS OF 2000 Azedeh Shirazi
RECOGNmON OF RECIPIENTS OF ALUMNI President Wethington
ASSOCIATION GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
RECOGNmON OF RECIPIENTS OF President Wethington
RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
PRESENTATION OF WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD President Wethington
PRESENTATION OF ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH President Wethington
H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Wethington
Dr. Everett D. McCorvey, University Orator
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Wethington





Ward O. Griffen, Jr.
DOCTOR OF LETTERS
James F. Hardyman
,.. Degree awarded August 5, 1999
,,"* Degree awarded December 17, 1999
(No asterisks) Degree will be conferred May 7, 2000
if candidates have met all degree requirements
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The Graduate School
Dean: Michael T. Nietzel
Doctor of Philosophy
Christa Yvonne Adam", Edwardsville, IL
Major: Veterinary Science . . .
Dissertation: "Equine Uterine Endometrial Oxytocin: Changes m
mRNA Abundance during the Estrous Cycle, Early Pregnancy, and
with Exogenous Steroids, and Oxytocin Effects on Uterine PGF2(
Release InVitro"
Balaji Alagar Krishnan, Bombay, India
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: fIAn Experimental and Theoretical Study of Variable Tool-
Chip Interfacial Friction and Cyclic Chip Formation in Machining
with Flat-Faced and Grooved Tools"
Mohammed Alanazi'", Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Major: Biochemistry . . . . . . . "
Dissertation: "Investigation of Base EXC1SlOnRepair ill E. coli in VIVO
Stephen Tempest Aldrich, Pueblo, CO
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Exact and Semisimple Differential Graded Algebras"
Elizabeth Craycraft Alexander, Ashland
Major: Business Administration . ..
Dissertation: "Consumer Evaluations in Situations of Unethical Service
Recovery"
Abeer Mahmoud Al-Chananeern'", Amman, Jordan
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Targeted Brain Delivery of 17(-Estradiol via Nasally
Administered Water Soluble Prodrugs"
Todd Anthony Anderson'", Huntington, WV
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "MBFS:A Memory-Based File System"
Cynthia Ann Aossey, St. Louis, MO
Major: Mathematics ,
Dissertation: "3PC(.,.) - Free Berge Graphs are Perfect'
Timothy Wayne Arnold, Lexington
Major: English . .
Dissertation: "The Last Man inAmerica: Filling the Gap InAmencan
Film"
Sundeep P. Arole, Lexington
Major: Physics . "
Dissertation: "Hyperfine Effects Observed InMuon Capture on 35Cl
Muhittin Ataman", Turkey
Major: Political Science ..
Dissertation: "An Integrated Approach to Foreign Policy Change:
Explaining Changes in Turkish Foreign Policy in the 1980s"
James Francis Ballenger, Columbus, OH
Major: Psychology-Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Detecting Positive Impression Management on the NEO-
PI-R in a Clinical Population"
Hugh Edwin Bartling'", Chicago, IL
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Company Towns and the Corporate State: A
Comparative Study"
Bernadette Catherine Barton, Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Inside the Lives of Exotic Dancers"
Robert Paul Bauman'", Orlando, FL
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "An (e, 2e) Study of Cadmium Ionization in the
4d95s25p Autoioruztng Region"
Ann Caroline Beebe, Sheboygan, WI
Major: English
Dissertation: "'If You Had Nothing in the World But Your Brothers':
Sibling Relations in Civil War Diaries of Young Women"
Lora Humphrey Beebe, Ashland
Major: Nursing . .
Dissertation: "Community Nursing Support for Schizophreruc
Clients"
Bruce Keith Berger", Sturgis, MI
Major: Communication . .
Dissertation: "Locating the Corporate Agenda In the Agenda-Setting
Process: A Study of Corporate Influence on Public Policy"
Audrey Meryl Bernstein", Framingham, MA
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "A Novel Platelet Synaptobrevin"
Anthony Joseph Bevelacqua, Green Bay, WI
Major: Mathematics .
Dissertation: "The Isotrophy of 4-Dimensional Torsion Quadratic
Fonns Over F(X,Y)for Certain Fields F."
Ernest Nailovich Biktimirov'", Tashkent, Uzbekistan
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Reconstitution Effects for the Russell 2000Index"
Vincent J. Blanch", Lexington
Major: Microbiology .
Dissertation: "Transcriptional Regulation of the Human Polymenc IG
Receptor Gene by Pro-Inflammatory Cytokines"
Kenneth W. Blank, Alexandria
Major: Entomology . .
Dissertation: "Identification, Isolation, and Charactenzation of
Clostridium Bifennentans Strain 10-A,A Mosquito Larvicidal
Bacterium"
Mark Thomas Blankenbuehler'", Cincinnati, OH
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Approaches to Organometallic-Fused Heterocycles"
Susan Lower Bogardus, Lexington
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "High Density Lipoprotein Compositional Changes and
the Effect on Hepatic Lipase Metabolism in Premenopausal
Women"
Marcellus M. Bosman'", Durban, South Africa
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Space, Power, and Representation: The Case of 'Team
Toyota' and the State of Kentucky"
Mark Clinton Bottorff"; Denver, CO
Major: Physics
Dissertation: IIA Case Study for Hydromagnetic Outflow in Active
Galactic Nuclei: NGC 5548"
John Alan Boyd", Lexington
Major: History . . .
Dissertation: "Neutrality & Peace: Kentucky and the Secession Crisis
of 1861"
AshIey Elizabeth Bray', Richmond, TX
Major: Biochemistry




Annette Marie Brenner". Shelby, OH
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Catalytic Cracking of Unlabeled and 14C-Labeled 2-
Methylbutane"
Shirley Bruce'", Odessa, TX
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Regulated Pre-mRNA Processing in Lymphoid and Non-
Lymphoid Cells: Studies With the Immunoglobulin (and
Polymeric Immunoglobulin Receptor Genes"
James Scott Bryson", Plainview, TX
Major: English
Dissertation: "Place, Space, and Contemporary Ecological Poetry:
Wendell Berry, Joy Harjo, and Mary Oliver"
Carol Denise Bunch", Raleigh, NC
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "The Long-Term Effects of Witnessing Domestic Violence
in Childhood on African-American Adult Psychological Distress"
Holly Marie Bundrant", Cookeville, TN
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "The Influence of Gender and Dietary Content on Binding
to the Central Histaminergic HI Receptor"
Sandra Hale Burnett, Salt Lake City, UT
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Development of a Competitive Reverse Transcription-
Polymerase Chain Reaction Assay for Quantitation of Equine
Interferon Gamma, Interleukin-Z, Interleukfn-d and
Glyceraldehyde-3-Phophate Dehydrogenase"
Linda Beth/Devers Cain'", Versailles
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Acceptability of Perceived Control in Individuals
Undergoing Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery"
Barbara Ann Cellarius", Olympia, WA
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Global Priority, Local Reality: Rural Communities and
Biodiversity Conservation in Bulgaria"
Amitabh Chandra, Lexington
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Labor Market Dropouts and the Racial Wage Gap: 1940-
90"
Dong Chen, Beijing, China
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "The Molecular Mechanisms of Exoeytosis in Neurons and
Platelets"
[ijun Cheng'", Taian, China
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Anaphase Promoting Complex/Cyclosome
Component, BIMHAPC6 and the Type I Phosphatase, BIMG, are
Involved in the G2 Checkpoint Arrest of NIMA Mutants in
Aspergillus Nidulans"
Sharon Barrow Childs, Ashland
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "An Oral History of the First African American
Undergraduates to Attend the University of Kentucky"
Evans Nkhalambayausi Chirwa, Lilongwe, Malawi
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Modeling of Biological Reduction of Hexavalent
Chromium in Fixed-Film Bioreactors"
Biswanath Chowdhury"; Kharagpur
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "High Resolution Studies in Air Pollution Modeling"
Michael Eric Chnsty'", Lexington
Major: Physics




Dissertation: "Yeast Ortholog of the Drosophila Crooked Neck Protein
Functions as Scaffolding Protein and Promotes Spliceosome
Assembly through Stable U4/U6.US Tri-snRNP Addition"
Christopher Sean Ciocchetti, Longmont, CO
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Persons and Their Property: An Outline of a Defensible
Theory of Private Property"
Robert Brandon Claycomb, Hodgenville
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Beyond Language Games: Linguistic Action and Social
Practices"
Mitchell Allan Codding, Bartlesville, OK
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "In Benefit of Country, Intellect, and Soul: Sigenza Y
GOngora and the Evolution of the Creole Consciousness"
Dawn Annette Cook", Hickory, NC
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Gestalt Treatment of Adolescent Females with
Depressive Symptoms: A Treatment Outcome Study"
Margaret E. Cook-Newell, Winchester
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between Dietary Factors and Drinking
Behavior: A Meta-Analysis of Observational Studies"
Matthew Joseph Cordova", Lake Oswego, OR
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Cognitive Processing and the Positive and Negative
Psychosocial Sequelae of Breast Cancer"
Sean Troy Cornett'", Richmond
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Multichannel Quantum-Defect Theory of
Photopredissociation in Lithium Fluoride"
Margery M. Coulson-Clark"
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "From Process to Outcome: Performance Funding Policy
in Kentucky Public Higher Education, 1994·1997"
Robin Jones Crigler", Walton
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Increasing Lawyer Communcation Competence: The
Law as Practice"
Dale Allen Crowder", Alton, IL
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Early Termination Starns in Adult Outpatient
Psychotherapy: Relationship to Interactional Variables"
Lauren Lisa Crowe Cunningham", LaFayette, IN
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Emotional Expresstvtty, Cognitive Processing, and
Psychological Distress in Women With Breast Cancer"
Rachel S. Davis'", Lexington
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Audience Segmentation for Communcation
Interventions: The Roles of Sensation Seeking, Self-Esteem and
Gender in Sexual Risk Taking"
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Diana Rhea Deen'", Lexington
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Awareness and Breathing: Keys to the Moderation of
Musical Performance Anxiety"
Uday Shripad Deshpande'", Bombay, India
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "A Study on Analysis and Control Aspects of a Doubly
Excited, Double Translator, Linear Switched Reluctance
Machine"
Timothy Patrick Devarenne, Grand Rapids, MI
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Molecular and Biochemical Characterization of
Squalene Synthase in Nicotiana Tabacum: A Pytative Regulatory
Step in the Sterol Biosynthetic Pathway"
Mary Beth Diener'", Champaign, IL
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Self-Deception Versus Other-Deception in the Self-
Presentation of Children with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder and Nonreferred Children"
Tina DiGuglielmo, York, PA
Major: Public Administration
Dissertation: "Reaching for the Stars: A Comparison of Female and
Male Army Officers' Career Progression"
Xu Ding ......, Nantong, China
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Large Eddy Simulation of Turbulent Transport
Processes by a Least-Squares Finite Element Method"
Amy R Dix, Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "The Invasiveness of Gliomas"
Joan May Dupont, Owensboro
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Faculty Perceptions of Participation and Influence in
Decision Making in a Community College System"
Moffat Mabhelandile Dyasi'", Pretoria, South Africa
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Beyond Apartheid: Public Higher Education Policy
Reform in South Africa 1978-1998"
Eileen Amber Eliason ......, Rockford, IL
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Ecology, Host Plant Relationships, and Management of
the Homed Oak Gall Wasp, Callirhytis Cornigera (Osten
Sacken)"
Ellen L. Ernerick'", Salvisa
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Geography of Conversion in the Early Middle
Ages"
Ozhan Eyigor'", Turkey
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "Involvement of Kainate-Preferring Glutamate Receptors
in the Regulation of Gonadotropin-Releasing Hormone Neurons"
HuiFang
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Emperical Liklihood Ratios in Survival Analysis"
Martye Leanne Link Faulkner", Portland, TN
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Engel Properties of Modular Group Algebras"
Gregory James Feeney ......, Lexington
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Relation of Attribution Theory to Person-Centered
Messages in a Health Care Context"
Michele Christine Fejfar, Woodbridge, VA
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Self-Awareness in Women with Breast Cancer"
Helmer Feitosa Figueiredo"
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Regulation of Developmental Cell Death in the
Trigeminal Ganglia by Nerve Growth Factor"
Larry Hugh Filer Il", Mercer, PA
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Impact of External Factors on the Exchange Rate
Behavior of Developing Countries: An Empirical Analysis of Pre-
Crisis Southeast Asia"
Brian Scott Finlin ......, Lindenwold, NJ
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Characterization of Rem, A Member of the Ras-Related
Small GTP Binding Protein Family"
Susan Grace Fister ......, Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Men Students' Experiences in Nursing Education"
Diane Lowery Flanagan"', Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "THl Cytokines and NK1.1+ Cells Participate in the
Development of Murine Syngeneic Graft- Versus-Host Disease"
Lianyong Ceo-
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Molecular and Biochemical Bases of Intracellular




Dissertation: "Formulation of Stable Gene Delivery System"
Robin Tannenbaum Geiger, Corbin
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Determining the Influence of the Contributing Factors
on the Growth of Administrative Expenditures at Public Land
Grant Research Universities With Medical Schools"
John Christian Ceorgesen, Evansville, IN
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Power and Evaluative Effects: The Power-as- Threat
Theory"
Omar Abdel-Kareem Chosheh, Jerusalem
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Accumulation of Nicotine and Its Metabolites in Rat
Brain After Peripheral Administration of Nicotine"
Melanie Beals Coan, Erie, PA
Major: History
Dissertation: "First, Foremost, and Above All for Babies' Mary
Breckinridge and the Frontier Nursing Services"
Amy Lee Goff-Yates'", Louisville
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Beasts of Burden: women, Animals, and Oppression"
Michael L. Goodson, Bunkerhill, IL
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Post- Transcriptional Regulation of Mammalian Heat
Shock Factors"
Kimberly S. Corman", Lexington
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Early Stages of Feminist Identity, Avoidant Coping, and
Anorexic Tendencies in Undergraduate Women"
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Gregory A. Craf Vernon, TX
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "The Role of Caveolae in the Regulation of Class B, Type
I Scavenger Receptor Mediated Selective Cholesterol Ester
Uptake"
Mark Jason Greenfield", East Islip, NY
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Toughening of Impenetrable Interfaces by Tethered
Polymer Chains: Evaluation of the Isolated Interface at Low and
High Strain-Rates and of the Distributed Interface at High Strain-
Rates"
Monica Lynne Creer'", Louisville, KY
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Effects of Deregulation on Rural Electric
Distribution Cooperatives: An Empirical Analysis"
Chad Alan Gregory'", Paducah
Major: History
Dissertation: "Revivalism, Fundamentalism, and Masculinity in the
United States, 1880-1930"
Lawrence Edward Griesinger III**, Morehead
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Parenting Styles and Family Environment
Characteristics as Predictors of the Mother-Perceived Social
Competence of Elementary School Children"
Converse Griffith, Loveland, OH
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Clonal Growth, Dispersal, and Ecology of the Forest
Herb Viola Blanda"
Janet Coleman Cross", Burgin
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Factors in Urinary Incontinence After Stroke"
Anne Linda Grosvenor", Indianapolis, IN
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Development of a Method for Performing Binding
Assays in Picoliter Volumes"
Xiaoyi Guan, Tianjun, China
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Distributed Supervisory Control of Forbidden
Conditions, and Automated Synthesis and Composition of Task
Controllers"
Steven Dean Hagemoser, Ames, IA
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Inventory of Interpersonal Problems and Its
Relationship to Subjective Distress and Social Dysfunction"
Christy Lynn Halbert", Nashville, TN
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Presentation of Self in Computer-Mediated
Communcation: Managing and Challenging Gender Identity"
Brigitte Hamman'", Durban, South Africa
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "A Study of the Factors Governing Soybean Seedling
Emergence, and How They Relate to Seed Quality"
Elizabeth Kay Sanders Hansen, Fayettevillle, AR
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Muzzling the Watchdogs: An Empirical Study of
Factors Associated with the Chilling Effect of Actual and
Threatened Libel Suits on US Daily Newspapers"
Huiqing Hao, China
Major: TOXicology
Dissertation: "Imrnuno-Regulatory Aspects of Bleomycin Induced
Pulmonary Fibrosis"
Omar Shehadeh Harb'", Ramallah, Palestine
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Molecular and Biochemical Characterization of Legionella
Pneumophila Genes Required for Intracellular Survival"
Chari Ann Harper, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "Guibert of Nogent and His Monodiae. The Songs of a
Solitary Singer"
Mohamad Fadhil Hasan, Boger, Indonesia
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Government Interventions and Competitiveness: The Case
of the Indonesian Palm Oil Industry"
Dollena S. Hawkins", Clinton, TN
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Determining the Number of Components in Mixtures of
Linear Models"
Scott Eugene Heid, Louisville
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Mechanisms by Which the Aryl Hydrocarbon Receptor
Mediates the Toxicity of Halogenated Aromatic Hydrocarbons"
Paula Michelle Hempen'". St. Louis, MO
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Regulation of the Polymeric Immunoglobulin Receptor
Gene"
Kenneth William Henry II,Oceanside, CA
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Novel Yeast Strategies for the Study of Nuclear Receptor
Function"
David Wayne Herrin, Cincinnati, OH
Major: Mechanical Engineering




Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of Seed Dormancy in Five Genera
of Caprifoliaceae"
Robert E. Holland, Lexington
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Effect of Passive Transfer of Maternal Antibodies on Early
Foal Vaccination with Inactivated Equine Influenza Antigen"
Mary Louise Holtz, Lexington
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Involvement of Nitric Oxide Synthase Enzymes in the
Development of Neuronal Degeneration Following Glutamate
Excitotoxicity"
Robert Grant Houston, Jr. '". Plymouth, MA
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Economic Determinants of Home Education"
Cheryl Ann Hcyt'", Louisville
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Navigating to Safe Harbor: Problems and Processes of
Living With Heart Failure"
Liyue Huang'", Zhejiang, China
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Role of ATP-Dependent Transporters in Cholestasis
Induced by Estradiol-17«(-D-Glucuronide)"
Marlene Belew Huff'", Gray
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Does the Timing of Life Course Events Really Matter: The
Perceptions of Vietnam Veterans"
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Cristi Moran Hundley'", Lexington
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Prediction of Institutionalization of Dementing
Patients Living in the Community: Contributions of Caregiver
Personality Traits, Caregiver Well-Being, Duration of
Caregiving, and Relationship to Patient"
Gary Lewis Hunter, Wilmington, NC
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "A Dual Process Theory of Information Overload"
Gerald Ianovici, New York City, NY
Major: English




Dissertation: "Mechanisms of Oxidative Damage: Role of Free Iron
and Reactive Oxygen Species"
Tina Hanlon Inman", Great Falls, MT
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Detecting Malingering in Neuropsychological
Assessment: A Head-Injured Sample"
Mark Andrew [ackson'", Memphis, TN
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Distinguishing Shame and Humiliation"
Wanda Faye jackson", Ruston, LA
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Diplomatic Relationship Between the United
States and Haiti 1862-1900"
Philip Wilkin Jenks, Morgantown, WV
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Foucault, Arendt, and the Norplant Condition in
Liberal America, New Reproductive Technologies, Public
Bodies, and Disciplinary Liberalism"
Jason Leland jensen", Worthington,:MN
Major: Public Administration




Dissertation: "Interactions Between Economic Growth and
Environmental Quality: A County-Level Analysis"
Karen L. johnson"
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Evaluation of Dual Oximetry Derived Parameters as
Continuous Real Time Indicators of Oxygenation in Critically III
Adult Patients"
Kjell Darun johnson", Porter, IN
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Influence Function Analysis for Multivariate
Structure-Seeking Methodologies"
Meagan MeChe jordan", Little Rock, AR
Major: Public Administration
Dissertation: "Punctuated Equilibrium as a Comprehensive Theory
of Local Govenunent Budgeting: The Proof is in the Tails"
David Katz**
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "The Emotional Memory Test: Neuropsychology of
Emotional Memory and Aging"
Jeong-Sook Kim'". Seoul, Korea
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Environmental Politics in South Korea: The Radioactive
Waste Depository Siting Controversy in An-Myun-Dou"
David Mutua Samson Kimweli, Ruston, LA
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Subjective Well-Being and Gender-Role Development
Among Appalachians"
Jennifer Elizabeth Klebaur'", Palm City, FL
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "The Role of Novelty in Disruption of Amphetamine Self-
Administration"
Yeonkyu Ko, Seoul, Korea
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Growth, Characterization, and Analysis of Aluminum
Oxide Films from MOCVD"
Seung-Hahn Koh**
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Farm Succession and Inheritance: The Social Reproduction
Crisis in South Korean Agriculture"
Gwen Koning'"
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Relationship Between Soybean Mosaic Virus and
Phomopsis SPP. Infection of Soybean Seeds"
Janusz Wlodzimierz Kostanski, Konin, Poland
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Development and In Vitro I In Vivo Evaluation of
Controlled Delivery Systems for LHRH Analogue, Omtide Acetate"
Mark Alan Kulp, Pottstown, PA
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Late Quaternary History and Subsidence of the
Mississippi River Delta Region, North-Central Gulf of Mexico"
Yanira LaBarca dePaz**
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: NEsQue YoTejo:Temporalidad, Subordinacion YDeixis En
Narrativas Orales De El Empedrao (Maracaibo, Venezuela)"
Michael A. Lafontaine, Clio, MI
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "In-Vivo Oxidative Stress in 3-NP-Induced Brain
Neurotoxicity: Implications for Huntington's Disease"
Scott Joseph Lane", Wilmington, MA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Strategy Choice and the Profit Plan as an Interactive
Control System: An Empirical Investigation"
Kendra Lynn Lawrence, Nashville, TN
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Roles of Spiders in Determining the Trophic Dynamics of
the Food Web of Forest-Floor Leaf Litter"
Paula Preusz Lemons:", Mt. Holly, NC
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Syntaxins and Munc-18S: Players in the Platelet Release
Reaction"
Jennifer Clare Lewis", Berea
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Naturally Occurring Luminescent Proteins as Labels in the
Development of Binding Assays for Small Biomolecules"
[ohn Sherwood Lewis IV, Berea
Major: History




Leland John L'Hote'", Lexington
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Marginalized Voices: The Gay Male Novel in Post-
Franco Spain (1975-1995)"
Tianxiang Li", Hefei, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "An Experimental Study of Particle Charge and Charge
Exchange Related to Triboelectrostatic Beneficiation"
Chengbin Lin, Guangzhou, China
Major: Veterinary Science




Dissertation: "Chemical and Functional Properties of Oxidatively
Modified Food Proteins"
Theresa Denise Loan, Huntington, WV
Major: Nursing




Dissertation: "the dTCE: A Short 5' Sequence That Directs Delayed
Translation of dhod RNA During Spermatogenesis in D.
Melanogaster"
Carl Victor Lutzer, Ann Arbor, MI
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "On the Extraction of Topological and Geometric
Information From the Spectrum of the Dirichlet to Neumann
Operator"
Susan Pamela Mains, Uddingston, Scotland
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Contested Spaces: Representing Borders and Immigrant
Identities Between the US and Mexico"
Angela Kaye Martin", Elizabethtown
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Transnationalism and the Embodiment of Identity in
Late Twentieth Century Ireland"
Jeffrey James Matthews, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Pursuit of Progress: Corning Glass Works, Alanson
B. Houghton, and America as World Power, 1851-1929"
Lisa R. McArthur*, Floyd, NY
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Lowell Liebermann: His Compositional Style as
Derived From Three Flute Works and Applied to Other Selected
Instrumental Works"
Leticia Joyce McGrath, Forty Fort, PA
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "The Dramas of Joaquin Dicenta (1863-1917): A
Reappraisal"
Gloria Jean McVay, Mankato, MN
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Budgeting as a Decision Process: The Biasing Effects of
Compensation Scheme, Source Credibility, and Receiver
Involvement"
Sunil Mehta, New Delhi, India
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Investigation of the Source of Regional Salinization of
the Ogallala Aquifer, Southern High Plains, Texas, USA"
Kuiyin Mei, Chaohu, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Nonlinear Vibration of Beam Structures: Analytical and
Explicit Dynamics FEA Evaluations"
Thomas Haven Miller, [r., Lexington
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Objectivity and Balance in Global Wanning News




Dissertation: "Factors Influencing the Postoperative Pain Experience
of Adult Females"
Nora Rose Moosnick, Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Challenged Mothers: Women Who Adopt Transracially
and I or Transnationally"
Melissa Ann Moss, Parkersburg, WV
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Effect of TNF-Alpha and Shear Stress Stimuli on the
Adhesion of Human Breast Cancer Cells to Endothelial
Monolayers"
Erla Gladden Mowbray, Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Cultural Knowing: An Interpretive Case Study of A
New College President Coming to Know Faculty Culture"
Hormuzd Rayomand Mulla
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "N-(Arylmethyl) - 2-arylpyridinium Salts: Models for a
Face-to-Face, Center-to-Edge (FFCE) pi-Stacking Motif;
Conformational Probes for the Hydrophobic Effect"
Alejandra Rengifo Munoz", Cali, Columbia
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Poscolonialided E Identidad en Manuel Zapata Oltvella,
Maryse Conde y Mayra Montero"
David Andrew Nichols, Ridgefield, CT
Major: History
Dissertation: "Red Gentlemen and White Savages: Indian-White




Dissertation: "Performance Characteristics of Superpave Ashphalt
Mixes Containing Flat and Elongated Aggregates"
Joseph Dowell Oldham, Lexington
Major: Computer Science




Dissertation: "The Synthesis, Characterization and Reactivity of High
Oxidation State Rhenium Imido and Oxo Complexes"
Thomas Michael Orf", Prestonsburg
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Status of the Discipline of Geography in
Community Colleges: The National Setting and the Kentucky
Example"
Melanie D. Otis'", Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Predicting Fear of Personal and Property Victimization
Among a Sample of Lesbians and Gay Men: A Test of General
Opportunity Theory"
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Oleg Viktorovich Ozerov, Moscow, Russia
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis, Structure and Reactivity of Ti(IV)and Ti(II)




Dissertation: "An Entropy Based Dynamic Instrumentation System for
Parallel Computer Systems"
John Kenneth Paglia, Meadville, PA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Exploration of Covenants in Large Bank
Loans"
Mark Benjamin ParshaU ......, Santa Fe, NM
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Exacerbated Chronic Dyspnea in Emergency Patients"
Delia Thompson Pergande ......, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "Private Voluntary Aid in Vietnam: the Hwnanitarian
Politics of Catholic Relief Services and Care, 1954-1965"
Stephen D. Phipps, Goshen, IN
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation; "Regulation of Angiotensin II Receptor Subtypes in
Animal Models of Experimental Hypertension"
James Lewis Pierce ......, Campbellsville
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Nutritional Assessment of Conventional and Low Phytic
Add Corn for Pigs and Chicks"
Samuel Mark Poloyac ......, Johnstown, PA
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Alterations in Cytochrome P4502E1Expression
Following the Acute Phase Response: Implications of Endotoxemia
and Traumatic Brain Injury"
Emil Jeffrey Popke", Kalamazoo, MI
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Deconstructing Apartheid Space: Negotiating Alterity
and History in Durban's Cato Manor"
Sandra Kay Prunty ......, Huntington, WV
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Differences in the Symptoms of Myocardial Infarction by
Sex and Gender Identify"
Jaber Ghaleb Qasem ......, Amman, Jordan
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "The Role of Counterions in the Stability of N-
Methylpyridinium Prodrugs: A Case Study with N-
Methylpyridinium Prodrugs of Paclitaxel"
Deepak Kumar Rajpal, Rapalmunchy, India
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Effects of Rad27 and Rev3 Activities on Mutation
Avoidance in the Yeast Saccharomyces Cerevisiae: Mechanistics
Studies"
Pamela Ann Rae", Chico, CA
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Marriage Happens, Children are Born": Maternal
Concepts of Child Rearing in South India"
Charles Britt Raymond, Montevallo, AL
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Cannibalism and Intraguild Predation Among Three
Common Predatory Hemipterans (Ceocoris Punctipes, Nabis
Roseipennis, and Orius Insidiosus) on Soybean, and Its Impact on
Survival of a Soybean Pest"
Daniel Thomas Remley ......, Hickory Corners, MI
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "The Impact of Diabetes Camping Experiences on Direct
and Mediating Diabetes Management Outcomes"
Christopher Jay Richards ......, McCook, NE
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Influence of Small Intestinal Protein on Carbohydrate
Assimilation and Metabolism in BeefCattle"
Douglas A. Riley", Greencastle, IN
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Global Existence of Strong Solutions to the Three-
Dimensional Incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations with Special
Boundary Conditions"
Kevin Thomas Rockich, Akron, OH
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation; "The Effect of Brain Injury and the Acute-Phase Response
on the Pharmacokinetics and Metabolism of Endogenous and
Exogenous Substrates"
Linda L. Rulon ......, Somerville, NJ
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: 1/Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy A) Graphite Surface
Treatments and Their Effects B)Serum Zinc Concentrations and
Alzheimer's Disease"
Jennifer Anne Sadowski ......, Lafayette, IN
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Evolution of Complex Courtship Behavior in the
Striped Ground Cricket. Allonemobius Socius"
Makhmud Sagandykov
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Homological Structures of Spaces with Finite Group of
Transformations"
Lyndon Lloyd Ebenezer Salins, Bombay, India
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Fluorescent Biosensing Systems Based on The Analyte-
Induced Conformational Changes of Genetically Engineered
Binding Proteins"
Marazban Sarkari, Bombay, India
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Solvent Engineering of Compressed and Supercritical
Fluid Solvents for Bioprocessing Applications"
Douglas John Scambler", Mt. Prospect, IL
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Responses to Childhood Teasing: Perceptions of Children
With and Without Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder"
Jeffrey Alan Schaefer, Louisville
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "A Comprehensive Geotechnical and Geological
Investigation of High Horizontal Stress in Shallow Soils of the
Upper Mississippi Embayment and Its Influence on Pile Capacity"
Tracy M. Segar, Lexington
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Alterations in the Response to Reinforcement in Adult
Male Rats Neonatally Exposed to Ethanol andl or Cocaine as
Measured by Sucrose and Cocaine"
Marsha Craft Segebarth, Hanson
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Sex as a Predictor of Medical Students' Preference for
Gender Roles and I or Ways of Knowing"
Alan Joseph Simmons ......, Greensburg
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Mutations Affecting Allosteric Regulation of Carbamyl
Phosphate Synthetase inDrosophila Melanogaster"
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Kristen Suzanne Simpson ......, Lexington
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Examination of Differentially Expressed Genes During
Early Equine Conceptus Development: Identification of
Differentially Expressed Genes and Their Temporal and Spatial
Expression From Day 12Through Day 30 of Gestation"
Catlainn Sionean'", Flint, MI
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Race, Socioeconomic Status, and Condom Use Among
Adolescent Women: A Multilevel Analysis"
Daphne Eudora Skipper", Monticello, GA
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Combinatorial Scheduling Models"
Lynn Turner Smith'", Pineville
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "An Examination of Psychosocial and Contextual Cultural
Factors Related to School Engagement and Achievement Among
BlackAdolescents"
Rhonda Lynn Smith ......, Leitchfield
Major: History
Dissertation: "Jacqueline Cochran: An American Aviator in Peace and
War"
Wendy Ann Smith", Orlando, FL
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Modulation of DNA Adduction by Cancer
Chemopreventive Agents Using a Three Tiered Approach"
Joseph Charles Smolira'", Bethesda, OH
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Taxes and Mutual Fund Performance Persistence"
Michelle Howard Sparks, Owensboro
Major Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Development and Evaluation of a Sustained Release
Codrug Formulation of Trihydroxy Steroid and 5-Fluorouracil for
the Treatment of Ocular Neovascularizetion"
John Gibson Speer", Houston, TX
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Motivational Bases of Political Support Among Urban
Informal Sector Workers in Nicaragua"
Clarence Vincent Spicer", Wilmington, NC
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Effects of Self-Stereotyping and Stereotype Threat on
Intellectual Performance"
Bryan Gordon Spohn, Woodcliff Lake, NJ
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Factors Influencing the Evolution of Pheromone
Communcation in the Cabbage Looper, Trichoplusia ni (Hubner)
(Lepidoptera: Noctuidae)"
Linda Cranmer Starks'", Lexington, KY
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "The Successful Transition of High School Students with
Learning Disabilities Into Adulthood: Direct Instruction in Self-
Advocacy Skills"
William Alan Steiden", Louisville
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Economic Attainment: Income
Achievement of College Students from Generic Economic Models
Compared to Achievement of a Sample of Jefferson Community
College Students"
Gwin Michelle Stewart", Olney, IL
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Gender Roles and Safer-SexBehavior Among College
Women"
Katherine Lee Stone", Franklin
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Sibling Relationships of Children with
ADfHO and Their Older Siblings"
Terry Dean Stratton'", Fisher, MN
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Identity, Appearance, and Corrective Lenswear: Predictors
of College Students' Interest in Vision-Correcting Myopia Surgery"
Kristen Lenore Streater, Dallas, TX
Major: History
Dissertation: "She Rebels on the Border": Gender, Race, and Politics in
Civil War Kentucky"
Patrick Giles Sullivan, Columbia
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "Mitochondrial Dysfunction Following Traumatic Brain
Injury In Rodents"
Jeffery Dean Sykes", EI Dorado, AR
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Lp Regularity of Solutions of the Mixed Boundary Problem
for Laplace's Equation on a Lipschitz Graph Domain"
William Charles Symons'"
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Investigation of a Near-Infrared Near-Field Scanning
Optical Microscope for Both Biological and Conducting Samples"
Zahra Tabeidie
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of Heat, Homogenization, Immunoglobulin and Milk
Fat Globule Membrane on Culture Agglutination"
Chris D. Teutsch, Alliance, OH
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Soil, Plant, and Animal Interactions on Reclaimed Mine-
Land Pastures in Southeastern Kentucky"
Tanuny Lynn Thompson, Danville
Major: English
Dissertation: "Joanna Baillie and Romantic Drama"
Kathleen Anne Toma", Lexington
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "AFDC Spell Durations: A Comparison of Urgan and Rural
Regions"
Scott Leander Tori'", West Palm Beach, FL
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "United States Trade in Banking Services"
Jeffrey David Tschetter", Sioux Falls, SD
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Validity of Structural Knowledge Assessment in
Management Research"
Shichun Tu, Fengyang, China
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Activity and Neurotrophius Regulate Substance P
Expression and Topographic Map Maintenance in the Optic Tectum"
Matthias Akomaye Udie'", Frankfort
Major: Public Administration
Dissertation: "The Effects of Medicare Penetration Into HMOs and
Competition in the Medicare HMO Market on Stage of Breast Cancer
Diagnosis"
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Jennifer Lynn Gentry van de Ligt" ..., Hendersonville, NC
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Influence of Chromium Tripocolinate Supplementation on
Procine Immune Function During the Periparturient, Neonatal, and
Postweaning Periods"
Melissa Anne Varner ......, Williamstown, WV
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "A Novel Double Annulation Route to Trans-Decalins"
Felix Salome Vasquez
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Reflejos de la Sociedad Lirnena del Siglo XVIII en la Poesia
Satirica de Fray Francisco del Castillo, el Ciego"
Srinivas Venkatram, Madurai, India
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "CDKI-Dependent Regulation of Subcellular Localization of
NIMA During A.nidulans Cell Cycle-A Novel Link Between Cell
Division ann Nucleocytoplasmic Transport"
Carlos Alberto Verdecchia ......, Chabas, Argentina
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of Heat Treatment on the Activity of Hydrolyzed
Whey Peptides on Culture Agglutination"
Martin Ross walker", Chester, VA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Measurement and Modeling of Factors That Affect
Personnel Attrition Within the US Army"
Celia Jo Wall, Murray
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Sexual Harassment in Academe: An Exploratory Study of
the Relationship Between Sexual Harassment and the
Communication Environment"
[inrong wan'", Xinghua, China
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Potential Functions of a Potyvirus-Encoded NIA/VPG
Protein in Pathogen-Derived Resistance and Virus Replication"
Congxiao Wang"', Shenyang
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Three Phase Flux Reversal Machine"
[ianquan Wang ......
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Genetically Engineered Proteins in the Development of
Immunoassays and Site-Directed Protein Immobilization"
Hnghong Wang
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "dmaW Encoding Tryptophan Dirnethylallyltransferase in
Erot Alkaloid Biosynthesis from Clavicipitaceous Fungi"
Yuguo Wang"', Shandong, China
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Dehydrocyclization by Platinum Monofunctional Catalysts"
Graham Walter Warren ......, Lexington
Major: TOXicology
Dissertation: "Tumor Necrosis Factor Alpha and Interleukin-6: Regulation
of Liver Enzymes During the Acute Phase Response"
Lori Kay Warren, Laramie, WY
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Effect of Level and Type of Dietary Fiber on the
Hydration Status of Horses in Response to Dehydration and
Endurance Exercise"
Lori Beth Waxenberg"', Chattanooga, TN
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between Handedness, Brain
Lateralization, and Pain Experience"
Nancy webb", Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "High Density Lipoprotein Metabolism: Role of
Apolipoprotein A-I and the Scavenger Receptor B-1"
Rebecca Elizabeth weems", Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Dynamics of Trust-Formation in Biotechnology Strategic
Alliances: Alliance Experience and Choice of Governance"
Xiaochen Wei
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Studies on the Biosynthesis and Metabolites of Pyridine
Alkaloids in Nicotiana Species"
Janice Jean Wertz"', Clyde Park, MT
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Relation of Occupational Stress, Coping Resources,
Personal Strain and Burnout in Psychology Interns"
Jennifer Anne Willford, Port Clinton, OH
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Effects of Neonatal Alcohol, Cocaine or Alcohol/ Cocaine
Exposure on Cognition in Adult Rats"
Deborah Lynn McKibben Williamson, Lawrenceburg
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "An Analysis of Juvenile Waiver Proceedings in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky"
Neal Derrick. Woods, Olympia, WA
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Rethinking Regulation: Institutions and Influence in
Federal Regulatory Policy"
Donna Wynne wright" ..., Franklin
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Turning Over a New Leaf: Socio-Economic and Political
Transformations in the Burley Tobacco Commodity System"
Jinzhong Xu, Suzhou, China
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Stream Cipher Analysis Based on FCSRs"
Xintong Yang, Zibo, China
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Genetic Diversity Among Parents and Performance of
Three-Way and Single Crosses inWinter Wheat"
Servet Makar Yatin ..., Istanbul, Turkey
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "In Vitro and In Vivo Free Radical Oxidative Stress
Associated with Alzheimer's Disease Amyloid (Peptide"
Jianming Yin, Oingdao, China
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "An Early Gl Cell Cycle Control Point Is Regulated by
E2F4-P130 Complex and CDK4/ 6 Activities"
Xiaojie Yuan, Nanjing, China
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Characterization of Rat Peroxisome Proliferator Activated
Receptors and Their Cross-Talk With Insulin and Okadaic Acid-
Mediated Signaling Pathways"
Michelle L. Zak", East Peoria, IL
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Impact of Post-Stroke Aphasia and Accompanying







Dissertation: "DNA Vaccines, Encoding Single Chain Variable
Regions of Anti Idiotype Antibody lA7, Induce Humoral
Immunity Against Ganglioside 2 (G02) and Protects Mice From
GD2 Positive Tumor"
Xiaonong Zhan, N anchang, China
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Shear Compliance of TaS3"
[iqing Zhang, [imo
Major: Mining Engineering
Dissertation: "Application of Ceostatistics and Conditional Simulation
in Precision Agriculture"
Qiang Zhang'"
Major: Biosystems & Agricultural Engingeering
Dissertation: "Heat Transfer Analysis of Vertical If-Tube Heat




Dissertation: "Arthropod Resistance and 2,3-Dihydrofarnesoic Acid in
Hybrids of Lycopersicon Bsculentum X L. Hirsutum"
Yi Zhang", Hangzhou, China
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Glycosylation Modulates the Voltage-Dependent
Gating of Cloned Skeletal Muscle and Cardiac Sodium Channels"
Yue Zhang, Beijing, China
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Ornithine Decarboxylase (DOC) and C-MYCActivation
Uuring Monocrotaline Induced Rat Pulmonary Artery
Endothelium Apoptosis and Pneumotoxocity"
Sergio Zolnier", Cascavel, Brazil
Major: Biosystems & Agricultural Engr
Dissertation: "Dynamic Misting Control Techniques for Poinsettia
Propagation"
Doctor of Education
Constance Ewing Adams'", Richmond
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Older Siblings Implementing Language Interventions
with Younger Siblings Who Have Language Delays: Effects on
Sibling Interactions During Semi-Structured Play"
Heather Renee H. Adams-Blair, Hindman
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation: "Gender Role Characteristics of National Collegiate
Atheltic Association Division I Athletes and Their Coaches"
John LeScot! Adams, Little Rock, AR
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Effects of Cooperative and Collaborative Learning
Environments on Student Learning of Instructional Planning in a
Web Based Instructional Format"
Doris Seats Barlow, Madisonville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Kentucky's STARProfessional Development Network
Perceptions of Effectiveness in Improving Student Achievement
in Low-Performing Schools, 1996-1997"
Debra K. Bauder**, Louisville
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Use of Assistive Technology and the Assisttve
Technology Training Needs of Special Education Teachers in
Kentucky Schools"
Arthetta Jane Browning", Lavalette, WV
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Questions of Equity: Kentucky Authentic Assessment
Reading and Mathematics Results Compared by Sex and Location"
Bonnie Fay Bryson'". South Shore
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation: "A Study of Individual Reactions to Career Plateaus in the
Natural Resources Management Branch of the Operations Division
of the US Anny Corps of Engineers"
Lee Cabell'", Lexington
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation: "Biodynamic Parameters Related to Gait Between Young
and Elderly Females"
Sandra L. Cook, Crayne
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "An Evaluation of the University of Kentucky Community
College Leadership Academy: The First Five Years"
Patricia Coon-Knochelmann'", Taylor Mill
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Micropolitical Behaviors of Principals in Rewarded and
Sanctioned High Schools in the Reform State of Kentucky"
Ann Huffman Crowe, Morehead
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "Connecting Parents and Schools an Ecological
Construction of Parent Involvement in Their Children's Education"
John Timothy Decker", Barbourville, WV
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "An Examination of Kentucky School Districts'
Instructional Per Pupil Expenditures and Academic Performance at
the Eighth Grade Level inMathematics and Reading"
Linda Rue Gerling Esser", Louisville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "In Each Other's Memory Stories of Elementary Teacher-
Librarians and Their Work"
Christopher Jason Hail, Somerset
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Effects of Using Multiple Representations on
Students' Knowledge and Perspectives of BasicAlgebraic
Concepts"
Lori Leigh/Kidwell Henderson, Bedford
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Dynamics of Developing an Elementary School's
Consolidated Plan for Improvement: A Case Study of a Newly
Established Kentucky School-Based Decision-Making Committee
Structure"
Rachel Dubois Latz, Florence
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Positioning Instructive Captions to Improve Learning
from Process Diagrams in Unfamiliar Environments"
Olivia Ballou Major*,
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "Voices from the Past: the Educational Aspirations and
Role Identities of White Kentucky Farm Women, 1920-1940"
Mary-Louise Meyer", Savannah, GA
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Conflict Between Two Worlds: Teacher and Student
Constructions of Sixth Grade Conflict"
Kevin Christopher Moore'", Wilmington, NC
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Effects of Knowledge of Cognition Cues and Regulation of
Cognition Cues on Learner Performance When Embedded Within
an Internet-Based Learning Module"
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Douglas J. Olberding", Cincinnati, OH
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation: "Measuring Planning Formality and Strategy Content in
USOlympic Sport Organizations"
Rebecca Jane Oswald", Wilmore
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "Potential Use of Preservice Teacher Portfolios in the
Hiring Process by Site-Based Decision Making Councils"
Sherry Wilson Powers'", Morehead
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Examination of Teacher Discourse with Four Eastern
Kentucky Fourth-Graders During Writing Conferences"
Manuel Michael Probst", Lexington
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation: "Hemodynamic Responses to Stroop and Cold Pressor
Stress Following 30Minutes of Submaximal Cycling Exercise in
Normotensive Males and Females"
Samuel Barton Rich, Morganfield
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Teacher Job Satisfaction as it Relates to School-Based
Decision-Making in Three West Kentucky Elementary Schools:
Perceptions of a New Element in Teaching"
Donald Snead, Rockfield
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Concept Mapping and ScienceAchievement of Middle
Grade Students"
Diane Elizabeth Strangts'". Lexington
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Yesterday Peter Waved Goodbye:" Challenges and
Supports for Teachers of Children With Autism in Inconclusive
Early Childhood Settings"
Alesa J. Walker, Murray
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "One School's Experience With School-Based Decision
Making: Perceptions of School Climate"
David O. Woolverton, Richmond
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Learning and Retention of an Algoritlun in Public
Relations Undergraduate Education: A Comparison of Simulation
and Lecture Instruction"
Nelda K. wyatt", Burkesville
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "Into the Promised Land; The Transformation of Eastern
and Western Kentucky Normal Schools Into Teachers Colleges
1906-1922"
Doctor of Musical Arts
Daniel Preston Moore, Longview, TX
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "The Impact of Richard L. "Dick" Schory on the
Development of the Contemporary Percussion Ensemble"
Dean Alan Nichols, Lexington
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "A Survey of the Solo Piano Works of Lowell Liebermann"
Calvin Maurice Taylor, Los Angeles, CA
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Sunrise Symphony: A Composition for Orchestra with
Analysis"
Educational Specialist
Gerald Henry Abner, Lexington
Kathryn Leigh Baldwin, Madisonville
Angela Trusty Collinsworth, West Liberty
Anne Patricia Denham", Maysville
Bridget Nicole (Coppage) Eller, Ft. Mitchell
David Lee Hibbard**, Lexington
Mary Taylor Johnson, Williamson, WV
Jennifer Lockamy Lyles, Jacksonville, FL
Mary Lillian Martin, Lexington
Carol D. Moffett'", Harrodsburg
Kristin Louise Mueller, Naperville, IL
Gloria Wright Murphy, Ashland
Laura Anne Murray, Okeeshobee, FL
Katherine Forgy Peppiatt, Lexington
Beth Anne Pruitt", Georgetown
Peter Daniel Sciortino
Leslie Lynn Smith, Houston, TX
Jennifer Dawn Walker, Louisa
[oseph ]. Weber, Palo Alto, CA
Maria Thomas Ladopoulou White, Frankfort
B. Suzanne Young, Alexandria
Master of Arts
Alicestyne Turley Adams, West Bend
Jose Antonio Alas ...., Richmond
Julie Kristin Anglin'", Grayson
Allison Arnold", Rockmart, GA
Jonathan Paul Badgett, Lakeland, FL
Asmita Barve, Mumbai, India
Ava Elaine Crafton Beckett'", Henderson
Kelly Alison Behre, Middletown, MD
James William Binney, State College, PA
Susan Kay Bishop", Saratoga, NY
Stephen C. Blount", Lexington
Anna Alexis Bogomolets", Walnut Creek, IA
Holly Elizabeth Boone, Rocky Gap, VA
Jane Vahlkamp Boswell", Lexington
Daniel Whiteside Bowker", Frankfort
Elizabeth Leigh Boyd, St. Louis, MO
Cherry Mills Boyles'", Lawrenceburg
Marianne Bridget Brennan, Louisville
Victoria Gordon Broadus", Hyatsville, MD
Nathan Scott Brown'", Wilmore
J. Nathan Campbell, Dallas, TX
Michelle Dawn Campbell'", Danville
Linda Miller Cantara, Lexington
Marina Caruso-Natale, Roma, Italy
Douglas Wayne Carter, Indianapolis, IN
John Vincent Cetrone", McKees Rocks, PA
Mary Catherine Chamberlain'", Shelby Township, MI
Samantha Connell Christie'", Clinton, NJ
Shannon Kae Christy, Wichita, KS
Beverly Renee Coleman", Louisville
John Darnien Crawford", Versailles
Ashley Paige Cruce"
Rynette Sherri Davis, Columbia, SC
Jason Alan Dechant'", Hutchinson, KS
Mayte de Lama'". Vigo, Spain
Debra Gene Delaney, Louisville
Paola de Martino, La Maddalena, Italy
Andrea McDowell Denton, Nicholasville
Kristina Carolyn Deskins, Pikeville
Gregory Howard Doggett, Taylor Mill
Elena Domatov, Lexington
Ray Ross Dowd'", Cynthiana
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Ella Wells Drake*, Lexington
Laura Lee Earles, Berea
Darrell Wayne Estes
Douglas Paul Evans, Charlottesville, VA
Timothy Joseph Fargo, Maple Heights, OH
Sarah Harmon Fitzpatrick", Lexington
Kate Hamsberger Flory", Grottoes, VA
Daniel Kenneth Folie, Kasson, MN
Reginald Carl Forest
Lisa Renee Foster, Campbellsville
Audra Jean Franks, Dry Ridge
DeWayne Preston Prazier'", Lebanon
Junction
Christopher Joseph Fuhrmann", Murray
Jason D. Carcia'", Sterling, IL
Dina Gavrilos*, Chicago, IL
Sarah Elizabeth Gorter'". Grand Rapids, MI
Holly Lynn Grout, Independence
John Russell Croves'", Lexington
Randolph Eugene Haasl, Oshkosh, WI
James Arthur Hanlon, [r."', Shelby
Township, MI
Charles Wesley Hartford, Fallbrook, CA
Sarah Stevenson Hatfield, Lexington
Harold Edward Hayes"
Michael Todd Hendricks", Watertown, WI
Jeffrey Robert Hertzog'", Newfields, NH
Robert Randolph Hinkle, Lexington
Stanley 1. Inman, Paris
Wataru Ishizuka'", Gumma, Japan
Troy Thomas [ackson", Cincinnati, OH
[ui-Chang Iao, Hualien, Taiwan
Keeky Chrysanne Jones, Farmington Hills,
MI
Ajlina Karamehic'"
Linette Rae Lowe Keeling", Louisville
Geordie Fitzsimmons O'Banion Kelly",
Lexington
Seth Lyons Kendall", Kingsport, TN
Richard Bondurant Kincheloe'", Louisville
Victoria M. King, Andover, IL
Paul Thomas Kingsbury"; Liverpool, United
Kingdom
Kenneth Timothy Kline, Owensboro
Scott Gerard Kremer'". Southgate
Sanjeev Kumar'", New Delhi, India
Sunryoung Lee, Taegu, South Korea
Margaret Rhea Litton", Corbin
Esther Grace Long'", White Oak, PA
Matthew Browning Long'". Roanoke, VA
Cecelia Manosa
Laura Jane Marshall'", Paducah
Michele Hickey Mason, New York City, NY
Christi Sporl Massey, Monroe, LA
John David Edward Mcbride, Lewisburg,
WV
Rebecca Alexandra McClung, Atlanta, GA
Matthew James McCourt, Lexington
Michael Anthony McCraith, Wickliffe, OH
James Vincent McDermott, Lexington
Maureen K McDorman*, North Lima, OH
Angela Marie McDowell, Lexington
Rebecca D. McIntyre**, Louisville
Tracy Leigh McKay**, Jacksonville, AR
Matthew Michael Menzel, Willard, MO
Andrew Eugene Mertz, Alamosordo, NM
Sarah Anne Moore, Cedar Rapids, IA
Dave Morrison, Cary, IL
Stacey Ann Mueller**, St. Louis, MO
Takako Nagumo, Los Angeles, CA
Lucia Yolanda Ona, Quito, Ecuador
Nandita Prabodh Patel*, Bombay, India
Karsten Helge Piep*
Helene Celine Portier, Lexington
Jennifer Michelle Pour'", Meadowview, VA
Jessie Bishop Powell, Fayetteville, AR
Mary Elizabeth (Lisa) Prater'", Lexington
Jeanne LaPrelle Provost, Lexington
Matthew Faran Ragland, Shelbyville
Cecile Raguin". Angers, France
Phillis Hegmon Rambsy, Jackson, TN
Brenda Carol Reid, Mount Juliet, TN
Matthew Emmery Renkey'", Lexington
Jason Christopher Rinaldo, Spring, TX
Rachel 1.Ross, Florence
Amy Lynn Ryan, Tampa, FL
Sarah Jean Ryder, Lexington
Kevin Jon Sapp, Erlanger
Kimberly Iris Saylor, Harlan
Dalayna Dyan Scales'", Nashville, TN
Dietlinde Margarete Storzer Schmucker",
Lexington
Cynthia Lynne Shelton'", Frankfort
Michael Shawn Slane, Logan, OH
Kary Lynn Stackelbeck, Springfield, MO
Clint Darwin Stone, Bardstown
Matthew Daniel Sutton", Georgetown
Daniel Thomas Thorne, [r.", Berea
Brian W. Trail", San Diego, CA
Liana Tuttle Vasseur, Miami, FL
Margarita Georgieva Vencill'", Sofia,
Bulgaria
Marian Claire Vischer, Greensboro, NC
Kelly Scott walters". Georgetown
Albert Samuel Warren, Lexington
Lisa A. webb'", Lexington
Benjamin Daniel Weber, Atlanta, GA
Eric Thomas Wilkinson, Lexington
Megan Kathryn McCarty Williams, Harlan,
IA
Tiffany Renee Wilson-Mobley**, Versailles
Ian Winokur**
George Maxwell Wise'", Campbellsville
Cynthia Enlow Zeller'", Hodgenville
Jeffrey Ryan Zurcher'", Berne, IN
Master of Arts in Education
Jennifer Kaye Akers, Princeton
Stephannie SuzAnne Bailey, Flint, MI
Melissa Anne (Wilham) Banks",
Harrodsburg
Tracy Michelle Barnes, Frankfort
Kelsay Sawyer Berland, Henderson
James William Beward", Cleveland, OH
Johnna M. Black, Shelbyville
Daniel Tracy Bruno", Georgetown
Cynthia Carole Buchanan, Lexington
Nancy Ruth Buzard, Lexington
Carolyn Forbes Carner", Lexington
Robert Alan Curtsinger, Benton
Byron Edward Darnall, Brandenburg
Michelle Scott Dickson*, Lexington
Martha Porter Dixon*, Winchester
Sharon Lynn Duke*, Shelbyville
Andrea Grace Pulley Eastham*, Paducah
Chad N. Eckhardt, Lexington
Elizabeth Anne Edwards, Gallatin, TN
Jason T. Blam**
Gregory Scott Elder, Owensboro
Angela Laniett Potter Embry*, Hartford
Zachary Shawn Erwin, Hartford
Brandon Taylor Fey, Louisville
Patricia Ann Flaherty, Richmond
Emma Gayle Franklin*, Georgetown
Stephanie Nicole Getz, Paducah
Christi Lynn Goetz, Grand Haven, MI
Lisa Lynn (Miller) Gray, Florence
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Dreama Sena Griffith", Carlisle
Heather Dawn Haddix", Lexington
Charles Hugh Hale II, Loyall
Sheila Lynn Hammond, Louisville
Autumn Lynne Haney, Winchester
Mary Lynne/Perry Henson, Louisa
Tasha Sheree Stiles Hopkins, Berea
Mitchell Peltier Hoying, Sidney, OH
Brandy Lynn Hyatt, Frankfort
Kristie Renee Jackson, Grayson
Tina Lee Johnson, Somerset
Christopher Thomas King, Madisonville
Elizabeth Anne Kirkland", Harrodsburg
Sarah Easterling Kusche", Lexington
Teresa Watts Lambert, Lexington
Damian Shawn Laymon, Harrodsburg
Jennifer Lynn'", Warren, OH
Sylvia Needing Lyttle", Frankfurt, Germany
Megan Ann/ Helt Majors, Tallmadge, OH
Dawn Marie Manco, Louisville
Clinton Dunlap Martin, Louisville
Michele Linn Martin, Hamilton, OH
Bruce Allen Maybriar, Lexington
Courtenay Grace Mayes, Louisville
Shahla Mazdeh"
Timothy James McAboy'", Wilmore
Sherri Renee Mcl'herson, Berea
Marc Arron Milanich", Lexington
Susan Barlow Montgomery", Mt.
Washington
Susan Drake Morrison", Louisville
Daniel Lee Murray, [r., Cochranton, PA
Jason Edward Newton, Guston
Traci Lynn O'Roark", Middlesboro
Shawn Marshall Overbey, London
Jennifer 1. Pattison, Cold Spring
Joseph Daniel Peach'", Frankfort
Amrnie Lamere Peck, Lexington
Terri Cave Potter, Lexington
Jessica Ellen Ragland, Glendale
Christopher Roy Rakes, Nicholasville
Michael Gerald Riddle, Cincinnati, OH
Rebecca J. Rietze", Lexington
Susan Mary Sallee", Lexington
Susan Annette Samples, Owenton
Amy Margaret Preston Schindler",
Monticello
James Michael Schroer, Florence
Gretchen Keeley Smith", Versailles
Jovanna Ruby Smith", Louisville
Amanda Craig Straus", Louisville
Ralph Ivan Sumner, Lexington
Sandra Kaye Sweeney'", Carlisle
Andrew Alexander Terry"
Lowell Shawn Thornbury", Ashland
Angela Leigh Tipton", Lexington
Cynthia Ann Rademaker VanDyke*,
Delavan, IL
Sandra Parr VanHook*, Winchester
Jaymi J. Veek, Lexington
Kimberly Ann Plomske Watson*, Lexington
Shawn Paul Wheatley**, Bardstown
Rhonda Jean Winburn, Winchester
Diane Allison Wood*, Russellville
Melissa Ann Wooldridge*, Frankfort
Tammie Anne Workman**, Lexington
Stephanie Lynn Yates*, Louisville
Master of Arts in Interior
Design, Merchandising &
Textiles
Karen Michele Cummins, Cincinnati, OH
Susan Margaret Perry, Detroit, MI
Master of Business
Administration
Stephanie Marie Bell'", Springboro, OH
Kenneth Blackburn, Prestonsburg
Benjamin Robert Borrusch, Northville, Ml
John Edward Borsuk, Nicholasville
Dana Shanell Branham'", Lexington
Joshua Van Brien'", Mayfield
Ernest Adalbert Brooks III**,Morganfield
John Bradley Brown, Maysville
William Nichols Brown'", Lexington
Curtis Edward Bullock, London
Michael Orlando Chenault'", Winchester
Brian David Cleary", Lexington
Steven G. Collins'", Hopkinsville
Nicholas Paul Comer, May's Lick
Richard Eberley Davis, Lexington
Robert Lee DaVasier'", Russellville
Kenneth Bruce Disponett'". Lexington
James Lee Dotson"; Belfry
Donald Ray Dunaway, Barbourville
Joey Thomas Eaton'", Adairville
Mark Ellis Evans, Richmond
Amy Griffin Paulkner'", Hawesville
Matthew Scott Finley, Danville
Philip David Preer'", Ypsilanta, MI
Archie Leon Fullwood, Jr.**,Lexington
Sarah Anne Gaines, Cincinnati, OH
John Joseph Gibbons, Rockford, IL
Joe Alfonso Guerrini'", Houston, TX
Benjamin Aaron Hall'", Louisville
Richard Tyler Haney", Portsmouth, OH
Charles Edward Haynes'", Hazard
Daniel Scott Heller'", Lexington
Christopher Lee Hellmann, Lexington
Gregory Allen Herron, Campbellsville
Michelle Theresa Howard'", Louisville
Amy Renee Ives, Louisville
Rodney O'Neal Jackson, Lynch
Michelle Annette Jacobs, Lexington
Bradford Charles johnsen". Owensboro
Juan Adrian Johnson, Decatur, GA
Jeffery Allen [ones'", Chillicothe, OH
Marc Edward [ones'", Prestonsburg
Brian Stephens Joyner, Crab Orchard
Jon William Kail'", Jackson, TN
Anuruk Karoonyavanich, Bangkok, Thailand
James R. Kennedy, Jr.**,Versailles
Huat Keat Kung'"
William J. Laughlin, Pittsburgh, PA
Demond Brent Leggs, Paducah
Michael Thiam Ming Lim
Paul Louis Luchini'", Marblehead, MA
Jeffrey N. Lyons, Lexington
Tyler C. Magee'". Bethlehem, PA
Kristi Renee Maggard", Richmond
Tracy Lee Maness, Lewisville, TX
Zoran Borislav Martinovski, Skopje,
Macedonia
Barton Kelly Mattingly'", Springfield
Robert Charles May, Louisville
J. Patrick McGee**, Lexington
Suzanne Mae Arnold McGough**, Lexington
F. Roxanne McLetchie, Lexington
Rajani Santosh Menon, Lexington
Brian Glenn Minton, Lexington
Emily Melvin Mooring, Paintsville
Jason S. Morgan, Middletown
David Wayne Morris, Louisville
Troy 1.Mullins**, Irvine
Richard Roy Mundy, Lexington
Jitthida Musuwan**
Natalya Sytina Olivia**, St Petersburg
Rebecca Roberts Owens, Lexington
David Alan Palmer'", Ashland
Agnes M. Palmgreen'", Brooklyn, NY
Michael Jon Piper'", Harrisonburg, VA
Eric Michael Pogge'", Hopewell Junction, NY
Damon James Porter'", Louisville
James Odis Price'". Knoxville, TN
Matthew Brian Puffer, Louisville
Nindito Reksohadlprodjo, Yogyakarta,
Indonesia
Dmitry Alexandr Revin, Tashkent, UZB
Steven Richardson, Frankfort
Jason Andrew Ricketts'", Louisville
Clay Jeremy Risner, Portsmouth, OH
Jennifer Elaine Schott'", Shepherdsville
Richard W. Schwartz", Lexington
Deborah LeTourneur Sexton'". Madisonville
Gene (li) Shen, Shanghai, China
Eddie Louis Shepard 11**,Louisville
Jonathan Milton Skeeters, Lexington
John T. Slevin'", Lexington
Aaron Jason Smith, Lexington
Elin Henrickson Smith, Versailles
Brian Scott Snow", Wellsville, MO
Richard E. Stump, Lexington
Susan Kathleen Svetich'", Nevi, MI
Andrea Bennett Tew, Lexington
James Steven Tiller, Chestertown, MD
Tia Kristine Toups, Baton Rouge, LA
Michael Irvin Williams", Hyden
Damon Todd Wilson, Lexington
David Alan Wilson'", Lexington
Demetria Nicole Woodall'", Copley, OH
Master of Education
Noelle Leigh Mohr, Danville
Master of Fine Arts
Jaime Claire Corum, Stoney Fork
Suzanne Grace Gonsalez, Yaklna, WA
Christopher Scott Olszewski, Detroit, MI
Kelly Eugene Phelps, New Castle, IN
Kyle Edward Phelps, New Castle, IN
Michael C. Shever'"
Christopher James Thomas, Kansas City, MO
Master of Health Administration
Ashley Baesler", Lexington
Millicent Marie Batalo, Steubenville, OH
William Hunter Callahan, Cynthiana
Carolyn Marie Coyne, New Orleans, LA
Steve B. Pisher'", Lexington
Eric Todd Hadley, Columbia
Jill Suzanne Maher, Lexington
Kathryn Alicia Marcum, Louisville
Michael Lawrence Maxwell'", Lexington
Julie E. Moldt, Lexington
Laura Marie Murdock, Lexington
Deepti Ravindra Pai. Bombay, India
Britton Ellison Phelps'", Knoxville, TN
Master of Historic Preservation
Stephanie Lyn Bruning'", Lilburn, GA
Jan A. Jennemann, Salvisa
Rachel Maria KelUledy**, Lexington
Jeanette Valerie Knowles, Lexington
Anthony Cecil Plaisted, Lexington
Anthony William Rawe**, Cold Spring
Master of Music
Aylin Atesoglu, Potsdam, NY
Jonathan Paul Badgett, Lakeland, FL
Susan Janet Baumgardner, Radcliff
Amy Michelle Black*, Waco
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Benjamin Keith Brown, Falmouth
Amy Lynne Engelsdorfer, Lexington
Amy Curnow Caither'", Lexington
Kristin Grattan Craham", Rochester, NY
Kimberly Kathryn Heersche, Lexington
Laura McKinley Hughes", Frankfort
Joshua Steven Jackson, Middlesboro
Andrea 1.Jones, Louisville
David Curtis Kirven'", Paris, TX
Christopher J. Mattingly, Lexington
Brent E. Merritt", Frankfort
Damani Cabral Phillips", Pontiac, MI
Jennifer Sue Shank, Kirtland, OH
Teresa Edberg Thompson, Aurora, CO
Todd Thomas Tucker, Madisonville
Justin Michael Vickers, Danville, IL
Mark Edwards Whatley, Cartersville, GA
Kimberley Ann Zinkiew Whitehead,
Lexington
Paula Thomas wtlltems'", Lexington
Master of Public Administration
Laila A. Akhlaghi, Paintsville
Corey Antoine Blakey, Louisville
Robin Emerson Blevins, Liberty
Brad Jerome Buckley, Bristol, IL
Christopher James Clements, Louisville
John Robert Cook, Lexington
Robert Julius Eger III*,Anaheim, CA
Tania Jean Esposito, Lexington
Anna Marie Gill'", North Bloomfield, OH
Whitney Suzanne Hale'", Richmond
Pui Man (lulia) Ho. Hong Kong, China
Megan Leigh Jones, Paducah
Karen Wilson Landry, Lexington
David Scott Marchand, Louisville
Shane Patrick O'Donley, Paducah
Jerry Daniel Pike, Morganfield
Ronald Thomas Price, Nashville, TN
Craig Stephen Roberts, Owensboro
Julie Elizabeth Thomas, Louisville
Martin Mathew Wallingford, Maysville
Thomas Patrick Williams, Sandy, UT
Regina Edrington Wilson, Lexington
Kelly Suzane Woodall, Lexington
Master of Rehabilitation
Counseling
Jennifer Lynn Baldridge", Sarasota, FL
Shannon Lyn Chadwell'", Barbourville
Colleen Patricia Cole'", Liverpool, NY
Kara Turner Compton, Lexington
Kimberly Claire Plores'", Lexington
Almeda Carrett'", Lexington
Russell Leonard Goddard, [r.:", Lexington
Emily H. Coodman'", Glasgow
Jane Lemay Cross", Lexington
Julie Beth Hayden", Lexington
Bradley Wayne Mills'", Corbin
Pamela Holzman Nobles", Cincinnati, OH
Donna Baker Osbum'", Frankfort
Debra 1. Smith", Elizabethtown
Pamela H. Wallace, Pine Mountain
Master of Science
Aaron Scott Adams, CheSaning, MI
ClementAdu
Vishakha Aggarwal**, Blue Ash, OH
Dineli Alahakone**
Abeer Mahmood AI-Ghananeem*, Amman,
Jordan
Cameron Todd Alsup, LeXington
Marienne Angela Anandappa, Colombo, Sri
Lanka
Sandra Katherine Atkins'", Sweet Water, AL
Oluseyi Adisa Ayengade", Cincinnati, OH
Shawn M. Bader, Mt. Albert
Clifford Thomas Bailey, Trezevant, TN
Heather Dawn Bair*, Holland, MI
Sumitra Balasubramanian'"
Joel Matthew Balistreri, Pensacola, FL
Alberto Basso, Lexington
Karen Elizabeth Beagles", Pensacola, FL
Paraj A. Behbehani
Gareth Llywellyn Bendall'", Richmond
Bradford George Bentz", Richmond
Seth Alexander Berman, Gulfport, MS
Gwendolyn Jamison Blackman", Nashville,
TN
Mary Elizabeth Bond'", Waterloo, IA
Aleta Gale Botts, Denniston
Michael Wayne Boudreaux, [r., Baton Rouge,
LA
Audra Lee Bowen", Cumming, GA
Barry Martin Brolley, Winchester
Chaoxian Cai
jue Cao, Shanghai, China
Lynn Alan Carlson, Greenville, IL
Michael David Carr, Murray
Jill Suzanne Carson, St. Joseph, MI
Kathryn Anne Carter, Chesapeake, OH
Billie Sue Chafins, Belfry
Jennifer Lynn Chaky, Spring Mills, PA
Amitabh Chandra", Lexington
Ashish Arvind Chandwadkar'", Lexington
Angela Jean Chappell". Willmar, MN
Denglin Chen, Handan, China
Iianhua Chen", Beijing, China
KunChen
Won Sun Chen'". Malaysia
Yeong-Shiang Chen
Elizabeth Ann Cherry'", Winchester
Siew-Yin Chow, Malaysia
Tricia Suzanne Clement, Paducah
Charles Michael Clines", Richmond
Elizabeth Ellen Cluxton'", Cincinnati, OH
Walter Edward Colon, Sanjuan, PR
Louay M. Constant, Wantage, NJ
Dona Eva Cragar, Shreveport, LA
Stefanie Beth Cruz, Rockholds
Jennifer Lynne D' Allaird'", Buffalo Grove, IL
Kumar Satya Seshu Dammu, Rajhamundry,
India
Grace Darmawan, Palembang, Indonesia
Marcie Kay Davis, Louisville
Robin Michelle Adams Davis, Whitesburg
Aslihan Demiralay*
Mark Anthony DiNardo*, Lewiston, NY
Xu Ding, Nantong, Chinn
Jeana Elisa Dunlap, Louisville
Joshua Marlvin Dziba
Charlie B. Edgington, Lancaster
Justin M. Ewing, Leitchfield
William Keeler Farmer, Bridgeton, NJ
Zhonghan Feng
Jason Arden Ferrell, Clinton
Andrew Rawlins Flannery*, Winchester
Jonathan Edward Frank, Ham Lake, MN
Diane Dallas Freeman, Lexington
Ann M. Freytag, Lexington
Megan Elizabeth Gallagher, Matteson, IL
Ajay Garg**, Lexington
Chris Neill Glover*, Christ Church, New
Zealand
Robert Michael Gobin, Garberville, CA
Leigh Anne Grandy*, Rochester Hills, MI
Thomas Arthur Green, San Antonio, TX
Maria Theresa Greis**, Ft. Thomas
Nan Guo
Lei Han", Cuishon, China
YaoHan
Dennis Wayne Hancock'", Dawson Springs
Samuel Jesse Hancock, Fulton
Thomas Gordon Handy, Ir."', Winston-
Salem,NC
Calathur Gopal Harish Kaushik, Madras,
India
Kim Joanne Harrison, Aberdeen, Scotland
Elizabeth Ann Haynes, Lexington
Scott Eugene Heid, Louisville
Georgia Todd Heise", Salvisa
David Wayne Held, Georgetown
Daniel John Hemmann, St. Louis, MO
Douglas Garland Hiser", Cumberland, MD
Warren Heath Hoagland, Hanson
Leah Suzanne Horvath, Western Springs, IL
Jing Hou, Chengdu, China
Heather Lynn Hoy, Columbus, OH
Shuhsien Hsiao
Zifang Huang
Clare Elizabeth Hupp, Paradise, CA
loannis Ipsilantis, Thessaloniki, Greece
Ehaab Musa [amal", Bamsley, United
Kingdom
Carey-Beth James, Audubon, PA
Angel [anevski, Lexington
Xinkai Jiang, Beijing, China
Yeping Jiang
Walter Karl Johnson, Louisville
Jessica S. [onckheere", Batavia, IL
Heather A. [ones'", Lexington
Marian Kristie Jones, Exton, PA
Nathaniel Brian Jones, Prestonsburg





Kara Kate Keeton'", Burkesville
James Edward Kennedy, Orlando, FL
Peter Elliott Knox", Brandon, FL
Joe Kremer", Melbourne
Betty Kreuger'", New Orleans, LA
James Laron Kyner'", Lexington
Yue Lai*
Joseph Arlington LaMothe, Jackson, Ml
Matthew Ryan Laue*, Lexington
Jonathan James Lawless, Bowling Green
Jason Wayne Leathers*, Lawrenceville, GA
Steven Neil Levens, Austin, TX
Jianbo Li*
Min Li, Beijing, China
Tong Li*, Xian, China
Chengan Liu, Beijing, China
Deyu Liu**, Cangshan, China
Yue Uu*, Dalain, China
Alphonse Lamont Loper, Mobile, AL
Michael Peter Ludlum, SylVania, OH
Kathryn Jane Lybarger**, Lexington
Gisele Guitti Martins*, Ribe, Rao Preto, Spain
Jude Eastman Maul**, Eastport, NY
Donald Eugene Mayfield*, Concord, GA
Marie Sullivan McClain, Winchester, VA
Kristi Rhea McClary**, Owensboro
Edward Carson McDonald, Paris
William Morgan Miller*, Harlan
M'Kiaira Kimathi Miriti, Isiolo, Kenya
Carol Beth Mize, Cadiz
Heather Anne Mock, Coral Springs, FL
Caroline Momon, Hinesville, GA
Cynthia Barker Morrison, Ocon, WI
Oliver Edward Mullins, Silvercreek, MS
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Gregg Colin Munshaw, Moose Jaw, Canada
Jeremy Brian Nadolski'", Chicago, IL
Emily Rachel Neiman, Kent, OH
Claudio Gois Nery", Goiania, Brazil
Blake L Newton, Morehead
Cara 1. Newton'", Campbellsville
Jennifer Kay Parkington'", Herndon, VA
Robert Anthony Parsley", Tomahawk
Mike Partington, Prestonsburg
Charles Walter Patterson, Gainesville, FL
Rebecca Peyyala, Hyderabad, India
Jutta Renate Veronika Pile", Krovach
Warren Wade Pinkston, Sacramento
Chava Bader Pocemich", Platteville, WI
Susana Maria Portocarrero, Venezuela
Shannon Elizabeth Pratt'", Toronto, Canada
Yong-Qiang Qian, China
Zhizhi Qing"
Pingping Qu, Tianjin, China
Jagannath Rallapalli, Iyderabad, India
Nancy Elizabeth Raney", Lexington
Robert Lee Raque, [r, Louisville
David Lee Rice, Henderson
Nancy Carolyn Rider, Hephzibah, GA
Seth William Riggins'", Lexington
Charles Woodford Rolph, Lexington
Geoffrey David Rothman, Lexington
Christopher Samuel Rounds, Quincy, IL
Carmen Ruiz-Diego, Lexington
Dana Lee Ruth'", West Chester, OH
Klara Z. Sabirianova, Lexington
Mekhmud Sagandykov'"
Daisuke Seta, Japan
Jason Mark Searnands", Wilmore
Joseph Eugene Settles, Stanley
Dhaval Babulal Shah'"
Lei Shen'", Shanghai, China
Ann Elizabeth Simmons'", Fredericksburg,
IN
Sumit Kumar Singh, Ghaziabad, India
Shelia Maureen Sittinger", Danville
James A. Smash'", Alexandria, LA
Kimberly Michelle Proffitt Smith, London
Roger Dwayne Smith, Shelbyville
Johann Sohn'"
Ronald A. Solares, Phoenix, AZ
[ae Allen Sparks'", Laurinburg, NC
Aslihan Demiralay Spaulding**
Aron Kumar Srinivasan**
Jill Marie Steineman, Bowling Green
Martha Elizabeth Stice*, Glasgow
Jeremy David Stull, Brandenburg
Wasana Kumarihamy Sumanasekera**
Qiwei Sun, Nanjing, China
Gargi Sur**, Lexington
T. Brock Symons**, Windsor, Canada
Hepan Tan, Beijing, China
Liwen Tang**
SinFan Tang*
Jason Matthew Taylor**, Maysville
Vidalita Thielen**
Aaron John Tomasek, Avon, OH
Michael B. Tomblyn*, Huntington, WV
Gopala K. Tumuluri**
Tameika Shenay Turner*, Chattanooga, TN
Vijayakumar Venugopal*
Matthew Brian Vest, West Liberty
Stephanie Lynn Walden, Beaver Dam
Rassan Gregory Walker, Louisville
Scott David Webb, Union
Jason Clint Whitaker**, Cynthiana
Travis Alan White, Louisville
Charles Spencer Whitman**, Lexington
Charles Godfrey Wolf, Louisville
Steven Bradley Wood, Lexington
Wei wu'", Shanghai, China
Yan Wu, Taian. China
Rong Xing, Beijing, China
Babu R Yama, Lexington
Ryan Michael Yamka, Oceanport, NJ
Xiaojun Yang'", [iangdu, China
Jennifer Marie Yates, Eagan, MN
Xiaolin Yu'". Jiangxi, China
Naveed Zaman, Pakistan
Xiaonong Zhan, Nanchang, China
Chi Zhang, Xian, China
Honghao Zhang, Lexington
[iqing Zhang, [imo, China
Lu Zhang, Unimgi, China
Lu Zhang'", Unimgi, China
Zheng Zhang", Xiaoshan, China
Erin Michael Zink, Sardinia, NY
Master of Science in Accounting
M. Barbara Cavanaugh'". Lancaster
Mashona Akil Cole, Paducah
Tosha W. Huffman, Pikeville
Irma Jean Masden", Cobden, IL
Bonnie 10Rogers Pillow, Frankfort
Robert M. Poynter, Lexington
Ryan Paul Van Daniker. Lexington
William Terry Ward, Lebanon
Master of Science in Biosystems
and Agricultural Engineering
Elizabeth Bushee Bullock'", Lancaster, OH
Seaborn Bernard Carter, Oklahoma City, OK
Marilyn Elaine Coffey'", Mt. Vernon
Francis Xavier Collins-Camargo, Lexington
Guillaume Michel Cornilleau'", Anyers
Jihad Alirida Hallany'"
Christian Anthony Mach, Russell Springs
Brenda Irene Miller", Brentwood, TN
Jane Marie Patterson", Mansfield, OH
Kati Lorraine white", England, AR
Master of Science in Biomedical
Engineering
Todd Harrison Duncan, Lexington
Sarvani Crandhe
Eric Creighton Hartman, Columbus, OH
Christina Dawn julian", Lynnville, IN
Pankaj Kataria'", Delhi, India
Roger Alan Kissling, Louisville
DanLi
James M. McKale, Defiance, OH
Adrian Thomas Raiche""*,Russell
Kripa Sankaranarayanan, Cochin, India
Jason Matthew Shultz, Kettering, OH
Xia Zhang, Anhui, China
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Phillip Wayne Sisk, Jr., Princeton
Master of Science in Civil
Engineering
Brian Edward Aldridge"""",Bagdad
Jeffrey Ray Burnett*, Ashland
Denglin Chen""
Joseph Scott Cooke, Barbourville
Kelley Lynn Coy, Shepherdsville
Kong Lim Ee
Rachel Ann Girdwood, Grayson
Bartlomiej Grolewski
Steven Michael Henderson*, Franklin
Margaret Ruth Hopkins, Tazewell, VA
Sarah Lynn Houghland, Beechmont
John William Hunt, Lawrenceburg
Christopher Shannon Kelly, Lexington
Rebecca Lynn Luscher", Frankfort
Bennett Allen McElroy*, Morganfield
Elizabeth Nancy Gingerich Nodurft,
Lexington
Paul M. Orsburn, Henderson
Joseph Vincent Pavoni. Louisville
Brian Scott Phelps, Beaver Dam
Laura Kathryn Schweri, Louisville
Jill Ann Swaynos'", Orlando, FL
Wee-Hua Teo, Malaysia
Nicholas Philip Uhren". Columbus, OH
Danita D. Whelan", Bardstown
Chou-Wun Yong. Malaysia
Master of Science in Clinical
Nutrition
Julie Ann Arzner, Warren, PA
Kristie Bree Fatovic", Morgan Hill, CA
Lois J. Hill, Lexington
Jennifer Elaine Ketterly, St. Albans, WV
Pinghwa Pian", Los Angeles, CA
Master of Science in
Communication Disorders
Rachel Leona Cornett, Baxter
Melena Susanne Dailey, Louisville
Michelle Lyn Emmons, Georgetown
Stephanie Groves Hasenmyer, Lexington
Amanda Gayle Hill, Danville
Pamela Hollingsead Holtman, Lexington
Rachael Ellen Ingram, Winchester
Lianne Elizabeth Kraemer, Belleville, IL
Jennifer Renae Liggett, Owensboro
Angel Kaye O'Hair, Jackson
Kimberly Ann Raho, Louisville
Sue Carol Messinger Riggs", Lexington
James Donith Sanders'", Elkhorn City
Erin Marie Sikora, Newburgh, IN
Kelly Johns Taylor'", Ft. Thomas
Kerrie Kathleen Voelker, Alexandria
Anne Howard Wafford, Lexington
Karen Astin Wilson, Richmond
Master of Science in Education
Catherine Joy Anderson'", Lexington
Debra Ann Anderson, Nokomis, IL
Kelly Moore Arnold, Buffalo, NY
Jennifer Marlow Beighle'", Williamstown
Kathy Ward Tackett Burke'", Lexington
Jennifer Stachnik Caudill". Lexington
Malinda Anne Cavallo, Lexington
Ping Chen""*
Kimberly Ann Costello"",St. Louis, MO
Bobbie Jo (Hudson) Crow, Somerset
Shane Culyer*, Villa Hills
Tonia Gray Darbro"""",Carlisle
Stefanie Gabriele Daugherty, Madisonville
Gregory Todd Eaton, Palatine, IL
Gregory Scott French"",Leitchfield
Heather Rene Fresh*"",Lexington
Kelly Suellen Gauble"""",Champaign, IL
Shellee-Ayn W. Godfrey, Elizabethtown
Randall John Gonzalez"", Chicago, IL
Dianna Carol/Wellman Grubb, Ashland
Kimberly Anne Guodace"", Meriden, CT
Kenneth David Head**, Somerset
Dale Roger Helton, Pewee Valley
Susan Lynn Hey, St. Louis, MO
Michelle S. Hite, Cleveland, OH
Holly Lynn James"", Bowling Green
Laura Grant Justice, Danville
Chela R. Kaplan, Lexington
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Rachel Dishion Kehrt", Lexington
Denisa Ann-Stephens Kidd, Pine Knot
Ya-Shu Liang'", Taiwan
Nicole Gabrielle Mann", Lexington
Robert William McFall, Lexington
Keisha Kumari McGhee""*,Cincinnati, OH
Margaret Babcock Meriwether'", Columbia,
SC
Sally Ann Miracle", Lexington
Gina E. Moore", Morehead
Cynthia Atkerson Nicholls'", Nicholasville
Jamie Danielle Brooks Nee", Barbourville
Karen M. Nowak", Buffalo, NY
Mary Ann McLoney Parker, Owenton
Toby Past, Louisville
Cynthia Lawrence Pendergrast, Ottumwa, IA
Rita Hocker Perry, Central City
Rhonda Annmarie Powell", Barbourville
Susan Gabbett Purdue, Lexington
Stephen Matthew Reed'", Louisville
Heather Lee Mays Reynolds, Hurricane, WV
Mackenzie Day Riney", Owensboro
Teresa J. Roark, Somerset
Melissa Britt Rosenblum'", Pittsburgh, PA
Jessie Daryl Wallace Singleton
Barbara Jean Slatter, Lexington
Michelle Marilyn Garrett Slone", Lexington
Lance O. Smith", Beattyville
Lauren Alexander Smith, Franklin, TN
Paula Denean Taylor, Somerset
Kira M. Terhune, Frankfort
Julie Kirsten Turner", Des Moines, IA
Victoria Louise Vagnini, Danville
Carlos Alberto Verdecchia, Chabas,
Argentina
Christina Celeste Waddell", Leasburg, NC
Laura Lee (Holloway) Walker'", Lexington
Denise Shannon Wentworth, Ashland, ME
Kimberly Ann wertenberger-, Benton, AR
Darril Wilburn'", Danville
Stephanie Ann Williams, Lexington
Margaret Laurie Corner Wright Lexington
Eva Marie Yost, Corning, NY
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Demuni Dilrukshan Abeysiriwardena", Mt.
Lavinia, Sri Lanka
Timothy Richard Black, Paducah
Jin Churn Chong"
Mun-Yeong Choy, Ipoh, Malaysia










Jielin Li, Chengdre, China
Shuo Liu, Beijing, China









Harsha Krishna Ramachandra"", Bangalore,
India
Sriram Ravulapati, Hyderbad, India
Stefan Schmidt
Ranganathan Sundaravadivelu, Lexington
Andrew Tan, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Nick Joseph Vocke, Ft. Wright
Praveen Yasarapu", Hyderabad, India
Wai-Mun Yong, Kuaka Lumpur, Malaysia
Master of Science in
Engineering Mechanics
Chayan Basak, Hyderabad, India
Honghao Zhang"
Master of Science in Family
Studies
Kimberly Kathleen Bosler, Henderson
Stephanie Michelle Lee Cobb ...., Nicholasville
Tina Christine Erpenbeck, Florence
Suzanne Minichillo Farmer, Elkhart, IN
John Thomas Ferguson, Trenton, TN
Kevin McLeod Creen'", South Jordan, UT
Anne Billingsley Helmers", Lexington
John Wesley Howard ......, Ogden, UT
Sharon Lee (Riffee) johnston"
Augustina Christina Szumko Lutzer, Ann
Arbor, MI
Dominique Feckter Metze", Bowling Green
Christina Deutsch Miller ......, Auburn, AL
Tiffany Danele Mushegan'", Jenks, OK
Heather Dorsey Myers ...., Lexington
Karen King Napier, Lexington
Angie Sepideh Phalsaphie ...., Henderson
Jill Lynne Powell, Sugar Land, TX
Collette Brown Rogers, St. Louis, MO
Rozanne Marie Rucker ...., Nicholasville
Elizabeth Georganne Smith ...., Elizabethtown
Whitney Alexander Stevenson ...., Irvington
Laura Lynn Wathen, Lexington
Azetta Zet Williams, Tuskegee, AL
Master of Science in Forestry
Raymond Dale Campbell ...., Glendale
Wade Lynn Davidson ...., Corbin
Linda Marie Fischer ...., Melbourne
Milinda Elaine Hamilton, Milton
Helen Heather Housman, Paducah
Carol S. Miller ...., Albany, NY
Dana Elizabeth Secrist, Lexington
William R. Thomas", Middlesboro
Amy Flaherty Thompson, Bloomington, IN
Henry F Yacek, Richmond
Master of Science in Library
Science
Delania Joan Adkins", Pikeville
John Thomas Aguero
Jeanine Marie Akers ...., Jonesville, MI
Suzanne L. Allard ....
Paul Donald Amick", Louisville
April Allyson Arnold", Cynthiana
Rosemary Ashton", Cincinnati, OH
David William Ball, Cincinnati, OH
Charlene Christian Bandurraga-Hole ....,
Cincinnati,OH
Barbara Ann Behrends", Cincinnati, OH
Alice M. Beresford, Cincinnati, OH
Richard R. Bernier, Louisville
Kenya Devonne Best...., Lexington
Christina Lynne Board", Camp Springs
Margaret Josephine Bollar, Frankfort
Miranda Ann Brandenburg, Portland, IN
Crystal Dawn Bruner ....., Brandenburg
Patrick Landon Buck, Elizabethon, TN
Barbara Simpson Carter ...., Lexington
Sallie Kuhl Cobb", Richmond
Betina Lark Conley ...., West Liberty
Richard Rion Cook, [r., Danville
Colleen S. Crowley, West St. Paul, MN
Edith Emily Helbert Cummings ....,
Timberville, VA
Kevin Lawrence Deemer ...., Highland
Heights
Douglas K. Dillon", Cincinnati, OH
Sandra Chalupa Douglas, Ashland
Krista Lynn Dugas, Hamilton, OH
Mary Nichols Eifler, Louisville
Sheryl Lynn Ferguson", Mason, OH
Emily Katherine Sedgwick Finley ......,
Louisville
Julie Alma Flanders, Cincinnati, OH
Lorrie D. Fraley", Paris
Chandra Lyn Fulton, Ripley, OH
Melissa Ann England Gardner, Erlanger
Sara Beth Garrison", Manchester
William Woodrow Geeslin", Beattyville
Paula Michelle Geglein ...., Madeira, OH
Donna G. Griffin ......, Ft. Mitchell
Mary Lynane Guenthner Gunn, Louisville
Kelly Renee Hamilton, Louisville
Dana joy Harrison, Ft. Wayne, IN
Kelly Lee Heaton ...., Cincinnati, OH
Charlotte Johnson Houtchens ....
Carrie Cathleen Hughes, Cincinnati, OH
Amy Smith Ketzer, Cincinnati, OH
Christopher Sean Kiefer", Cincinnati, OH
Mary Nell Kocman", Pueblo, CO
Denise Michelle Kramer", Cincinnati, OH
Rosemary LaBarge, Cincinnati, OH
Dustin Phillip Larmore, Webster Springs,
WV
Jason Thomas Larson", Oxford, OH
Julie Alyse Lipschutz, Louisville
Robert Lynn McCollum", Hurley, VA
Susan Elizabeth Mihlbachler ...., Cincinnati,
OH
Christopher Scott Moore", Louisville
Toni Denise Hyden Moore", Lexington
Matthew Mark Morrison", Murrysville, PA
Alison Ruth (Morin) Moss", Bay City, MI
Haruko Nakamura", Tokyo, Japan
Susan Carol Neal, Cincinnati, OH
Michelle L Newby, Lexington
William James Olmstadt ...., Louisville
Mary Elizabeth Pettengill, Lexington
Matthew Stuart Peltier", Abingdon, VA
Stephanie L. Poole ....., Rochester, NY
Elizabeth A. Roberts ......, Lexington
Gladys Marie Rogers", Lexington
Ross Gerrin Rouse, [r., Cincinnati, OH
Teresa Boltz Sayers, Lexington
Kateri Frances Bart Skelton, Perryville
Alicia Cecelia Smith ....., Marietta, GA
Rebecca Lea Smith", Louisville
Billie Anne Snodgrass, Rogersville, TN
Rebecca Andrew Spear, Cincinnati, OH
Melanie DeBoard Sperling, Cincinnati, OH
Beverly Fontaine Spitzer , Louisville
Paul Ronald Steensland , Lexington
Tracey A. Stivers", Shelbyville
Dustin Lance Strong ...., Louisville
Bryce Wayland Tearney ...., Versailles
Alison Ann Thielmeier, Radcliff
Tracie Ann Tiegs, Maineville, OH
Faylene Ruth/Lail Wagner, Felicity, OH
Matthew P. Wagner", Cincinnati, OH
Greg Randall Watts ....., Louisville
Robert Michael Webb, Lexington
Mary Ellen Weber ...., Paducah
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Robert Kossuth Weber ...., Paducah
Susan Kester Wilkins", Cincinnati, OH
Monica M. Williarns-Mitchell'", Cincinnati,
OH
Kimball Charles Winters ....., Minneapolis, MN
Hilary Sprinkle writt, Lexington
Deborah Downing young ...., Covington
Master of Science in
Manufacturing Systems
Engineering
Paul Chester Ard, Hartford
Albert Chong Hooi Cheah, Penang, Malaysia
Michael Scott Christians, Versailles
Simon Kuo-Chih Hsiao, Taipei, Taiwan
[ingwu Liu ...., Qingdao, China
KexinZhu




Sami Samir Maftoum, Nicholasville
Jessica Laurel Mayes, Lexington
Jason Mortez Smith, Hopkinsville
Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
v. Ravi Kiran Babu Alapati ...
Fadi Gergi Al-Chammas", Amiounn,
Lebanon
Sudin Bhattacharya", Calcutta, India
Alexander Lloyd Chapman", Lexington
Anil Charan, Iaipur, India
Yuqi Chen"
Keng Hoo Chuah, Penang, Malaysia
Christopher David Congdon'", Lexington
Neal David Erickson, Louisville
Daniel Todd Griffith, Jackson
John Thomas Henninger", Murray
Micah Abraham Kaufman ....., Lexington
Carrie Ann Klusek'", Lexington
Ting Lai", Beijing, China
Chandra Sekhar Naga Melam .....
Ravichandran Mohamed'"
Mohammed Iqbal Mohiuddin'", Lexington
Nan lou Pern", Tampin, Malaysia
Zakir Ahmad Quabili
Matthew James Rommel ...., Fairfield, OH
Radharani Savaram, Lexington
Xiqun Wang, Changsha. China
David Howard White", Huntington, WV
Kelly Andrew Wise, Maysville
David Randall Word", Georgetown
HuiXiong
Ruxue Zeng"
Master of Science in Nursing
Lisa Ann Albensi'", Boise, ID
Daniel Christopher Albertson, Wilmore
Katina Dove Benton, Whitesburg
Denise Marie Brooks-Logan, Lexington
Jennifer April Vaughn Burt, Lexington
Delana Kay Dixon Campbell, Wooton
Heather Lane/Bradley Carlton'",
Georgetown
Kimberly Diane Carraway, Richmond
Deirdre Patricia Cashman, Lexington
Donna Moore Creech, Hazard
Eileen Kelty Downey'", Louisville
Carol Hemesath Enright, Lexington
Nola Bird Gregory, Williamsburg
Tina Louise Grider, Lexington
Rose Marie Happy, Danville
Peggy Jean Hardesty, Raywick
Kristin Marie Hayes, Charleston, WV
Nancy Hazelton, Lexington




Regina Cunningham Lowry'". Lexington
Anita J. McDaniel, Bulan
Constance Anne Mclveely'", Lexington
Robert Lynn Morton, Lexington
Neil [agdish Patil'", Corbin
Elizabeth Prater Potter, West Liberty
Melissa J Poynter, Lexington
Sheri Lynne Ratliff, Hazard
Tracy Lynn Faris Rexford'". Nicholasville
Laura C. Schrader, Lexington
Marissa Eusebic Shih'", Hazard
Dawn Michelle Short, Payne Gap
Janet Ann Snapp'", Lexington
Barbara Ann Stanken, Villa Hills
Jennifer Ann Vance, Paducah
Lorinda Kay Silcox Warnott, Toledo, OH
Judith Lynn Christie Whitlock, Lexington
Cynthia Hannigan Wyatt, Ashland
Susan Lee Zeller, Spooner, WI
Master of Science in Physical
Therapy
Stacy Michelle Acuff", Ashland
Julie Anne Beickman", Ramsey, IN
Kimberly Ann Bernath", Yakima, WA
Todd Michael Brockman", Erlanger
David Lane Brown", Irvine
Heather Ann Burkart", Ft. Thomas
Christy Ann Cato", Corbin
Jeffrey Richard Caudill", London
Stephanie Layne Caudill", Viper
Janet Ripley Celentana", Cleveland, OH
Tamara Angelic Coffee". Franklin
Christopher Stephen Cook'", Elizabethtown
Paula Eileen Deaton", Lexington
Dana Io Deel", Pikeville
Gregory Walter Duncan", Morganfield
Brandon Ray Edgington", Lancaster
Christa Lynn Pischer", Owensboro
Stephen Louis Goldstein", Cincinnati, OH
Michelle Suzanne Harr", Carrollton
Elizabeth Anne Hawthorne", Cynthiana
Kelly Steven Holman", Franklin
Monica Hoyos", Louisville
Shelby Lee [aggers", Greenville
Carrie Gail [ames", Maysville
Christy Louise [ones", Hindman
Jeffrey Scott Keen*, Mt. Doral, FL
John David Kelly*, Pikeville
Patrick Harvey Kitzman**, Rhinelander, WI
Laura Beth Kute*, Edgewood
Matthew Brian Leach*, Louisville
Tracey Ann Capps LeGrand*, Greenville
LaShea Nicole Leslie*, Prestonsburg
Cynthia Rene McKinney*, Cumberland
Kelley Anne McMurry*, Falmouth
Ronald 1.Meade*, Waynesburg
Elizabeth Ann Metcalf"', Louisville
Saundra Michelle Metzger", Cecilia
Beverly Sue Nelson"*, Barbourville
Sharon 1.Noll*, Villa Hills
Anthony Shawn Prater*, Prestonsburg
Jennifer Lynn Purcell*, Owensboro
Kelly Michelle Roberts*, Paducah
Susan Renee Roberts*, Paintsville
Anna Leah Robinson", London
Margaret Elizabeth Saladin", Lakeside Park
Kurt Joseph Schilder, Sunbury, OH
Stephanie Rene Shafer", Flatwoods
Christine Kay Shaffer", Columbus, IN
Stephanie Marie Shields", Edgewood
Stephanie Latrecia Sizemore", Hyden
Donald Bruce Taylor'", Nicholasville
Christy Lynn Thorne", Louisville
Christopher Douglas Turner". Carrollton
Ellen Deanne Turner", Jackson
Holly [anine Holland Turner", Paducah
Mary Alison Walters", Flatwoods
Amy Kristine Weller", Louisville
Cathy Suzette Whitaker", Somerset
Laura Elisabeth whitney", Jefferson City, TN
Michelle McNally wilder", Northville, l\.1I
Timothy Logan Yost", Harlan
Master of Science in Public
Health
Pamela Allweiss'"', Lexington
John Cornelius Bomar, [r., M.D., Versailles
Phyllis Ann Marshall Bryden, Lexington
Robert Jefferson Clouse'", Lexington
Jennifer Skeeters Cronin, Lexington
Gary Lester Fendley'", Lexington
Cathy Lynn/Marsh Hall, Cynthiana
Timothy Joseph Kelly'", Cincinnati, OH
James Philip Klyze, [r., Paris
Shelly Marie Kowalczyk'", Waterford, PA
Paresh Balu Patel, Victoria, TX
Debra Lynn Schleenbaker
Susan Elizabeth Spengler, Lexington
Michelle Leigh Stump, Charleston, WV
RaeAnne Szeluga, Lexington
Master of Science in
Radiological Medical Physics
Dineli Alahakone'"
Norman 1.Brown", Westwego, LA
James Doyle Meade", Harold
Gwendolyn Patricia Myron'", Ligonier, PA
Harriet Andrea Nelson", Murfreesboro, TN
Travis Alan Painter", Monument, CO
Master of Social Work
Mary Louise Alexander", Owingsville
Susan Alexandra Arnold'", Danville
Cheryl Ann Bacigalupo, Union
Amy Carole Bailey, Lexington
Shanna Marie Bake, West Bountiful, UT
Rebel 1.Baker ...., Frankfort
Dora Lynn Barnett'", Winchester
Leslei Andrea Bates, Whitesburg
Alec Russell Beal, Indianapolis, IN
Julanne M. Bibro, Pittsburgh, PA
Iamela Littleton Billiter, Whitesburg
Anita Blankenship, McCarr
Jeanine Wilson Bledsoe*"', Huntington, WV
Stacy Lyon Boaze, Greenville, SC
Paige Dianne Bowlin, Obion, TN
Cynthia Jane Bradley*, Central City
James M. Brashear, Whitesburg
Crystal Lee Brewer"*, Huntington, WV
Stephanie Jo Brock, Florence
Helen McGinty Brunty, Johnson City, TN
Barbara Denise Burgy, Pikeville
Shanea Jeanette Bush, Betsy Layne
Aimee Beth Calderone, Chevy Chase, MD
Ashley Maring Capehart, Kenova, WV
Kori Cooper Cecil**, Paducah
Sara Jane Elizabeth Chaloux, Lexington
Timothy Alan Clark*, Dayton, TN
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Tracy Ann Clemans, Union
Janet Leigh Cole'", Magee, MS
Phyllis Coleman, Pikeville
Roger Dean Coleman, Pikeville
Lavonne Michelle Coots'", Smilax
Ayisha Zaki Courtney, Milwaukee, WI
Dawn Alicia May Crutcher, Lexington
Melanie Lynn Davis, Pikeville
Barbara Jean Delmonico, Berea
Mary Ann Downing", Waukesha, WI
Amy Jolene Durbin", Owensboro
Freida Jeanette Eldridge, Thousands Sticks
Traci Michelle Gabbard Eldridge'", Hazard
Catherine Lee Ford Ellis, Lexington
Doster J. Esh, Richmond
Melissa Rose Pairchild'", Crescent Springs
David Lee Fiser, Ledbetter
Anita Pinson Frantom, Pikeville
Lynn Diane Gagle, Decatur, IN
Heather Kelley German, Southgate
Jennifer Dean Cillaspie'", Lexington
Robyn Bales Gleadle, Leesburg, OH
Angela Meade Ann Goff, Jenkins
Ryan Patrick Good, Lexington
Tabitha Evette Greenlee, Lexington
Jaime Erin Griswold, Elizabethtown
Bonnie B. Hale, Prestonsburg
Gwendolyn Miller Hall, Prestonsburg
Brandy Lynn Hamby, Murray
Karen R. Hanson, Cold Spring
Geoffrey Carlton Heard, Chicago, IL
Rachelle D. Henry, Hebron
Julie Guyton Hibbs, Lexington
Dawnetta Michelle Rice Hicks, Mousie
Mary Christine Hicks, Eastern
Shannon J. Hicks, Lexington
Bonnie Suzanne Higgins, Lexington
Mary Anne Higgins'", Lexington
Carol Jackson, Highland Heights
Dorothy Michelle Jacobs, Louisville
Sheila Marie Joseph
Kari Kristine Kempf, Zumbrota, MN
Kelly C. Kirkpatrick, Lexington
Jennifer Elizabeth Knight, Paintsville
Meredith Christine Lankster, Lexington
Nicole Andrea Lavy, Lexington
Julie Renee Layne'", Portsmouth, OH
Kellye Dair Ledbetter, Troy, TN
William Brent Lemon'", Paducah
Cheryl Denise Lewis, Danville
Donna Marie List", Covington
Carmen Geanina Luca, Tg. Neamt, Romania
Lorraine A. Martin, Prestonsburg
Sonja Renate Martinez, Somerset
Amy 1.Carter Mattox, Nicholasville
Dinah Lynn Southern May, Winchester
Chandra Latrice McCaffery, Winchester
Rhonda Sue (Canterbury) McClanahan,
Prestonsburg
Kelly Stone McClellan, Corinth
Sandra Ann McCoomer, Opelousas, LA
Susanna Maria McQueary, Georgetown
Kelly Edwards Monohan, Burlington
Bobbi Jean Moore, Alma, MI
Patricia Ann Moore, Elsmere
George Moorman, Lexington
Todd Christopher Morris, Cincinnati, OH
Rhonda J. Murdock, Lawrenceburg, IN
Keith Lamont Murray**, Cincinnati, OH
Betty Zane Muse, Morehead
Selene Beatriz Negrette, Lexington
Barbara Ruth (McCreary) Norris,
Georgetown
Teresa O'Brien, Prestonsburg
Kimberly Choat Oxford, Independence
Angelia R. Parsons, Ashland
Rupal Natvarlal Patel'", Lexington
Cate Pearson", Paducah
Mary Kathryn Pendley, Lexington
Krystal Varie Penman, Lexington
Tracy G. Perkins'", Lexington
Lisa Maria Cantini Perry, Harlan
Patricia Ann Plummer, Prestonsburg
Jennifer Gayle Prudent", Owensboro
Mahjabeen Fatima Rafiuddin'",
Bloomington, IN
James F. Recktenwald, Dwale
Cynthia K Reed, Lexington
Noi Maria Rosser, Cincinnati, OH
Ellen Elizabeth Ruprecht". Villa Hills
Shannon Lovejoy Russell, Covington
Christy Michelle Sale, Hazard
Judy L. Salyer, Salyersville
Cynthia Ann (Partin) Shannon'", London
Charles Larry Shropshire"; Winchester
Susan Paige Sims, Eddyville
Glenda Rochelle Krug Sizemore'", Knifley
Laura Kathryn Beach Slaughter, Lexington
Edwina Lynn Little Slone, Pikeville
Johnette Louise Smith, New Tripoli, PA
Susan Marie Snider, Nicholasville
Deborah Ricketts Sparks'", Mt. Sterling
Emily Karen McAllister Sparks, Carlisle
Amy Lynn Stout, Lincoln, IL
Stephanie L. McFerron Strausbaugh,
Independence
Melody June Sturgill, Fleming-Neon
Casandra Denise Swift, Louisville
Myra Ellen Tackett, West Liberty
Carol A. Taylor", Lexington
Gary L. Thomas'". Versailles
Ernestine Tilley, Hindman
Lesley Carole Trana, Versailles
Rita J. Vandergriff". Wilmore
Annemarie Margaret Vandervort, Ashtabula,
OH
Tamara Lea Wachtel, Lexington
Barbara Kay Waddle, Little Rock, AR
Craig P. Walker, Louisville
Leslie Michelle Wallace, Williamstown
Qyana Anyese Wallace, Long Beach, CA
Davina Gayle Warner, Nicholasville
Lucy Terry Werner, Lexington
Kimberly Leigh Whelan, Crestwood, IL
Lauren Brooke White, Ft. Wright
Adrienne Leigh Whitt, Hazard
Megan Brielle Willhoite'", Georgetown
Cecil Williams, j-, Logan, WV
Donita A. Williams", Lexington
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Master of Science in Vocational
Education
Virginia Conrad Biggs, Nicholasville
Lawrence Joseph Butler, Walton
Amanda Barnett Byrne", Danville
Treva Camille Creech'", Rogers
Pamela Jane Stakelin Pernand. Lexington
Annmarie Esther Hahn, Radcliff
Diane Therese Kelley, Georgetown
Donald Lewis Reid, West Liberty
Jeffrey Kamens Silverman, Petroleum, WV
Paul Lynn Sizemore, Booneville
Charles E. Stamper'", Prestonsburg
Robert Horace Stewart, Jr., Radcliff
Nancy C. Tucker, Whitley City
William Scott Turpin'", Richmond
Shannon Wells White", Winchester
College of Dentistry
Dean: Leon A. Assael
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Amy R. Baluyut, Peru, IN
Barbara B. Bowman-Hensley, Black
Mountain, NC
Teresa Marie Boyd, Godfrey, IL
Steven Dee Breeden, Batesville, IN
Aaron Bently Carner, Princeton
Anthony Rhoden Clark, Elizabethtown
Lisa Bohnett Clark, Lexington
Matthew Joseph Cliburn, Scottsville
Kevin 1.Cox, Glasgow
Susan Huffstetler Cox, Union City, TN
Brian Edward Deaton, Hazard
Eric Thomas Kottukapally Demann,
Joshua 1. Eades, Frankfort
Kelly C. Egan, Syracuse, UT
Angela Elaine Estepp, Vanceburg
Xia You Fern, China
Lisa Morgan Ford, Richmond
Christopher Brock Forsee, Wheatley
Shenna Couch Francis, Stinnett
Jonathan Shane Hensley, Belfry
Kirby Chambers Hoetker, Shelbyville
Adrian George Huang, Walnut Creek, CA
Jennifer B. Hughes, Ashland
Jeffrey Alan Iverson, Salt Lake Cty, UT
William Scott Jenkins, Lexington
William Burgess Lancaster, Versailles
Brett Thomas Lawton, Winter Park, FL
Neal Erik Lemmerman, Wyoming, OH
Joseph Richard Leon, Lexington
Kimberly Hardy Martin, Shepherdsvlle
Margaret Pullman Martin
George Benjamin Massey, Savannah, GA
Andrew Winslow McDaniel, Lexington
Amy Boyles Midkiff, Russell
Jason Keith Miller, Topeka, KS
Rosalind Panich, South Boston, VA
Wesley Greer Porter, Gracey
Andrea Wilkerson Russell, Campbellsville
[ason Philip Russell, Salyersville
Dhruti Tika Shah
Arnold Dewayne Slone, Hazard
Frances Elizabeth Smith, Louisville
Emily Rebecca Steger, Lexington
Adam David Stowe, Owenton
Christina Tipton Stowe, Stanton
David Ryan Thornton, Paris
Kristie Mueller Wollard, Loda, IL
Graduates With Honor















Acting Dean: Eugene R. Gaetke
Juris Doctor
Michael Joseph Adams, Richmond.
Wael Mohammad Ahmad'", Lexington
Daniel Thomas Albers, [r., Louisviile
Dara R. Alderman, Morehead
Amy Sullivan Anderson'", Greensburg
Ellen Maria Arvin, Hopkinsville
Larry Duane Ashlock, Eastville
Brian Taylor Barker, Richmond
Thalethia Elois Baskin, Berea
Jonathan Mark Bonner Blanchard,
Hopkinsville
Caleb Lenn Bottoms, Harrisburg
Traci Hamlin Boyd, Houston, TX
Kevin Ricky Branscum, Somerset
James Bradix Bryant, Louisville
Jennifer Suzanne Bryant, Paducah
La Tasha Amae Buckner, Glasgow
Travis Wayne Calvert, Scottsville
Andie Brent Camden, Nicevale, FL
James Peter Cassidy III, Lexington
J. Richard Cheeks, Nicholasville
Tedd James Cheney, Saint Paul, MN
Kim Allen Clay, Lexington
Bridget M. Cohee, Glen Burnie, MD
Stacy Elizabeth Coontz, Danville
Peter Matthew Cummins, Louisville
Christi Leigh Dame, Manitou
Kelly Aline Dant, Compton
Christopher M. Davis, Winchester
Kurt Richard Denton, Henderson
Andrew Dail Debimone, Lexington
Parker Davis Eastin, Bowling Green
Allison Renee Emerson, Hawesville
Angela Lynn Fallin-Ward, Louisport
Sandra Lynn Feeley, Lexington
Matthew Scott Finley, Danville
Robert Eugene Fleu
Corey Ray Foley, Reynolds, ND
Christopher Dane Frederick, West Liberty
Kristina Abel Fulkerson, Owensboro
Cynthia Anne Galvin, Lexington
Jeffrey Lawson Gehring, Wilmore
Justin Thomas Genco, Birchleaf, VA
Brian T. Giles
Amy L Glenn, Bowling Green
Ryan Winsor Green, Syracuse, NY





Dates of Graduation for College of Law:
Mark Christopher Gregory, Lexington
Shataja Gresham Howard", Atlanta, GA
David A Griffiths
Lyn Lee Guarnieri, Frankfort
Larry Christopher Haddock, Winterville, NC
Mark Edward Hammond, London
Michael Earl Hammond, London
John Cary Hatcher, [r., Richmond, VA
Jeremy Andrew Hayden, Henderson
Stacy Lynn Heineman, Ashland
Stephanie Lother Hembroff Ashland
Michael Christopher Henning, Hardinsburg
Cynthia Lynn Higgs'", Frankfort
Timothy Logan Hill'", Knoxville, TN
Valerie J. Himes, Richmond
Jason Lee Hodges, Williamsburg
Noelle Marie Holladay, Lexington
Emily Stowe Hood, Harrodsburg
Alethea [anine Howell, Frankfort
William Bryan Hubbard, Lexington
Tonya Lynn Hughes, Orange City, IA
Leon Rushing Hunt IV, Madisonville
Lawrence 1. Jones II, Louisville
Margaret Neil Jones, Henderson
William Henry Jones, Ashland
Charles Edward Keith, Manchester
Christopher Mark Kerney, Gallatin, TN
Amy Suzanne Lal-Iue, Louisville
Robert Dale Leonard II, Lexington
Ruth E. Lerner
Bobbi J. Lewis, Lawrenceburg
Dawn Elizabeth Lonneman, Elizabethtown
Melanie Lynn Lowe, Catlettsburg
William Virgil Maddox 11*,Tell City, IN
Kelly Prince Mann, Cadiz
Theodore Roberts Martin, Lexington
Susan Hanrahan McCain, Springfield
Tracey Jessup McCay, Greenville
Patrick Spencer McClure, Danville
Stephanie Leanne McGehee, Brandenburg
Jeffrey Thomas Middendorf, Ft. Mitchell
Stephanie Bush Miller
Emily Melvin Mooring, Paintsville
Robin John Morecroft, Georgetown
Jason Patrick Muncy, Louisville
David Warner Mushlin, Louisville
Dennis Lee Null, [r., Mayfield
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Callie Renfro Owen, Paris
Kelly Canan Palmer, Lexington
Heather Geisberg Pennington, Danville
Gwendolyn Renae Pinson, Inez
Geary William Pyles, Germany
Jeffrey Clayton Reger, Chicago, IL
Kristen Leigh Raney'", Lexington
Jeremy Joseph Ratliff, Lexington
Randall A Ratliff, Ir., Utica
James Sutton Rhorer, Richmond
Jeffrey Scott Richardson, Berea
Robert Scott Rickman, Lexington
Emily Margaret Ward Roark, Benton
Amy Elizabeth Robinson, Shelbyville
Barry Alan Rudell II, Louisville
William David Rye, Lexington
David Shawn Samford, Mt. Sterling
Stacey Elizabeth Scherer, Louisville
Amy Elizabeth Schrecker, Louisville
Stephanie Schroder, Ft. Mitchell
Brendan John Shevlin, Medford, NY
Amy Elizabeth Shoemaker, Louisville
Sue Ashley Shrewsbury, Versailles
Corbet Michael Shull, Leitchfield
Jonathan Milton Skeeters, Lexington
Andrew Louis Sparks, Bowling Green
Milton Trent Spurlock, Hazard
Herbert Joseph Stapleton III, Staffordsville
Catherine Amanda Stivers, Lexington
David Shawn Sullivan, Frankfort
Joseph Daniel Thompson, Lexington
Charlotte Hill Turner II, Lexington
Ross Thomas Turner, Madisonville
Shannon Raye-Boggs Turner, Cumberland
Marcus Lee Vanover, Parkers Lake
Lona Jean Venters, Ashland
Shawna Lee Virgin, Greenup
Mickey Todd Webster, Pikeville
Chadwick A Wells, Winchester
Diana Jean Werkman, Bardstown
John Casner Wheelock, Madisonville
Dustin Robert Williams, Cumberland
Jason Lloyd Williams, Jamaica
Luke Alan Wingfield, Bowling Green
Jacqueline Suzanne Wright, Maysville
Aaron David Zibart, Louisville/'91
College of Medicine
Dean: Emery A. WilsonMD.
Doctor of Medicine
Anita R. Allman, Eagan, MN
MarVetta Ammons, Macon, GA
Paula Denise Bailey, Irvine
Richard James Bastian, Ashland
William Harvey Beers, Warsaw
Stephen David Blake, Lexington
Rebecca Catherine Bowers, London
Moya Marie Brooks, Lexington
Keith Alan Burberry, Berea
Gregory Thomas Caldwell, Lexington, MA
Maya Rai Carter, Lexington
Michael Thomas Cecil, Harold
John Sherman Cole IV, Olney, MD
Ann Elaine Colvin, Germantown
Erin Lynn Cooksey, Louisa
Amy Laurel Cooper, Lexington
Thadis Cesar Cox, Louisville
Meredith Page Crisp, Paducah
Gurinder Kaur Dabhia, Florence
William Kenneth Daniels [r., Nancy
Holly Graziani Danneman, Lakeside Park
Nimalie Indhira deSilva, Lexington
Danielle Marie Dietz, Brookville, OH
Stephanie E. Dunkle-Blatter, Lafayette, IN
Paul D. Ellis, Paintsville
Eugene Samuel Camburg, Louisville
Russell Eugene Gibson, Morganfield
Gigi Lisa Girard, Louisville
Brian Eugene Grace, Nortonville
DOIUlYHardy
Jodi Michelle Harvey, Cold Spring
Saiyid [afar Hasan, Lexington
Melinda Ann Hutcherson Hayes, Paducah
Jessica G. Home, Lexington
Travis Andrew Hunt, Lexington
La Scienya Marie Jackson, Reston, VA
Charles Scott [eels, Louisville
Amy Elizabeth Bentley Johnson, Charlotte,
NC
Thomas Lewis Johnson II. Berea
Donna Yancey Jones, Monticello
Scott Jason Jones, Lexington
Larry Todd Justice, Elkhorn City
Lelanya Black Kearns, San Jose, CA
Casey Ray Keeton, Salyersville
Samuel Duane Kreis, Williamsburg
Douglas Allan Leach, Versailles
Young Mi Lee, Harlan
Rebecca Ashley Lile, Bowling Green
Geoffrey A. Martin, Pine Knot
William Jason Martin, Prospect
Mary Cyriac Mathew, Prospect
Jason Daniel May, Henderson
Michael Anderson McClurg, Erlanger
Holly Kellam McCoy, Midlothian, VA
Shane McDougal, Whitesburg
Daniel Grant Meece, Lexington
Christopher Norcross Miller, Lexington
Gregory Patrick Monahan, Winchester
Susan Moore Monohan, Winchester
Shannon Leigh Moreman, Elizabethtown
Ethan Gus Polsky, San Antonio, TX
Christopher Ryan Pund, Louisville
James Daniel Quarles, Frankfort
Satya Vardhan Syamala Reddy, Hazard
LaDonya Malessa Reed, Mt. Sterling
Dreama D. Rucker, Ashland
Stephen Eric Ryan, Lexington
Kaveh Robert Sajadi, Lexington
Kara Murphy Schmidt, Lexington
Erika Marie Schosser, Lexington
Julie Lynne Segal, San Diego, CA
Matthew David Shane, Louisville
Darren Layne Shirley, Elk Ridge, UT
Thomas Kirk Slabaugh [r., Lexington
Ana Lee Soria, Louisville
Mark Spanier, Prescott, AZ
John Patrick Sullivan, Danville
Robert W. Thompson, Ashland
Andrew Brian Thomson, Hopkinsville
Brian David Wallace, Bowling Green
Huan Wang, Rowland Heights, CA
Jacquelyn Kelli Greer Webb, Lexington
Brian Alexander Williams, Georgetown
John Keenan Wilson, Lawrenceburg
Kimberly Nadine Wurth, Norwich, cr
John Matthew Yuill, Murray
Michael Andrew Zgoda, London
Sharif Zubair, Chicago, IL
Dates of Graduation for College of Medicine: August 5, 1999, December 17, 1999 and May 7, 2000
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College of Pharmacy
Dean: Kenneth B. Roberts
Doctor of Pharmacy
Janice Leake Adams, Louisville
Laila A. Akhlaghi, Paintsville
Gregory Joe Aldridge'"
Amelia Marie Alexander, Fulton
Rodney Buddy Blackburn
Gwendolyn Fowler Blair, Kingsport, TN
Henry Simon Blumenthal, IV, Louisville
Phouthasone N. Borres, Ashland
Kevin Mark Bozarth .., Owensboro
Amy Calder Brooks, Louisville
Amy Hope Brown, Danville
Rachel Elizabeth Cain", Florence, SC
Jeffery Michael Carrico, Owensboro
Joseph Todd Carter, Hazard
Anissa C. Carver, Glasgow
Janie Marie Cawood, Fort Thomas
Philip En Chang, Monterey Park, CA
Billie Spruill Chapman, Chattanooga, TN
Leanne Marie Clark, LaGrange
Alyson Rae Claywell, Bardstown
Aaron Michael Cook, Hamilton, OH
Kimberly Sasser Croley", Corbin
Alissa Meade Cuthriell, Grottoes, VA
Kimberly Kaye Daugherty, Louisville
Kristen Paige Dillon, Lexington
Mimi Hoan-Nguyen Doan, San Diego, CA
Robert Alan Dowd", Louisville
Amy Carlton Fegenbush, Lewisport
Jody Warren Fegenbush, Shelbyville
Kelly Jane Forsyth, Floyds Knobs, IN
Thomas Scott Foster, Jr.
Denny Gene Fugate, Hazard
Leigh Burberry Gillies, Lawrenceburg
Jennifer Lynn Gillum, Ashland
Lisa Colette Goetz, Independence
Jennifer Agnes Goff, Owensboro
Emily Helene Hacker, London
Christopher Todd Hall, Mousie
Michael Paul Herald, Jackson
Jared A. Hilton, Elizabethtown
PuiMan Ho
Elizabeth Sparks Hodges, Louisa
Lisa K. Huff, Berea
Elmo Keith Hughes, [r ....., Louisville
Jason G. Hurt, Stanford
Laura Faye Johnson, Paducah
Megan Leigh Jones, Paducah
Kimberly Arm Kent, Ashland
Della Cherie' King, Brandenburg
Leslie Scott King, Chavies
Timothy Scott Lawson, Corbin
April Dawn McGeorge, Pineville
Aaron Eugene Mclntosh, Jackson
Katherine Jane McSorley, Cincinnati, OH
Maribeth Grubb Midden, Cynthiana
Daniel Eric Moses, Williamsburg
Anita M. Murphy
Erica Marie Murrell, Lebanon
Johnna Cozette Nelson, Maysville
Jimmie 1.C. Overton, Jr.
Gordon Elvis Parmley, Monticello
Hetalkumari Suryakant Patel, Zambia
Patti Lynn Dyer Pitcock, Gamaliel
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Kevin Lee Poe, Lexington
David Stewart Prater, [r., Lexington
Vemihan G. Qaisi, Elizabethtown
Trevor Vance Ray, Caneyville
Craig Stephen Roberts, Owensboro
Phillip Douglas Sandlin, Louisville
Amber Dale Cann Sapp, Leitchfield
Khaula Sawah ....
David Charles Schoenbaech1er, Louisville
George G. Shackleford, Lexington
Mark Joseph Smalley, Louisville
Lisa Sue Smith .., Proctorville, OH
Sarah Susannah Smith, Cynthiana
Benjamin David Stone", Georgetown
Donald Anthony Sublett ...., Ashland
Kelly Marie Swearingen", Brazil, IN
Donna Lee Swindall, Elkhorn City
Julie Elizabeth Thomas, Louisville
James Travis Thompson, Pikeville
Amy Nicole Tichenor, Hartford
Ivy Coo Tiu, Henderson
Amie G. Turner, Flatwoods
Ryan Thomas Turner, Horse Cave
Edwin Hudson Varnadoe, Knoxville, TN
Stacy Alan Veils, Russell Springs
Steven Dewayne Wagers, Manchester
Jane Nicolle Ward, Tipp City, OH
Amrnie Cheryl Wells, Owensboro
Teresa Love Wild, Perrotsville, TN
Paula Shane Winstead ...., Lexington
Krista Kei Yokoyama, Rolling Hills Estates,
CA
College of Agriculture
Dean: C. Oran Little
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Biotechnology
Shannon Denise Belcher, Russellville
Brandee Therese Cline Brown'", Owensboro
Justin William Case, Crittenden
Stacey Lark Curtsinger'", Wingo
Jamie Lynn Davis'". Russellville
Elizabeth Brewer Fogler'", Lexington
Audrey Dale Horrall, Louisville
Diana Marie Mastalerz, Mason- OH
Michael Andrew McCollum, Scottsville
Laura Elizabeth Miller, Greeneville, TN
Ryan Matthew Mulligan, Owensboro
Larry David Price'", Ashland
Kristin Noel Rahn, Cincinnati, OH
Emily Anne Rude, Danville
Cynthia Renea Sparks, Faubush
Amy Marie Taylor, Franklin, TN
Justin Lee Taylor, Pleasureville
Nathaniel Lee Whitaker, Owensboro
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Economics
Jeremy A. Ailiff, Lexington
Stephen Lawrence Ballard", Bardstown
Adrienne Ann Bernardi'", Bay Village, OH
Jennifer Lynn Bolen'", Ashland
Neal Curtis Branscum, Nancy
Heather Rae Brown", Morganfield
Kenneth Holton Burdine'", Nicholasville
Clayton Scott Butler'", Louisville
Lori Dyan Campbell'", Mayslick
Melissa M. Carter, Dry Ridge
Brian Keith Coffey'". Russell Springs
Patrick Thomas Craig, Sparta
Joshua Todd Cromer'", Lexington
Andrew Clinton Crosby, Germantown
Catherine Smith Duffy, Louisville
Aaron Brock Engler, Eddyville
Jennifer Nan Evans'", Georgetown
Kevin Glenn Floyd", Shelbyville
Laura Beth Floyd'", Shelbyville
Nathan Daniel Cerhard'", Brooksville
JOM Bradford Godbey, Danville
Matthew Wayne Graves, Tompkinsville
Daniel Curtis Green, Winchester
Patrick Michael Hamed, Custer
Olivia Anne Harrod'", Nicholasville
Melissa Gail Hayes, Brodhead
[arrod Martin Hennessey, Edgewood
Cheryl Lynn Hood, Somerset
Alan Houp, Nicholasville
Demetrius House, Louisville
Jeffrey Lewis Jennings, Georgetown
Jim Hickman Johnson Jr.**,Orange Park, FL
Brian Clarke Knott'", Owensboro
Stephen Ignatius Koch'", Paris
Timothy James Leith, Henderson
Nathan L. Linder, Lafayette, IN
Jason Michael Maddox'", Burlington
Laura Marie Minton, Canton, OH
Go Motoyama, Japan
Crystal Lynn Murray, Campbellsville
Nicholas A. Pasquini, Paducah
JOM Calvin Peek, Kings Mountain
Sean Travis Peffer", Ashland
Suzanne Jane Reynolds, Ellisville, MO
Benjamin Jacob Ring, Lexington
Brian Keith Shouse'", Morganfield
Peter James Simon'", Dartmouth, MA
Scott Michael Sisler, Ashland
Brian David Smith'", Corydon
Sean Thomas Sturgeon, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in
Agriculture
Sharon Sena Denise Morris Ali, Louisville
Carla Jean Bartley, Jeffersonville
Julie Ann Bennett", Lexington
Robert Thomas Bingharn'", Tyner
Jennifer Nichole Bcykin, Stamping Ground
Cindy Marie Callis", Lexington
Victoria Jayne Cannon'", Flemingsburg
JOM Matthew Chaliff Mt. Vernon
Stephanie Anne Chamberlain", Paris
Kerrie Anne Cieply, Columbus, OH
Peter J. Connerth, Hopkinsville
James O. Cook [r., Lebanon
Justin G. Dailey, Paris
Tasha Maushea Dawson'", Lexington
Jaime Renee DeMent, Jeffersonville, OH
Kimberly Ann DeZam, Dry Ridge
Aaron P. Disselkamp", Louisville
Kyle Matthew Ferguson, Nicholasville
Jennifer Mae Goode, Liberty
Benjamin Patrick Hale'", London
Mary Grachus Harp, Charlottesville, VA
Darla Christy Helm'", Sonora
Aaron Paul Horner", Louisville
Jonathan Paul Keith", Louisville
Kelley Angela King'", Richmond
Harold Lewis Kirtley II, Campbellsville
William Martin Klapheke. Crestwood
Jennifer N. Larsen, Lexington
Piper M. Lawson, Lexington
Alissa Faye Little, Stamping Ground
Lisa Marie Loy'", Glensfork
Christi Lynne Ethel Marksbury'",
Taylorsville
Julia Nicole Meadows, Foxport
Misty Ruth Miller, Lancaster
JOM Russell New'", Owenton
Shane Martel Wayne Nowak, Louisville
Sean Robert O'Donnell", Covington
Anthony Brian Osterman, Waynesburg
Richard W. Rankin [r., LaGrange
Todd Joseph Reeb, Louisville
JOM D. Reed, Springfield
Iarrod Carl Rush, Garland, TX
Alison Marie Sexten, Washington Court
House,OH
Mary Beth Shackelford, Trenton
Melissa Anne Snider", Crestwood
Crystal Dawn Sorrell'", Mt Sterling
Michael Shawn Staton'", Owingsville
William Todd Stephens", Georgetown
Clay Andrew Sullivan", Falmouth
Shawna Beth Tuggle, Crestwood
Anna Rebekah Van Meter", Lexington
Michael Odell Walker, Kuttawa
James Michael Wathen", Jacksonville, FL
JOM Seldon Webb, Lexington
Maria L.Widmer, Lexington
Travis G York'", Frankfort
John Robert Zinner'", Danville
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Bachelor of Science in Animal
Sciences
Matthew Shane Adams, Isom
Bradley Carl Back, Jackson
Fred Morris Brown, Irvine
Patricia Elizabeth Brown, Bloomfield
Jennifer Lynn Caldwell, East Lynn, WV
Melissa Ann Colson, Dry Ridge
Laura Elizabeth Diercks, Plainfield, II..
Sanna Bemtine Croseth'", Yellow Springs,
OH
Jennifer R Hall, Elizabethtown
Marla Coleen Jackson, Nashville, TN
Richard Howard James, Pikeville
Kelly Lynn Kalf Cumberland, RI
Courtney Ann Kegley, Louisville
Sara Colleen Kiggins, Kettering, OH
Erin Kathleen McNamara, Lexington
Holly Putnam Moore, Ashland
Amy L. Nipper'", Campton
Eileen Nicole Phethean, Zephyrhills, FL
Shawn Leanette Phillips, Winchester
Mark Sentell Plunkett", Lexington
Molly Hope Ruggles, Ashley, OH
Christina Elisabeth Tolman, Lexington
Alexis Georgiou Tsappis'", Larnaca, Cypress
Vanessa Ulene Vanzant, Rockholds
Amanda Helene Weckman, Wilmore
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Nathan Caleb Clayton, Bowling Green
Jamie Allan Mueller*, Vemon Hills, IL
Sheila Marie Thomas", Morganfield
Bachelor of Science in Forestry
Peter M. Barber", Lexington
Kelly Bolte, Hustonville
Rebecca Rose Brown", Henderson
Dustin Jacob Daman, Franklin, TN
Gregory.w. Guess, Princeton
Alysia Erin Hall, Inez
Thomas M. Hayes, Louisville
Jacob Bemard McCarthy, Lexington
Christopher Anthony Mueller, Louisville
Matthew Frederick Naas, Owensboro
JOM David Pentecost, Greenville
JOM Wesley Saylor, Danville
Michael Scott Silliman, Louisville
Jamie Ryan Svec, Lexington
Robert Vincent Warwick, Bowling Green
Jeremy David Waters, Somerset
Thomas Clint Wilson, Fancy Farm
Daniel Lee Yates'", Corbin
Mitchell W. Zegafuse, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Landscape Architecture
Jamie William Beckman, Shelby, .MI
Robert Leonard Boggs, Lexington
Jennifer Rae Cadwallader, Payne, OH
Kevin Bryan Clark, Louisville
Joseph William Perris'", Grand Rapids, .MI
Sarah Elaine Goodenow, Lexington
Jacob Anderson Hagelow, Barrington, IL
Hio Wa Ip, Macao
David Cayton Leachman, Bowling Green
Michael Anthony Ledbetter, Bowling Green
Robert Matthew Mains, Morningview
Tomina Marie Marken, Grand Forks, ND
Steven Michael Middendorf, Burlington, NC
Sarah Elizabeth Sammons, Georgetown
William A. Shank [r., Kirtland, OH
Blaine Andrew Shearer, Lexington
Joshua Todd Shirley, Hamilton, OH
Benjamin Roger Taylor, Smithfield
Jeffrey Marlin Townsend, Dixon
Jason Matthew Winner, Piqua, OH
Matthew Scott Wolff, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Natural
Resource Conservation-
Management
Trevor Lee Adams, Lexington
Brian Thomas Beiting, Edgewood
Laura Lynn Bertke, Park Hills
Shawn Anthony Cecil", Owensboro
Nathanial James Clark, Louisville
Benjamin Blake Dempsey, Paducah
Walter Keith Dotson, Frankfort
Peter Lee Droppelman, Louisville
Robert John Durham, Moorestown, NJ
Robert Howard Frank II"',Lexington
Eugene Michael Glowatch II, Lexington
Benjamin Michael Gramig, Louisville
Eric D. Hudson, Louisville
Heather Lynne Kratz'", Kuttawa
Katherine Elaine Krebs, Louisville
Kristina M. LaDeur, Chicago, IL
Jeffery R. Limpert, Cleveland, OH
John Andrew Markham, Bowling Green
Suzanne McLain Murray, Princeton
Denise A. Ormes, Paris
Sonia Danielle Pigott, Lexington
Benjamin Jacob Ring, Lexington
Benjamin Paul Ronniger, Louisville
Erica Gail Shockley", Louisville
Timothy Murry Swerczek, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Plant
and Soil Science
Suzanne Nurene Bouchard ......, Dale City, VA
Phillip 1.Bush'", Harold
Siew Kean Cheah'", Malaysia
Sheri Beth Crabtree'". Bowling Green
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Emily Crain, Flemingsburg
Andrew Todd Dreisbach, Mishawaka, IN
Johnny C. Fangmeyer, Covington
Scott Christopher Fields, Louisville
Laura Beth Ployd'", Shelbyville
Hideto Furuya'", Japan
Matthew Boone Gardiner", Louisville
Samuel Lee Cillespie'", Paris
Bailey Scott Hale, Lebanon, NH
Michael J. Hammerly ......, Wadsworth, OH
John Paul Hanson'", Owenton
Patrick Anthony Hook, Paducah
Allan Paul Hughes, Pleasureville
Michael E. Janoski ......, Owensboro
Catherine Josephine Iaubert", Lexington
David Joseph Kendrick, Canada
Brian Christopher Lilly, Lexington
H. Gerard Nevin", Ireland
Shane Martel Wayne Nowak, Louisville
Amos Benjamin Stephens ......, Cynthiana
Victor Alan Swindler'", Clinton
James W. Weck III"'''',Louisville
Jeremy George Wilke, Paducah
Andrew Joseph Wolfe", Lexington
Dean: Thomas C. Robinson
College of Allied Health Professions
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Sara Elisabeth Ackerman'", Spring, TX
Neftali T Adams, Lexington
Andrew Madison Alvarez, Louisville
Amy Lynn Atkinson, Lexington
Mikal Aaron Bailey
Christopher Wayne Ballard", Dry Ridge
Ann M. Balsley, Portage, :MI
Howard Nicholas Bennett'", Georgetown
Rachel Louise Blackburn, Inez
Melissa Blackwell, Madisonville
Amy Elizabeth Block, Louisville
Joanne Theresa Blue, Paducah
Jessica Beth Blumenfeld", Louisville
Amy Robinson Bolton, London
Tanya Noelle Breeding'", Isom
Stacy R Haynes Bromley'", Hardin
Miranda Prewitt Brookshire", Mt. Sterling
Schlonda Sue Brown, Virgie
Vicky Marie Bumgardner", Somerset
Robert James Burckardt, Prospect
Brandi Dawn Burnett", Grayson
Heather Marie Burris, Louisville
Loriann Canty, Beaver Dam
Letitia Ann Carter'", Lexington
Beverly Paige Caudill-Neace'", Viper
Michell Eversole Caudill'", Morehead
Christina Marie Clark", Louisville
Karen Ruth Clark, Brandenburg
Jamila Leigh Clay, Louisville
Melissa Renee Comstock, Louisville
Michelle Denise Cook'", Franklin
Jessica McGuffey Comelius'", Stanford
April Charity Cotthoff Columbus, OH
Stephanie Rene' Courtright, Fairfield, IL
Jill Susan Crabtree", Lakeside Park
Rachel Marie Creech, Cumberland
Rachael Lyn Creighton, Sturgis
Stephen M. Cyrus", Morehead
Cynthia Roark Daniel", Somerset
Krista Michelle Darbro, Louisville
Kyle David Devrieze, Lexington
Erik Christopher Drake, Lexington
Tammy M. Crace Edwards", Ashland
Ismail Sabri El-Amouri, Mahata
Bruce Boone Elbert'", Louisville
Franklin William Fannin", Martin
Amy Renee Farmer, Frankfort
Colleen Marie Fischer, Edgewood
Kevin Gerard Fitzgerald, Lexington
Sandra Lee Pooshee'". Cadiz
Sybil Celeste Forsythe, Lexington
Arthur W. Francis, Lexington
Juliang Pu, China
Angela Kaye Fuller, Winchester
Amy Alice Ganley, Middletown, MD
Laurie Kristine Carner'", Lexington
Mark Joseph Carrett'", Columbia
[enine Loren Gibbons, Hermitage, TN
Ryan Anthony Gibson, South Shore
Jodi Marie Gillespie, Louisville
Ashley Lynn Givens, Louisville
Keisha Landis Goff, Greenburgh
Summer Goodson, Hazard
Amy Yvonne Graham, Bowling Green
Kelli Christine Graves, Champaign, IL
Sarah Kathleen Graves, Lawrenceburg
Troy Bruce Craybeal'", Louisville
Liticia Creis'", Burlington
Shana Boyd Hackworth", Maysville
Carrie Ann Hagan, Philpot
Nancy White Hale'", Willisburg
Holly Marie Hall, Crescent Spring
Jennifer Dawn Hamilton", Prospect
John Stephen Hammons, Barbourville
Melissa Ashley Harlow
Marie Elizabeth Hayes, Lexington
Brandi Nichole Herald, Booneville
Tracey Leigh Hix, Long Valley, NJ
Melody Le-Shon Holliman, Louisville
Wendy Denise Holmes'", Lexington
Ted Brian Hood'". Willisburg
Morgan Scott Hooker, Jackson
Denise Suzanne Houck, Murray
Anthony Scott Howell, Prestonsburg
Amanda J0 Hunter, Shelbyville
Kirsten Marie Kaak'", Lexington
Naseem I. Kasam, Lexington
Kimberly A. Keef", Maysville
Kelly Renee Kincer, London
Angela Larkey King'", Whitesburg
Arthur Franklin Knack, Livonia, MI
Eric Raymond Korsgaard, Winchester
Susan Elizabeth Kosky, Winchester
Bradley Allen Kramer"; Madiosnville
Lynn Ilene Kuchenbrod", Round Rock, TX
Charlotte Mattson Kurtz'", Louisville
Candace Ashley Larson, Walton
Diana Lee Lash, Lafayette, IN
Vivian Aleta Lasley-Bibbs'", Frankfort
Patti Denise Lasslo, Hazard
Nicole Michelle Lee'", Owensboro
Jason Gray Liddle, Lexington
Whitney Lynne Lush, Louisville
Heidi Lynn Lusk, Staffordsville
Kimberly Renee Lykins'", Boonesville
Cameron Kelly Lunch, Lexington
Jennifer Diane Lyon"
Maxwell Lucas Magee, Jackson
Jill Eash Marple, Frankfort
Sarah Elizabeth Martin, Murray
Donetta Renee Martin-Wallace'", Hueysville
Bryan P. Mason, Louisville
Jennifer Bond Mattingly", Morehead
Kelly Marie Mcfarland", Monticello
Carrie Beth Mcl.ain, Paducah
Amanda Leigh Medcalf", Henderson
Frances Lee Mercer". Monticello
James D. Messer, Manchester
Jamie Christopher Messer", Van Lear
Kathryn Ann Meurer'", Lancaster
Kristi Gail Middleton", Maysville
Megan Elizabeth Miller, Plano, TX
Jason Todd Milligan, Georgetown
Tamara Nicole Mills, London
James Gregory Monk, Carrollton
Jason Curtis Moore, Pikeville
Laurena Malinda Moore, Louisville
Sherae Reynolds Murphy, Lick Creek
[aclyn Kathleen Nee, Algonquin, IL
Jason Douglas Nicely", Somerset
Polly Lynn Nichols, Glasgow
Elisa Michelle Orsburn, Henderson
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Carolyn Marie Overstreet", Liberty
Tammy C Owens, Haysi, VA
Brett Louis Palmer, Richmond
Allison Lanae Parker, Brooksville
Mary Ellen Polivick, Bardwell
Timothy H. Poole, Louisville
Sandra Gail Powers, Louisville
Alison Ann Pyles'", Somerset
Jamie Ann Qualls'", Eddyville
Erin Leslie Raible, Louisville
Amanda Gail Reffitt, Owensboro
Nathan Paul Reffitt, Mt.Sterling
Mary Louise Reynolds, Ludlow
Heather L. Gabehart Richerson'", Mt
Washington
Deborah Jean Riley", Liberty
Connie Beth Rinckel. Taylor Mill
Monica Marie Ritchey, Pittsburgh, PA
Matthew John Schelling, Versailles
Amanda Maria Schmidt, Edgewood
Erich Andrew Schneider, Lexington
Pamela Sue Seckel, Caledonia, OH
Susan Troxell See'", Louisville
Heather Lynn Shaw, Louisville
Lisa Michelle Siegle, Ross, OH
David Wesley Simms, Lexington
Paula Wilson Simons'", Elkton
Jennifer Robinson Sizemore'", E Bernstadt
Angela Dawn Smith, Paducah
Mary Smith, Whitesburg
Mollie Carol Smith, Cynthia
William John Smith, Hazard
Angela Renee Soules, Louisville
Emily Cooper Spencer", Cynthiana
Charles S. Spillman, Lexington
Anchalee Dennette Steele, Paris
Michael Garth Stevens, Prospect
Scott Kevil Stevenson, Henshaw
Elizabeth Ann Stulz, Ludlow
Amanda Robin Sundrup, Nicholasville
Stacy Marie Taluskie", Lexington
Julie Michelle Tatman, Lexington
Robert Ray Tatum'", Lebanon
Natalie Suzanne Tharp, Louisville
Ann Holland Thomas'", Mayfield
April Suzanne Thomas, Lexington
Rebecca Jean Thomas, Lexington
Teena Ison Trent'", Morehead
Marta Faye Tuttle, Boone, NC
Amy Keilene Utterback", Frankfort
Melissa de Leon Veneracion, Whitesburg
Tracy Dawn walters", Maysville
Pamela Kay Warman
Wendy Michelle warren-s, Louisville
Cherene LaNae Wells", Ashland
Garry Louis Weston [r., Shepherdsville
Jonathan Robert Whitaker, Hickory
Chanty Lynn white'", Hopkinsville
Kelly Stephen White, Murray
Mark Adam Whited, Shelbiana
Jeffrey Martin williams'", Lexington
Holly Rae wilson", Arlington
Cynthia Diane Winchester, Shelbyville
Melissa Gayle Woods'", Sebree
Charles Arthur Workman




Jill Marie Adkins", Cross Lanes, WV
George Fredrick Anderson. Elkhorn City
Kelly Kathleen BaW, Madisonville
Joan M. Bauer", Rochester, NY
Kerry Lee Bender, Webster Springs, WV
Myra Wynn Benningfield, Campbellsville
Angela M. Bidwell, Louisville
Christopher Shawn Bradley, Henderson
Christopher Todd Bruser, Lexington
Chad Gregory Burke, Villa Hills
Brian D'metri Campbell'", Cadiz
Holly Catherine Castle, Ashland
Judd Allen Chapman, York, PA
John Hunt Clements ....., Lexington
William Jason Coomes", Henderson
Laura Kathleen Detmer, Murfreesboro, TN
Jason D. Dunn, Versailles
Paul William Edwards, Louisville
Stacy Edward Ellison, Pineville
Ryan Thomas Ficke, Villa Hills
Scott Walker Fleming, Lexington
Joseph Ahrens Hayes, Ft. Mitchell
Todd Gordon Henry, Versailles
Luis Enrique Hernandez ......, Miami, FL
Kevin Dennis Heuke, Louisville
Marcus Weldon Highland, Lexington
Rosalind Caroline Hodgkins", Lake Forest, IL
Choe Ling Hong, Malaysia
Jeffrey (JT) Thomas Hulan, Louisville
Daimin [apar, Indonesia
Birthe Rohde Jensen, Denmark
Christopher Burnham Jones, Paducah
Koshi Kawakami, Shelbyville
Kelly Catherine Keys", Lexington
Steven Travis King'", Stearns
Paul Calvin Knowles [r., Suffolk, VA
Scott Christian Kopittke", Loveland, OH
Sarah Jeanne Lamere, Louisville
[anine L. Lee, Prestonsburg
Brian Richard Lindroth, Lexington
Sarah B. Maney, Ft.Walton Beach, FL
Dishnika Mathew, Sri Lanka
Jon Eugene McDonald, Murray
Matthew Austin Myers, Lexington
Sabrina G Oaks ......, Lexington
Leslie Thomas Olson, Lexington
Michael Todd Osburn, Louisville
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Aaron Douglas Parks ...
Sol Emmanuelle Paz , Venezuela
Christopher Ryan Pfeiffer, Villa Hills
Thomas Douglas Pifer, Louisville
Stacey Leigh Richardson, Lebanon, OH
H. Michael Russell ......, Campbellsville
Alvin Dale Sewe, Kenya
Joy Renee' Shively, Parkersburg, WV
Rebecca S. Smitley, Tell City, IN
James Arthur Spaw II, California
Alicia Elaine Suhre, Madisonville
David Douglas Tabor", Medfield, MA
Andrew Hooi Hon Tan,.Malaysia
Lisa Michelle Thornton ......, Owensboro
Do-Yong Urn, South Korea
Jessica Marie Walker, Ft. Thomas
Travis Scott Walker, Lexington
[onna Lyn Wallace, Morganfield
Mathiesha Widyaratne, Sri Lanka
Adam D. Wiseman, Lexington
Kathleen S. Yancy, Ft. Pierce, FL
Kazuo Yoshida ......, Japan
Christopher Charles Yost, Louisville
Walter Wallace Zausch II, Henderson
College of Arts & Sciences
Dean: Howard Crotch
Bachelor of Arts
Anne Marie Capili Achico, Louisville
Amanda Ann Ryun Ackerman'", Lexington
James Wesley Addington". Burdine
Carol Elizabeth Akai, South Bend, IN
Philip Shane Aldridge, Nicholasville
Jessica Marie Allen, Endicott, NY
Darin Clark Allison, Stuart, FL
Benjamin Lob Alvarez, Hiedelberg
Lori Janelle Alvey, Leitchfield
Craig Scott Amos", Louisville
Sherry Lynn Andrews, Springfield, VA
Kelly AIUlArmstrong, Milwaukee, WI
Marshall Eric Atnip, Scottsboro, AL
Benjamin Lee Baggett'", Paducah
Paul Andrew Baker, Frankfort
Rachel Joyce Baker, Bloomfield, CT
Mary Greathouse Bales, Versailles
Sarah Katherine Bales, Paris
Andrea Lynn Banks, Tyner
Chyrita Mashea Banks, Hopkinsville
Larry Eugene Barber, Lexington
Devona Eve Bard", Lexington
Dayna Elizabeth Bailey Barnett Lexington
Maria Garnette Barrett, Clarksville, TN
Christina Vasiliki Bartenhagen, Lexington
Christina Lynnelle Baskett, Pewee Valley
Christina Lynnelle Baskett, Pewee Valley
Michael Austin Bass, Frankfort
Richard Craig Beaven'", Henderson
Andrew Patrick Becherer, Louisville
Andrew Patrick Becherer, Louisville
Bethany Cherisse Beeker
Christy Marie Belcher, Paducah
Danielle Lee Bell, Taylor Mill
Erik Dewayne Bell, Franklin
Jason Gerard Bell, Louisville
Stephanie Jane Berrong, Henderson
Amy Wells Berry, Alvaton
Jeremy Robert Berry, Taylorsville
Melissa Dane Best'", Bowling Green
Lindsey [illianna Bezold, Ft Thomas
Lindsey [illianna Bezold, Ft Thomas
Kevin Edward Birchfield. Irvine
Kevin Edward Birchfield, Irvine
Malia Caroline Birk, Lexington
Katherine G. Black", Warriors Mark, PA
Jeremy D. Blair, Paintsville
Benjamin Louis Blandford, Louisville
Phillip Anthony Blank"
Angyla Blaze"
Christina Danielle Boggs, Winchester
Jenny Gardner Boggs, Lexington
Sarah Marie Bolanos'", Union
Maurey Blake Bond, Louisville
Heather Lee Bostwick, Boiling Springs, SC
Kara Lindsey Boswell", Fordsville
William Andrew Bowker, Frankfort
William Aaron Bowlds, Owensboro
Jonathon Jude Bowles, Owingsville
Mary Nicole Bowling'". Lexington
Brian Christopher Bowman", Lexington
Emily Mason Boyd, Henderson
Betsy Ann Boyer, Russell
Catherine Anne Brambley, Radcliff
Daniel Renner Brockfield, Fairfield, OH
Whitney Brownell Bronston, Lexington
Teresa Ann Brothers", Paris
Ella Elizabeth Brown
LaGene Thomas Brown, Mayfield
Brian Michael Bruggeman", Lexington
Benjamin Patrick Bruser, Lexington
Samuel Travis Bruser, Somerset
Kasey Shannon Buckles, Elizabethtown
Tyler Doran Buckley, Lexington
Justin Bohanon Bunch, Los Angeles, CA
Rebecca Lynn Bunnell'", Glasgow
Christopher Reed Burch, Louisville
John Gibson Burnett", Lexington
John Walter Burrell III, Lexington
Sarah Helene Calderon, Edgewood
Gordon M Campbell", Lexington
Allison Leigh Cardin, Sonora
Cardell 0 Carter, Norco, LA
Lisa M. Carter'", Louisville
Clark Philip Case, Frankfort
Gregg Anthony Casillo, Lexington
Sherry Renae Castle", Prestonsburg
Angela Dorothea Caudell'", Nicholasville
Jason Robert Cebe, Louisville
Andrew Moore Cecil'", Winchester
Kimberly Ann Chaffer, Elmhurst, IL
Bradley Hartford Chaney, Somerset
Timothy Micheal Chapman, Grove City, OH
Christopher Jerome Chase, Edgewood
David Cheatle, Wheatland, CA
Sue-AlU1Chia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Micajah Francis Christie, Glasgow
Kathleen Marie Clark, Tipp City, OH
Mary E Clark, Mechanicville, NY
Bernard H Clay III, Louisville
William Gilmore Cloud, Lexington
Becky Michelle Cobb, Lexington
David Lloyd Cobb, Lexington
Shawn C. Collett'", Lexington
Mark Collinsworth, West Liberty
Matthew Bradford Combs, Morehead
John D. Connelley, Lexington
Jason L Cook, Louisville
Nikki Marie-Devorm Cook, Louisville
Melissa Nicole Coomer, Louisville
Dennis Lee Cornell II*",Louisville
Steven Evan Cornell, Lexington
Harvey Matthew Couch, New Orleans, LA
Annie Laura Courtney, Versailles
Bradley Everett Cunningham", Lexington
Todd Hunter Curtis'", Maysville
Jason Franklin Darnall'", Benton
Beth Ann Davenport'", Lexington
Joseph Edward David, Russell
Matthew Tyler Davis, Lexington
Teri Lynn Dawes, Paducah
Jason Taylor Dean, Louisville
Beth Ann Debrosse, Piqua, OH
Charles Andrew DeHoag, Jackson
Anne Marie DeMattina, Lexington
Shannon Lea DeRossett, Nicholasville
Barry Dewayne Deweese", Elizabethtown
Andrea Sloan DeYoung
Andrew Douglas Dill, Ashland
Tony R. DiMichele, Kirtland, OH
Carol Mueller Donnelly", Lexington
Jamie Jeanette Donovan, Burlington
Claude Hobert Dotson II, Hardy
Jennifer Danielle Drysdale, Dry Ridge
Ronda Fay Duff'", London
Kelli Lynn Duffy, Henderson
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Melanie Seanette Dumas, Broussard, LA
Clayton Thomas Dunn, Kevil
Amy Elizabeth Durfey, Dublin, OH
Matthew C Earley", Lexington
Elizabeth Michelle Early, Cincinnati, OH
Keith David Eberle", Richmond, VA
Sachiko Bdakawa'", Atusgi, Japan
Andrea LylU1Edmondson'", Lexington




Mitch Brian Elswick'", Lexington
Robert John Euesbio Enriquez, Louisville
Adrienne Brynn Ernst, Somerset
Michael Allen Estes, Lexington
Michael Allen Estes, Lexington
Margaret Dianna Dowell Pallin'"
Wendy Gayle Farar, Leitchfield
Laura Elizabeth Farley, Richmond
April Elizabeth Fanner, Ashland
Kevin Louis Ferguson, Louisville
Michael Chad Picke'", Edgewood
Salvador Amin Figueroa
Barbara Michelle Filer", Madisonville
Daniel Christian Firpo, Fremont, CA
Pashens Fitzpatrick, Louisville
James Alexander Reed Flax, Lexington
James Alexander Reed Flax, Lexington
Kent Daryl Fletcher, Huntington, WV
Harry C. Pogler'", Lexington
David Anthony Foley, Corbin
Lenora Ann Ford, Louisville
Lauren Elizabeth Foster, East Aurora, NY
James Gregory Fowee'", California
Jesse Alison Fox, Louisville
Joshua G Freels, Maceo
Kristy Alice Prye'", Lexington
Angelina Fu, Lexington
Ariel Sergio Gaitan'", Rio Dejaneiro, Brazil
Amy Leigh Gamblin, Winchester
Marcel Gamboa, Norway
Cheryl M. Garfold, Pittsburgh, PA
Jo Ann Michelle Garrett, Greenville
Aaron Michael Carvey'", Munfordville
Jennifer Mobley Gibson, Louisville
Andrew Jason Michael Gill, Nicholasville
Gregory Alan Goebel, Louisville
Robyn Isabella Goheen, La Grange
Erin Elizabeth Gold, Lexington
Christy R. Ison Goldsworthy, Ashland
Irina Goloborodko, Lexington
Amy Jean Coodlett'". Mackville
Theresa Lynn Goodlett, Nicholasville
Henry William Goodman III, Glasgow
William Alexander Goodman, Louisville
Scott Casey Gordon, Louisville
Ryan Douglas Green, Crestwood
Jason Christopher Gresham, Georgetown, IN
Martha Jean Griffin, Henderson
Gregory Stephen Griffith'", Lexington
Tamara Nicole Grimm
Jill P. Cunn'", Springfield
Lora Erin Hackney", Eubank
Joshua Dodge Hafer, Evansville, IN
Thomas Anthony Hale, Lexington
Susan Danielle Cox HaW, Lexington
Todd W. Hall, Hopkinsville
Julia Kay Hamand, Leitchfield
Molly Rose Hames
Daniel Edward Hancock, Frankfort
Emily Elizabeth Hannah, Nashville, TN
Michael Todd Harbaugh, Walton
Stuart C Hare", Columbia
Dallam Bancroft Harper III. Lexington
Cory Rhea Harton, Richmond, VA
Jeremiah Douglas Harville, Lawrenceburg
Cheri L. Hatcher, Bowling Green
Ovan Earl Hatchett Ill", Lexington
Molly Jean Haynes, Louisville
Andrea Lyn Hays ....., Berea
Tina Marie Hembree ....., Salyersville
Ann Elizabeth Hendricks, Irvine
Catie F. Hendricks, Irvine
Steven Randall Hensley
Steven Randall Hensley
William Taylor Hensley, Lexington
Katharine Ray Herkamp, Louisville
Stacey Lynn Hermes, Henderson
Molly Ann Herper, Taylor Mill
James William Herr, Russellville
Andrew Jay Hettinger, Fairfield, OH
John Neal Hibbard", Richmond
Catherine Ann Hill, Corbin
Bridget Berg Hittepole ......, Wapakoneta, OH
Russell Wallace Holl, Lexington
Christopher Jason Hollan ....., Lexington
Kevin Edward Holmes, Las Cruces, NM
Barry Reed Hopkins", Elkhorn City
Michael Brandon Hord ....., Louisville
Robert Baker Horine IV, Covington
Matthew William Hornberger, Louisville
Jeorg Ellen Hornsby", Lexington
Aaron Robert Horton ....., Roswell, GA
Erik Stuart Hostetter, Louisville
Robert Stanley House, London
Christopher Lowell Howard, Louisville
Shauna Nicole Howard ....., Stanford
Whitney Anne Howard, Harlan
Heather Pack Howell, Prestonsburg
Kimberly Ann Howell", Nicholasville
Rachelle Nichole Howell, McDowell
Robert L. Huddleston, Columbus, OH
Joshua Robert HuW, Dayton, OH
George Randall Huffman, Pikeville
Angela Jeanette Hughes, Louisville
Hannah Whitney Hull, Elizabeth, NC
Anya Nikkitovich Humphrey", Mt Sterling
Erin Patrice Hunt" .., Paris
Todd Austin Hunt'", Lexington
John Anderson Hunter, McHenry
Qasim Hussain Syed", Pakistan
James Benjamin Hutchinson, Ashland
Brandi Lee Hymer, Franklin, OH
Marlona Katherine Ice, Bardstown
Britta Curie Inman, Versailles
Lydia Thea Insko, Lexington
Juan Anthony Jackson", Lexington
Kelly Amberchelle Jackson, Louisville
Daryl Chase Jamison ....., Lynnfield, MA
Catherine Josephine [aubert", Lexington
Rachel Alison Jennings ....., Georgetown
Paul Daniel Jensen, Auburn, WA
Brandon Neil Jewell, Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Johnson ....
Misty Dawn johnson", Lexington
Stacey Michelle Johnson, St. Libory, IL
Thad Joseph Johnson ....., Georgetown
Brenton Kelly Jones, Versailles
Fredrick D. [ones", Franklin
Gregory [amel [ones", Lexington
TaRessa Lynn Jones, Paducah
----_._----------------------------------,
William Nathan Jones, Lexington
Ashley Tyler Judd, Ashland
Mary Teresa Juhasz, Lexington
Robert Lacy Jump, Lexington
Patrick Duncan Justice ......, Pikeville
Jennifer A. Kaak, Lexington
Jessica Joye Kalajainen", Portersville, PA
Tyson Allen Kamuf Franklin
John Fuller Kane", Louisville
Christopher David Kasari", Ashland
Paul Andrew Kasperbauer", Lexington
Lanessa Darshea Kavanaugh ....., Lexington
Karlyle Martin Keith ......, Lexington
Jonathan Patrick Keller, Ashland
Erin Elizabeth Kelley, London
Richard Shawn Kettenring ...., Stamping
Ground
Nyeneweh Godettia Kieh", Washington, DC
Brendan Thomas King, Upper Arlington, OH
Howard Patrick King", Columbus, OH
Kathryn Ann King, Charleston, WV
Molly King", Danville
David Bruce Kinstle, Lexington
Michael Andrew Kiricenkov", Lexington
Jerry Wayne Kissick, Ewing
Myron L. Koch, Jeffersontown
Peggy Ann Koenig ......, Erlanger
Michael Raymond Lajeunesse", Clifton Park,
NY
Laveta Marie Lampkin, Nashville, TN
Brandi A. Lange, Independence
Wai-Kwan Lau, Hong Kong
Elizabeth Rikha Laumas, Lexington
Kathryn Marie Lawrence, Carlisle
Virginia Terry Layne", Mt Sterling
Andrew Stephen Leathers", Louisville
Ryan Noel Leathers ......, Elizabethtown
Gregory Adam Legate", Clay
Arnie Danielle LeMaster, Frankfort
Jeffrey E. Levy
Dawn M. Lewis, Mt. Vernon
Rebekah Jane Lewis, Frankfort
Jason Alan Philip Litteral ......, Russell
Ivan Vladimirovich Litvinov, Rostov-on-
Don, Russia
Moriah Lynn Lloyd, Richmond
Dawn Marie Locasto, Lexington
Erin Catherine Logsdon, Louisville
Alice Elizabeth Lookofsky, Shelbyville, IL
Christie Love", Little Rock, AR
Margaret Alexander Lyle ....., Lexington
Kathleen Claire Lynch", Richmond, VA
Shawn Thomas Malarik ...., Sewickley, PA
Wallis Ellen Malone ....., Louisville
Shanta Monique Marlow, Bowling Green
Joleen Virginia Martin, Lexington
Natalie Colleen Martinez, Albuquerque, NM
Kathryn Ann Masden, Louisville
James William Massey, Lexington
Christina Marie Massing, Indianapolis, IN
Julie Adele Mateyoke ....., Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Matheny, Madisonville
Jonathan William Mayberry, Hickman
Michael Joseph Mayer, Lexington
Kevin Patrick McAllister, Ft. Thomas
Georgetta Lea McCann, Winchester
Jennifer Leigh McCarty, Brandenburg
Craig L McCloud"', Columbia
Owen James McCormack, East Hampton, NY
Glenda Catherine McCoy"', Ashland
Stephen Gray Mcfayden", Lexington
David Thomson McGarvey, Anchorage
Eric James McGlincy, Louisville
Ryan Patrick McGuire ....., Richardson, TX
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Erin Rachel McNees, Lexington
Ginger Lea McNew ....., Harrogate, TN
Jason Matthew Mcbliel, Winchester
Julie Lynn Meade", Paintsville
Alvaro Mendez", Columbia
Alvaro Mendez", Columbia
Rebecca Marie Merkel, Louisville
David Christopher Metzler'", Columbus, OH
David Christopher Metzler ....., Columbus, OH
Bret Lawrence Millang", Ft. Myers, FL
Elizabeth Ann Miller, Lawrenceburg
John Joseph Miller, Danville
Natalie Marie Miller, Villa Hills
Hayden Winslow Milligan II, Prestonsburg
Eric Alan Million ...., Pikeville
Matthew Evans Mills, Edgewood
Jennifer Lynn Sievers Mink, Lexington
Billy Edwin Minton", Harrodsburg
Anthony Keith Mires, Cave City
Christopher Michael Moffitt" ..., Ft Wright
William Everett Monk, Mount Holly, NJ
Devin W Moore", Pleasant Prairie, WI
Milton Thomas Moreland ....., Lexington
Margaret Kaye Morgan, Harlan
Gregory M Morris ....., Louisville
Jennifer Ann Morris, Philpot
Jeremy Paul Morris, Benton
Kelly Adolphus Morton, Hopkinsville
Fayedra Lea Moses, Williamsburg
Scott Joseph Muchewicz, Cleveland, OH
Jason Scott Nally ....., Springfield
Kendell Lee Nash, Maysville
Kristin Anne Nehil, Louisville
Karen Christy Nelson, Henderson
Talia Jeanne NeSmith , Owensboro
Keith Joseph Newquist , Elgin, IL
Chee- Tat Ng*, Malaysia
William V Nguyen, Lexington
Amy Joy Nigoff, Lexington
Arounkone Eck Niravong'", Ashland
Mark Alan Noel, Harrodsburg
Teriann Noren ...., Lexington
Lynda Michelle Norman ......, Louisville
Ginny Rebecca Norris", Albuquerque, NM
Erin Meredith Norton, Lexington
Trenna Kayle Oakley, Fairfield, OH
Richard Allen O'Connor", Fairfax, VA
Sarah Anne Ostrowski'", Cincinnati, OH
Lonnie Michael Owens, Fisty
Sean Christopher Owens, Crestwood
Pamela Kay Paglia, Meadville, PA
Beth Marie Palmer, Wall, NJ
Katrina L. Palmer, Orlando, FL
David Michael Pape", Louisville
Kelly Rebekah Parmley, Cincanniti, OH
Elizabeth Ann Parsons'", Lexington
Kinna Patel", Versailles
Smaran Ramji Patel ...., Roselle Park, NJ
Erin Kathleen Paterson
Gregory Walter Payne, Columbus, OH
Lance Ray Pearson, Pewee Valley
Lance Ray Pearson, Pewee Valley
Christina Gay Pease, Versailles
Amy Muriel Peebles, Shreveport, LA
Julia Ann Pemberton, Hebron
Suzanne Michelle Perkins, Corbin
James Daniel Perry, Paducah
Jennifer Marie Phillips, Frankfort
Angela Gaye Mullins Phipps ....., Burdine
Katharine Ann Piaskowy, Covington
Stephen Kent Plenge II......, Shepherdsville
Brian Matthew Plummer, Barbourville
Jill Elizabeth Pope, Wilmore
Maria Gabriela Portillo", Lexington
Matthew Tyler Powell, Henderson
Michael John Pozun Ill, Johnstown, PA
Robert Thomas Pratt, Monticello
Shannon Christine Pratt, Louisville
Amy Leigh Preece'". Paintsville
Kaycee Ann Puccini", Carol Stream, IL
Stacie Lynn Radabaugh, Toledo, OH
Elisabeth M. Randahl", Cary, IL
Trisha Lynn Raque, Louisville
Heather Lynn Ray, Elizabethtown
Christopher Joseph Rebholz'", Alexandria
Michelle Marie Rey-Barreau, Lexington
Ashley Gail Reynolds, Owensboro
Holly P. Reynolds", Nicholasville
Fatemeh Sally Rezaei-Nazari
Adrienne Marie Rhudy, Christianburg, VA
Bradford Lee Richie'", Greenville
Corree Lynn Richmond, Owensboro
Amy Lynn Riddell, Louisville
Amy Lynn Riddell, Louisville
Brian Andrew Riddell'". Erlanger
Ruth ]. Riding-Malon, Lexington
Ryan Andrew Rieckhoff Glendale, OH
Julia Ann Riehm, Louisville
Brian Michael Rink'", Lexington
Sarah McDonald Roberts, Louisville
Elizabeth Nicole Robinson'", Taylorsville
Brendon Clark Rock, Villa Hills
Dana 1.Rodgers, Louisville
Tracy Lynn Rogers'". Fort Thomas
Trenton Jennings Kluz Romine'", Louisville
Richard Mark Rothfuss II, Cincinnati, OH
John Cameron Rucker'", Louisville
Tara Elaine Russell, Russellville
Patchareeboon Sakulpitakphon, Bangkok,
Thailand
Brooke Elizabeth Salisbury, Ashland
Cassandra Joyce Salt'", Madisonville
Barbra Ann Selyer'", Pikeville
Leslie A Sampson
Aaron Paul Sanderford, Bowling Green
Justin Aaron Sanders, Ft. Mitchell
Kendra Sanders, Louisville
Sara Ruth Sanders, Pikeville
Trevor T. Sanders
William Clayton Sandford [r, Lexington
Kimberly Shea Sands'", Knoxville
Joshua Kyle Sanneman", Bardstown
Robert Allen Sarver III*,Lawrenceburg
Eric Taylor Savage, Richmond
Wade M. Scalf, Lexington
Emily H. Scearce, Shelbyville
Thayne Allyn Schickel'", Louisville
Nicole Anne Scruld**,Erlanger
Holly Burnett Schmidt, Louisville
Julie Marie Schofield, Ft. Thomas
Ashley Rae Schoulties, Dayton, OH
Eileen Denise Schuhmann, Louisville
April A. Scoggan, Louisville
April Lynn Scott, Louisville
Susan Elizabeth Seaver'", Princeton, WV
Chandre Charis Sergent, Mt Sterling
Lisa M Shannon, Louisa
John James Shaughnessy", Crestwood
Charles William Shaver", Louisville
Christie Lynn Sheeley'", Lexington
Rebecca A. Shelby, Pineville
Jacob Andrew Sherman- Louisville
Maki Shiraishi, Tokyo, Japan
Donia Mahfouz Shuhaiber, Sharjah, United
Arab Emirates
Stuart Vincent Nieto Siady, Columbia
Christopher Michael Sidner, Springfield, OH
Aaron John Silletto*, Louisville
Jeremy Austin Simmons, Owensboro
James Albert Simon'", Wilder
Anika Elissa Simpson, Puyallup, WA
Robert Jacob Sirkle, Daytona Beach, FL
Anne M. Sizemore'", Prospect
Michelle Renee Sizemore'". Manchester
Stephanie Stella Slater'", Schweinfurt,
Germany
James Joseph Slattery III**,Louisville
Aaron Conrad Smith, Edison, NJ
David Gary Smith'", Pewee Valley
Kimberly Dawn Smith, Inez
Robert Scott Smith, Pikeville
Shannon Tennille Smith'", Burnside
Tyler Griffin Smith, Lexington
Richard Nutter Snedegar", Frankford, WV
Virginia Leigh Snider'", Bardstown
Stacy Elizabeth Sole, Florence
Christopher L Soon", Lexington
[armo Samuli Sorsa'", Anjalankoski, Finland
Blanton Clay Sousley, Paris
Jason Randell Sowards", South Shore
Carolyn R. Spears, Lexington
Jill M Stambaugh, Anahiem, CA
Jill M Stambaugh, Anahiem, CA
Tara Lynn Stanford'", Louisville
Daniel Jacob Steimel, Louisville
Elizabeth Maria Stewart'", Seoul, South
Korea
Eric Kevin Stockdell, Columbus, IN
Jennifer Alison Stokes, Hopkinsville
Steven Stone, Campton
Sara Coakley Strange, Louisville
Christopher Michael Strickley, Highland
Heights
Robert P. Strobo, Louisville
Carla [o Stutte
Kelly Susan Sullinger, Lexington
Christian M. Sumner, Lexington
David Graham Swallow", Winchester, MA
Clarence Steven Swanson'", Falmouth
Steven James Szczepanski, Clinton
Township, :MI
Sin Hui Tan, Bidor, Malaysia
Holly Ray Taylor", Pineville
Jennifer Spring Taylor, Marion
Sanquetta Demitria Taylor, Lexington
Sharon Ann Taylor'", Lexington
Susan Lynn Taylor'", Corbin
Thomas Taylor, Lexington
Yit Hong Tee, Malaysia
Stephanie Michelle Tharp'", Louisville
Marcel Emilien Therrien
Gwendolyn June Marie Thompson,
Henderson
Iomo Kenyatta Thompson, Orlando, FL
Kevin Louis Thompson, Louisville
Mark Henderson 'Ihompson'", Ashland
Jodie Thresher'". LaCenter
Rebecca J Tidwell, Murray
Sarah Katherine Timoney, Lexington
Nathan William Toebbe, Villa Hills
Michelle Bean Travieso", Charlotte, NC
Kimberly Dawn Traylor, Georgetown
Jodi Renee Treadway, Beattyville
Katherine Lynn Trippel, Parkersburg, WV
Sarah Westley True-Hinson, Nicholasville
Johnnie 1.Turner Jr.*, Harlan
Jubal Howard Turner, Lexington
Philip Todd Turner, Louisville
Shawn Omar Turner, Fisty
Jason UIm
Beatrice Adelia Underwood-Sweet, Danville
Miranda Jane Vance, Winfield, WV
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Courtenay Leigh VanderWier, Lexington
Angela Rae Vowels, Henderson
Kristen Mary Wagner, Lexington
Jennifer Leigh Waldo, Hurricane, WV
Megan Marie Ward, Lexington
Azure Dee waters". Milwaukee, WI
Diana Lynn Waters, Lexington
Stefanie Latice Watson*, Frankfort
Christopher Frederick Weaver, London
David J Webb, Lexington
David Reid Webb, Lawrenceburg
Richard Donovan Webb'", Maysville
Stephen Glenn Webb'", Lexington
Tina Tischelle Webb, Lexington
Lawrence Orion Weill, Lexington
Kurt Michael Welsh, Louisville
Paul Lewis Wesley, Lancaster
Kelli Marie West, Central City
Lisa Claire Wharton, Lexington
Chad Sterling White, Versailles
Bobbie [o Whitfield'", Hanson
Michelle Lee Whitt, Lexington
Allison Leigh Wickman, Katy. TX
Chandra Sue Wiese, Cherry Hills, NJ
Sara Renee Williams, Burlington
Thomas Edward wtlmes'", Lexington
John Patrick Wilson, Louisville
LaQuita Shavon Wilson, Louisville
Sean Robert Wilson, London
Cameron Allyn Winfrey, Bowling Green
Ashley Elise witters'", Old Hickory, TN
Erin Dee Wolf, Louisville
Amber Christine Wolfe, Columbia City, IN
Amber Christine Wolfe, Columbia City, IN
Kristin Linnea wood'", Louisville
Russell Lee woodward'", Cynthiana
Brandi Rene Wright, Morganfield
Katherine Haili Wu, Lexington
Jeremy Courtney Yates", Springfield
Aaron Ellis Yelton, Wilder
Renate Nicole Yonke, Louisville
Leroy C Young, Louisville
Bradley Steven Youngblood, Louisville
Sean Michael Zehnder, Lexington
Jeffrey Robert Ziegler, Edgewood
Kristen Eleanor Zimmerman, Lexington
Jessica Leigh Zipper, Louisville
Megan Ann Zotti'", Parkersburg, WV
Kacey Bena Zucker, Suffern, NY
Bachelor of General Studies
Richard Henry Combs", Lexington
Robert Haley Conway", Georgetown
Albin A. Rogers Jr.'", Lexington
Donna C. Rowe, Lexington
Bachelor of Science
Serdar Jimmy Abedi, Lexington
Amy Michelle Achziger, Magnolia
Ashley Anne Adams, Louisville
Brian Lee Allen, Greenup
Kimi Lynn Andaya'", Lexington
Kimi Lynn Andaya'", Lexington
Charity Dorathea Andrews, Lexington
Stephanie Rae Apple", Crestwood
Andrea Marie Appleton", Green Bay, WI
Pamela Dawn Ard**
Amanda Lee Siever Avery, Lexington
Rocky Evan Bacelieri, London
Mary-Beth Ping Barcus, Lexington
Jaime La Tiscia Barnes, Villa Hills
Jacob Nathaniel Barney, Frankfort
Bradley Andrew Barone, Lakeside Park
Maryanna Lee Barrett, Clarksville, TN
Richard Chadwick Bazzell ......, Murray
Matthew Lytle Benson", Florence
Lonnie Reed Bertram, Monticello
Michael Justin Biliter, Prestonsburg
Stacey Perry Blakeman, Lawrenceburg
Brandon Taylor Bowlds, Owensboro
Erica Courtney Branham ......, Prestonsburg
Mary Rachel Brinker, Villa Hills
Nicholas Corey Brooks, Rogers
Philip Arnold Nicholas Brooks ......,
Morganfield
Aaron Lee Brown, Liberty
Catherine Elizabeth Browning, Louisville
Eric Scott Browning, Harlan
Susan Shayne Bruce-James
David Shirley Bullock, Mt. Vernon
Clint Stephen Burcham, Owensboro
Heather Glenn Burton, Lexington
Joseph Peter Buschmann jr.. Danville
Maria Isabel Cantos Bustamante ......, Ecuador
James Regan Byrnes, Louisville
Myra Nicole Campbell, Paris
An-Chau Ceo-Nguyen
William Ancil Cardwell, Middlesboro
Dana Frances Carrico ......, Louisville
James Edward Harren Carte, Dunwoody,
GA
Bridget Rene' Castle, Inez
Audrey Nicole Catlett, Lexington
Kian Hui M Chai, Lexington
Hong-Ling Chang, Kuala Lampur, Malaysia
Nicholas Lane Chapman, Lexington
Sonja Morgan Christianson ...-, Hilliard, OH
Benjamin Anthony Cichanowicz, Riverhead,
NY
Michael Sean Cleary", Lexington
Chad McKinley Clemons, Paducah
Tom Wyles Coleman, Memphis, TN
Shawn C. Collett" ..., Lexington
Sarah Loraine Collins, Florence
Matthew Bradford Combs, Morehead
John Richard Cook, Lexington
Robert Michael Cook", Lexington
Elizabeth Wesley Cornette, Lexington
Christopher Allen Cotterill", Hopkinsville
Jeffrey Michael Craig'", Owensboro
Cynthia Biggs Crissman, Greenup
Jessica Bowen Darnall ......, Elizabethtown
Kimberly K. Daugherty, Owensboro
Adam Taylor Davis, Lexington
Leigh Ann Davis, London
Jennifer Leigh Anderson Davison,
Huntsville, AL
Jennifer Leigh Anderson Davison,
Huntsville, AL
Simon Rogan Day", Lexington
Udesh Indika Amarasiri De Silva", Lexington
James Daniel Detwiler ......, Eminence
Jennifer Susan Dickey, South Charleston, WV
Vinh Dang Dean", Lexington
Jeremy Austin Dore ......, Lexington
Michelle Denise Dudley, Marietta, GA
Bethany Faith Dunn ......, Carlisle
Clayton Thomas Dunn, Kevil
Tyler Douglas Eaton ......, Hopkinsville
Robert Matthew Ellis, Danville
Kristy Michelle Ellison, South Charleston,
WV
Shelby J. Evans, Georgetown
Daniel Christian Firpo, Fremont, CA
Sarah Elizabeth Fischer, Elizabethtown
Dale Gerald Flygstad [r ....-, Lawrenceburg
Jessica Leigh Ford, Lexington
Charles David Fothergill", Louisville
Darren Bert Fowler, Union, SC
David Dupre Fowler, Union, SC
Allison Noelle Fox, Baxter
Angelina Fu, Lexington
Heather Michelle Gaines, Versailles
Justin Andrew Garris", Cranston, RI
Hope Evangeline Gaskins ......, Louisville
Jason Arvus Gault, Louisville
Stephanie Nicole Oetz, Paducah
Karen Lynn Gillispie, Sadieville
Johnny Monroe Gipson, Benton
Mike David Glasmeier, Walton
Larisa Vladimirovna Goloborodko
Autumn Dawn Gordon, Clay City
Monica Jane Grant, Louisville
Daniel Allen Grantz ......, Bardstown
Julie Edna Greathouse, Lexington
Bryan Thomas Greenhagen ......
Heather Renae Gregory, Williamsburg
Sean Michael Griffin, Fairfield, OH
Trisha Michelle Grigsby, Cincinnati, OH
Jason Lee Hackworth ..., Ashland
Jennifer Ann Haggard ......, Alexandria
Bryan Stanley Haley ......, Lexington
Holli Kay Hall, Prestonsburg
James T. Hall, Jackson
Shawnte Monique Hall, <Colleges-College
Park,GA
Sherry Dawn Hall, Litt Carr
Kevin Karl Hamilton
Keith Bryant Hanni", Lexington
Alexander Scott Harper, Munfordville
Bradley Olan Harris", Ft. Thomas
Tonya LaShelle Hawkins ...", Manchester
Tara Hope Henson, Dunnville
Jessica Lea Hill, Rochester, MJ
[aclyn Beth Holt, Somerset
Kevin Hong, Lexington
Daniel Howard Hopkins, Manchester
Jill Renee Howard, Owensboro
Timothy David Howe, Louisville
Angelee Marie Hubbard, Winchester
Matthew Joseph Igyarto", Kennesaw, GA
Mark Aaron limen, Kevil
Jeremy Otis Jackson ......, Harlan
Feerozeh Dawn [ahanshahi, Lexington
Marc A. johnson", Louisville
Stacey Elizabeth Jones, Bellevue
Angela Rae Keith ......, Middletown, OH
Jamie Dawn Kemp, Campbellsville
Kara A. Kennedy ......, Manchester
Meagan Emory Kennedy, Goshen
Valeriya K Khurdayan, Stavropoli, Russia
Robert Scott Kimberlain, Elizabethtown
Cheryl R Kindig, Lexington
Lauren Elizabeth Kizer, Rineyville
Arnela Kreso, Bardstown
Chad Alan Landis'", Independence
Donna Michelle Landrum, Jackson
Jennifer Nicole Markley Larsen, Lexington
Kathryn Marie Lawrence, Carlisle
Tracey Nicole Layne, Belfry
Andrew Stephen Leathers", Louisville
Daniel Rives Ledford ...-, Bardstown
Pooi San Lee, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Ellen Christina Lee-Warner, Lexington
Darrell Blake Leslie, Prestonsburg
Melissa Mary Leto, West Hempstead, NY
Dustin John Levinger'", Beaver Falls, PA
Rachel Lea Lewis", Cumberland
Brent Patrick Little, Louisville
Ivan Vladimirovich Litvinov ......, Rostov-on-
Don, Russia
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Christopher Michael Lloyd, Alexandria
Robert John Loucks", Alexandria, MN
Johnny Russell Loughran, Manchester
Carlos A. Maldonado Rojas'", Garrocnales,
PR
Anwar Khejaranan Malik, Pikeville
Michelle Aimee Martin, Ft. Mitchell
Stephanie Lynn May", Hillsboro, IL
Carson Lyle McCloud"', Columbia
Andrea Ashly McCool ......, Shelbyville
Alison Michelle McGreevy, Crestview Hills
Sarah Therese McGuire, Louisville
Jacqueline Julia Fossner Means, Lexington
Emily Lee Mercer, Monticello
Paul Andrew Midkiff'", Benham
Todd Joseph Milici", Louisville
Latonya Michelle Abney Miller", Lexington
Kathryn Anne Million ...". Versailles
Edward James Montgomery, Lexington
Linda Kaye Shocklee Morris, Livermore
Tia LaMae Newby, Louisville
lniva Ryta Ngaka, Libreville, Gabon
Palesa Manthabiseng Nkomo
Lynda Michelle Norman, Louisville
Brian Allen Oberg'", Lexington
Garrett Luther Otto, Stoughton, WI
Brian David Padgett, Frankfort
Gregory Alexander Paisley, Orange, VA
Penelope Monte Pajel, Hazard
Monique Marie Palmejar, Valley Spring, CA
Katrina 1.Palmer, Orlando, FL
Elizabeth K Peercy, Somerset
Jimmye Shannon Perkins, Williamsburg
Jessica Marie Perla", Radcliff
Justin Daniel Petri, Wheeling, WV
Ann Thu Pham, Lexington
Anh To Phan, Lexington
Vinh Truong Phan ...". Hope
Marc Todd Philippe, Ft Mitchell
Robann Jeannette Pitts, Edgewood
Tennille Tate Price, Somerset
Jennifer Lynn Priester, Bloomington, IL
Olivia Joyce Provost" ..., Lexington
Andrew Marcus Raines, Owensboro
Karyn Estelle Rasche, Independence
Amber Lynette Rash, Madisonville
Sharon K Ray, Winchester
Andrew McDowell Renda, Louisville
Julie Helene Reynolds"; Ashland
Adina Marie-Rezaei-Nezari'"', Lexington
Jennifer Ann Rice, Madisonville
Christy Diane Riggs, Bigstone Gap, VA
Anthony Heath Roberts ......, Lexington
Jason Ray Roberts, Hazard
Dana 1.Rodgers, Louisville
Sophie M Rozenzhak, Lexington
Daniel Edward Rueff, Louisville
Christopher John Ruehlmann, Greenville, SC
Teresa Mechelle Russell, Charlotte, NC
Blake Zachariah Rutherford, Brookville, OH
Kathryn Taylor Rutland ......, Hazard
Jatinderpaul Singh Sambi
Mario P Santulli, Clifton, NJ
Jerome James Schlomer, Ashland
Anne Elizabeth Schwarting, Abilene, KS
Jessica Louise Scott, Carrollton
Diane Michelle Settles, Pikeville
Allison Denise Shearer'", Lexington
Elizabeth Carolyn Shell, Owensboro
Brian Shane Shepherd", Evarts
Johnna Lea Shipp, Bowling Green
Azadeh Shirazi, Lexington
Allison Marie Siemers, Lawrenceburg, IN
Rebecca Rae Singleton, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Slugantz", Nicholasville
Jeremy VanLoring Smith, Paris
Douglas Alan Souleyrette, Austin, TX
Heather Dawn Stockdale", Milton
Nathan Lee Stocke, Henderson
Jeffrey Robert Strawn, Lakeside Park
Christina Marie Stuecker, Louisville
Darren Salven Tapp, Winchester
Darren Salven Tapp, Winchester
Mark Andrew Thoma, Louisville
jarred Richard Thomas, Portsmouth, OH
Julian B Thomas, Lawrenceburg
Alisa Christian Thompson'", Paducah
David Christopher 'Ihurman'", Lexington
Beverly Jean Tibbs, Pikeville
James Martin Tilford'", Leitchfield
Aref Michael Torbey, Lexington
Ramzi R Torbey", Paris
Roy Wade Trumbo, Hazard
Eric Anthony Tucker"""",Brookfield, IN
Beth Allison Tuggle, Albany
Andrew Robert Twehues, Williamstown
Cass Edward Urschel, Lexington
Julie Kristin Vandiver, Lexington
Nithya Venugopal, Lexington
Courtney Leigh Vincent", Louisville
Brandon C Wade, Russell Springs
Allison Marie Wagner, Taylor Mill
Carol Lee Walker". Ashland
Scott Gregory Walkiewicz, Crestwood
Kristin Nicole Wallin'", Dayton, OH
Jason Kerry Walston, Hopkinsville
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Rebekah Lynn Walters, Nancy
Tina Marie white", Lexington
Mary Kristina Wilkerson", Paducah
Jennifer Leigh Williams, Ashland
Phillip Robert williams'", St. Clairsville, OH
Matthew Ray Williamson, Versailles
Nathan Paul Wilson, Elizabethtown
Nicole Y. Wilson", Louisville
Kirk Patrick Withrow", Paducah
Mei Yee Wong, Petaling Iaya, Malaysia
Melissa Gayle woods", Sebree
Jeffrey Wayne workman'", Ponte Vedra
Beach,FL
Dena Jolene Leadley Wunsch'", Lexington
[uli Ann Yoo, Hazel
Brian Alan Young, Lexington
Douglas James Yozwiak, Lexington
Carol Martin Gatton College of Business & Economics
Dean: Richard W. Furst
Bachelor of Business
Administration
Brent Howard Acree, Danville
Richard Thomas Adair", Lexington
Alison Hogue Adams, Lexington
Brooke Adams, Blackey
Elizabeth joy Adams, Nashville, TN
Megan Michelle Adams, Georgetown
Deborah Alison Alloway", Boston, MA
Marianne C. Amberg, Versailles
Rachel Noel Anderson'", Waynesburg, PA
Emily Kathryn Andrews, Lexington
Margaret Stewart Andriot, Louisville
Chong Soon Ang, Malaysia
Sylvia Marie Antone, Lexington
Steven Matthew Arndt, Maysville
Serena Elizabeth Amold'", Hopkinsville
Seth Allen Ashenfelder, Danville, PA
J. Paul Ashley, Paramus, NJ
Jennifer Ellen Atcher'", Lexington
Dawayna Lee Aulick, Nicholasville
John Joseph Bain Jr., Edgewood
Jacqueline Renee Baker'", Lexington
James Eric Baker, Salvisa
David Brent Ballard, Bardstown
Susan Michelle Banet ...., Louisville
Ericka Rae Banks, Carrollton
Mary Elizabeth Banks ....,Winchester
Heidi Dietrich Barker, Lexington
Mark Stewart Bames, Cynthiana
Danielle Marie Battaglia", Edgewood
Justin Todd Beaven", Bardstown
Iermaine L. Beckham, Lexington
Allen Cornelius Begley ...., Beattyville
Rachel Begley, London
Robert Owen Bennett, Madisonville
Bryan Charles Berger, Villa Hills
Janet Barnett Bertrand", Lexington
Christopher Byran Bishop ...., Lexington
Jan Stefan Bjork, Sweden
Brooklynn Blanche Blackmore, Union
Jeffrey Todd Blair ...., Elizabethtown
Anne Elizabeth Blankenship, Versailles
Nathan Hugh Blaske, Battletown
Adam Nicholas Bodkin, Edgewood
Karen Elizabeth Bowen
Brittney Denise Bowman, Corbin
Kevin David Bowser, Dayton, OH
Kerry Lynne Bradford, Harrogate, TN
Laura Beth Bradley, Owensboro
John D. Brandon ...., Lexington
Jerry Thomas Brankin", Westchester, IL
Robyn Paige Brasher, Corbin
Amy Elizabeth Breyley'", Danville, IN
Katherine Grant Brinkop, Louisville
Jason E. Bryant, Owensboro
Andrew Michael Bucher, Ft. Thomas
Nathan Daniel Bullock, Waverly
David Lynn Bunton", Woodburn
Adam Michael Caldwell'", Crestview Hills
Joseph Brandon Calvert, Elizabethtown
Leigh Ann Campbell. Springfield
William Dale Cann ...., Elizabethtown
Jaime Mauricio Carreno, Boca Raton, FL
Christina Dawn Carricato, Louisville
Wayne Russell Carter [r., Lexington
Gregory Lancaster Cecil, Louisville
Kelly Jo Cecil, Hodgenville
William Thomas Cecil ...., Bardstown
Eugene Chew jin Chan", Malaysia
Amy Lee Chandler, Lexington
Emmi Rone Chapman, Henderson
Brian Nirmalan Chelliah, Crestwood
Yun [in Chiah, Malaysia
William Masterson Chinn ...., Frankfort
Mila Carol Chitwood, Glendale
Amit Andy Chopra, Paducah
Pay-Iu Chuah, Malaysia
David Lee Chumley , Lexington
Brandon Scott Clark , Villa Hills
Christopher Allen Clark, Oak Grove
Mark Albert Clegg, Scottsburg, IN
Danyel Domonic Cobble, Louisville
Kevin Ray Cochran, Bradfordsville
William Frederick Codell, Winchester
Jeremy J. Cole, Louisville
Darren Lee Coleman, Ashland
Erin Haley Coleman", LaCenter
Elizabeth A1U1eCollette, Lexington, SC
Paul Edward Collins, Prestonsburg
Kathleen Ann Columbus, Centerville, OH
Courtney Ann Combs ..". Lexington
Emily Lynn Comstock, Apopka, FL
Jonathan Hunt Cooper ...., Paintsville
Tawanta R. Cox...., Louisville
Phillip Cary Crabtree II, Owensboro
John David Craft III, Rochester, MI
Trevor Steck Cravens, Lexington
Charles O. Critchelow II, Hardinsburg
Christopher Ery1U1Crowe, Owensboro
William Joshua Cunningham", Kuttawa
Shawn Michael Curry, Louisville
Michael W. Curtis", Somerset
Leah Ellen Daffron", Lexington
Carol Ann Dahlgren, Louisville
Amber Renee Dampier, Paris
Jeffrey Alan Davis, Erlanger
Jennifer Leigh Davis, Union
Michael Richard Davis, Ballston Spa, NY
Seth Alan Davis, Ft. Wright
Thomas Logan Davis", Paducah
Christopher M. Dawahare, Lexington
Nicole Delaney, Vine Grove
Matthew Beatty DeMarcus ...., Lexington
Robert Thomas Dewitt" .., Eminence
Amy Lynne Dickinson, Lexington
Aaron William Dixon, Edgewood
James William Drury", Lawrenceburg
Staci Suzanne Dugger, Somerset
Temirbek Mashut-Uly Duisembaev",
Kazakhstan
Holly Katherine Dunn, Evansville, IN
Miriam Lynne Durham ...., Lexington
Rebecca [o Durham, Cincinnati, OH
Iulee Allison Preston Dycus ....
Michael William Eichberger, Louisville
Bryan W. Eifler'", Naperville, IL
Jamie Therese Ellis, Pewee Valley
Annette Marie Elsasser ..", Lathram, IL
James Lee Ezell, Hopkinsville
Mark Christian Fain, Stanton
Jason Lloyd Faulkner ...., Hopkinsville
Christopher Sean Featheringill, Lexington
Carrie Rhea Feigel, Colleyville, TX
Amy Elizabeth Pillhardt, Fort Wright
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Benjamin Kimbrough Fincher", South
Boston, VA
Erin Rene' Fisher", Louisville
Daniel David Fiss, Louisville
William Lawrence Fite II, Nicholasville
Andrea DeYoung Fitzgerald, Lexington
Price McLean Fowler, Hendersonville, TN
Holly Ann Fox...., Villa Hills
Michael Scott Fox Jr., Paducah
David Clinton Poy, Prospect
Christi Danielle Frederic, Georgetown
William C. French, Elizabethtown
Robert Thomas Frey, Louisville
Heather Marie Cadker ...., Independence
Corinne Ceerken , Minden, LA
Shahreza Ghani , Malaysia
Carl Wayne Gibson", Winchester
Hollie Lynn Gilbert, Lebanon, OH
Brian Mathew Giles ...., Naperville, IL
Nicole Wiggins Gilley, Tampa, FL
Sean]. Cinney, Crestview Hills
Michael Barry Gipson, Ashland
Eugene Michael Glowatch II, Lexington
Brian Edward Gnau, Louisville
Elaine Ee-Ling Goh
Nicholas Leigh Gold, Sidney, OH
Daniel J. Goldstein, Louisville
Corey Michael Graham, Louisville
Brandon Michael Grawe, Brooksville
Andrew Mulligan Green, Lexington
Charles Wade Gray, Hopkinsville
Laura Beth Greenstein ...., Buffalo Grove, IL
Christopher Allen Griffin", Edgewood
Zachary Samuel Grizzle, Louisville
Matthew Thomas Croff", Strasburg, PA
Patrick James Grywalski", Cornelius, NC
Andrew Douglas Guenther", Edgewood
Thomas Joseph Guidi, Crestview Hills
Matthew Aaron Haas, Louisville
Amy Pearl Hacker, London
David W. Hackett", Gurnee, IL
Erin Elizabeth Hahn, Loveland, OH
Brenan Joe Hall, Henderson
Jon Ian Hall, Lexington
Bradley David Hamilton", Lexington
James Todd Hamilton, Springfield
Jason Robert Hammond ...., Muncie, IN
David William Hancock ...., Danville
Jason Allen Hanks, Lawrenceburg
Gina Lenora Hardin ...., Louisville
Donald Herron Hardison, Louisville
Melissa Ashley Harlow
Mark Brandon Harmon, Harrodsburg
Carter Dean Harrell [r ." , Leitchfield
Jamie Ali Harris, Louisville
Craig Scott Hastings, Georgetown
Emily Catherine Hatton, Burlington
Ted K. Haubner, Lexington
Bradley J. Hausmann, Erie, PA
Adam Wesley Havens, Lexington
Andrea Ly1U1Hawkins
Anthony Vernon Hayden, [r., Owensboro
De1U1YMark Haynes ....
Kelly Elizabeth Hays, Owensboro
Brian A. Hazelwood", Owensboro
David B. Hazzard, Louisville
Michael Thomas Heckel, [r., Louisville
Christopher Daniel Heim, Louisville
Lori Allison Heimerl, Hudson, OH
Kristi Leurene Hendrickson'", Jasper, AL
Joshua J. Henry", Fisherville
Benjamin Scott Herbert'", Louisville
Brooke Windley Hergesell, Westerville, OH
Jason M. Hlbbs'", Paducah
Shauna Renee Hill'", Cynthiana
Dennis Charles Hillen, Pikeville
Jennifer Lee Hinkley'", Lexington
Kristy Holliday, Lawrenceburg
Rachel Michelle Holsinger'", Nicholasville
Elizabeth Mulholland Hood'", Lexington
William B. Hoskins'", Zionsville, IN
Cary B. Howard, Lexington
Andrew Huang", Chatsworth, CA
Yu-Chlng Huang, Taiwan
Joseph Adam Huffman, Lexington
Mary Katherine Huller, Villa Hills
Edward M. Hunt*, Mt Washington
Bert Patrick Hutchinson, Lexington
Vincent Peter Iamunno'", Boston Spa, NY
Elizabeth Egan Isaacs, Louisville
Amanda Clare Isenberg'", Louisville
Harold Lontez, Jackson
[a Quan Linne [ackson'", Louisville
Gina Rand Jayne, London
Andrea Lee Jenkins, Louisville
Winfield Clinton John IV, Ashland
Brett Wesley Johnson, Harlan
Robert Carroll Johnson, Harrodsburg
Shawna Nichole [ohnson, Lexington
Terrence Laluan Johnson, Louisville
Ashlee' Myree Jones, Versailles
Kevin Clark Iones'", Hindman
Melinda Diane Jones, Greenville
Julie Marie [ung, Fort Mitchell




Vincent Erik Keeling, Bardstown
Ashley Nicole Keeton", Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Maree' Kennedy, Edgewood
Kibum Kim, Korea
Cindy Renee Kinder, Reynolds Station
Mary Ann Kirkpatrick'", Tompkinsville
Jeffrey Dean Kiser, Lexington
Jason Michael Knackstedt'", Troy, OH
Scott Thomas Knick, Tipp City, OH
Wesley Allen Knight'", Lexington
Joshua Jerome Kochek, Independence
Marcie Suzanne Kolf, Lexington
Suzanne 1.Kopulos, Flossmoor, IL
Jamie Hamilton Koshgerian'". Lexington
Jeffrey Paul Kuhn". Louisville
Gerald James Laffey III, Beavercreek, OH
Shannon Kristine Lake'", Fairfield, OH
Tracy Ann Lang**, Lexington
Jason Garrick Langley, Leitchfield
Chad M. Laughlin, Omaha, NE
Brandi Michelle Lawson**, Lexington
James Clark Lawson**, Taylorsville
Jennifer Marie Lawton*, Henderson
Brian Keith Ledford, Lexington
Chih Ian Lee**,Malaysia
Sherlynna Lian Khym Lee**,Malaysia
David P. Lindley, Paducah
Derrick Lynn Littlejolm, Louisville
Allyson Lee Locke**, Greenville
Erik Wayne Loewen**, Robert Park, CA
Beatty Lee London, Lexington
Jolm Michael Lonnemann, Edgewood
Matthew Ryan Loos, Park Hills
Eric David Lowe, Louisville
joy Allison Lowry, Beaver Creek, OH
John Michael Loyd'", Westerfield, OH
Tabitha Lyndsey Lytle", Madisonville, IN
Andy Michael Machenheimer, Highland
Heights
Nathan Stone Mack, Paris
Emily Melissa Major, Lexington
John Joseph Malley III, Lexington
Sean Michael Mando, Taylor Mill
Kelly Jean Manley'", Versailles
Sue Ellen Manley, Lexington
Charles Phillip Mann", Frankfort
Kimberly Michelle Maraman, Shepherdsville
Matthew Wayne Marshall'", Lexington
Stephen Dennis Masarik, Cleveland, OH
Angela R. Mason'", Shelbyville
William Lawrence Mattingly, Louisville
Michael Christopher Matusik'", North
Tonawanda, NY
Adrienne Leigh May, Pikeville
Brandon Scott Mayes, Louisville
Barry Bruce McClain, Louisville
Gary D. McCollum, Glendale
Beverly Lee McCormick, Mt. Sterling
Rebecca Leigh McCracken, Herndon, VA
Brian Richard McGuire, Malaysia
Sean Jeffrey Mckinley, Hudson, OH
[ohn William McKnight j-, Louisville
Edward Ryan McMillan, Villa Hills
Sandy Ferguson Mcblair'", Salisbury, MD
Jennifer Joann Mcvay, Lexington
Alexander Melikishvili, Georgia
Lena Mariana Menendez, Miami, FL
Sarah Ross Mercke, Louisville
Clint James Merriman, Harrodsburg
Barry Lee Methner", Frankfort
Richard Anthony Michul, Lexington
Steven Edward Milby'"
Kelly Michelle Miller, Island
Nicole Lea Miller, Louisville
William Russell Miller, Bowling Green
Christopher Michael Mitchell'", Bowling
Green
James Ellington Mitchell [r., Abingdon, VA
Kevin Patrick Moberly, Lexington
Angela Kaye Morgan", Russellville
Jeffrey Scott Morrison 11**,Lexington
Michael Anthony Moss, Louisville
Asha Nichole Mowman, Louisville
Jesse Allen Mudd, Louisville
Bert Foster Mullins, Lexington
Julane Marcum Mullins", Lexington
Jason James Mulvene'", Lexington
Paolaviviana Murillo, Columbia
Darrin Iames Murriner, Berea
Karen Lynn Myhre, Versailles
Troy Barton Nally'", Louisville
Stevan Charles Nash, Independence, MO
Christopher P. Nault, Louisville
Thomas Cortland Neal**, Mattoon, IL
Lea Ann Newquist, Lexington
Na Ni, China
Gianna Ruth Nicolosi*, Tuscalossa, AL
Amy Lynn Nienaber, Walton
Jason Allan Noffsinger, Central City
Nathaniel D. Norris*, Ashland
David T. O'Barr, Goshen
Jolm Michael O'Bryan, Louisville
Brian August Oldham, Lexington
Tristan Yuri 0Ison**, Anchorage, AK
Ameal Abdel Omran**, Lexington
Daniel Edmund O'Neill*, Park Hills
Tia Nichelle Osterbur, Clarksville, TN
Jennifer Ashley Owens, Williamsburg
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Trent Alan Owens, Monticello
Michael Brandon Palmgreen'", Lexington
Tina Parmar'", Hopkinsville
Lynn W. Parrish, Pikeville
Melissa Ann Patches, Cincinnati, OH
Michael Joshua Paxton, Germantown, TN
Matthew Jackson Paynter, Louisville
Andrew Brian Peddicord'"', Lexington
Alden Elessar Pennington, Ashland
Jeremiah Perkins". Campbellsville
Ryan Peschell- Trosan, Lexington
Jonathan Stewart Peters, Louisville
Cheryl Elaine Pfennig, Louisville
C. Kenton Phillippi". Xenia, OH
Jessica Renee Pierce'", Campbellsville
Robert Louis Pierce, Owensboro
Brian Jonathan Pingel'". Cape Girardeau,
MO
Jason Clark Pitman, Paris
Peter Charles Poersch, Schenectady, NY
Jelaine Nicole Poore'", Louisville
Dawn Lee Pope'", SUlphur
Christopher Todd Potter'". Louisville
Michael Aaron Potts, Acton, MA
Sekar Saraswita Pradani, Indonesia
Gatot Eko Prasetyo'", Indonesia
Amy Renee Presswood'", Shelbyville
Kathryn Alexis Preston'". Taylor Mill
Anthony Joseph Price
Joseph Brandon Pulliam'", Versailles
Diana Ee Chien Quah, Malaysia
Christopher Michael Radigan", Pittsford, NY
Eva Margareta Ralvik, Sweden
Rashna Pervez Randelia, Louisville
Jason Hamilton Ratliff", Lexington
Brian Thomas Ray, Littleton, CO
Shawn Michael Ray, Lawrenceburg
Todd Edward Reifschneider, Louisville
McKinley Reid Reynolds II, Mayfield
Jason Allen Rice'", Fayetteville, NC
Iohn Patrick Rich, Walton
Abigail Winfield Richardson, Louisville
Timothy Brian Richardson'", Lexington
Rebecca Rae Richmond, Three Rivers, MI
Jon Rinaldi'", Roscoe, IL
Meridith Lee Ringle'", Lexington
Amy Leigh Robertson'", Louisville
Robert Matthew Roby'"', Owensboro
Brian Matthew Rodgers, St Charles, MO
Preston Lewis Rogers, Lexington
Jennifer Annette Roush, Louisville
Benjamin Marshall Ruley'", Louisville
Melissa Lynn Runge, Crestview Hills
S. Dana Runkle, Lexington
Fredrick Wayne Russell, Hazard
Jason Cory Rutherford'", Catlettsburg
Mary Glenn Rutland, Hopkinsville
Gregory Michael Ryan, Grosse Pointe, MI
Jessica Kathryn Ryan**, Ft. Mitchell
Bijan J. Salehi, Lexington
Sarah Rene Sallee, Liberty
Marc Aaron Samuel*, Anchorage
Damian Michael Sanderson, Peshtigo, WI
Adebukunola SangoY0mi, Nigeria
Toshiko Sasaki, Japan
Kevin Daniel Sather, Louisville
Masahiro Sato*, Japan
Jennifer 1.Sayre, Lexington
Jennifer Robin Scales**, Russell Springs
Gregory Scott Scarborough**, Louisville
Julie Ann Scarborough**, Louisville
Justin Lynn Scarbrough, Burna
Kerry Beth Schoenbaechler**, Louisville
Kenneth Edward Schoolcraft, Louisville
Nathan Neate Schorr, Santa Claus, IN
Don Douglas Schrope 11**,Brentwood, TN
Eric Gerard Schulz, Louisville
Nicole Schulze, Cininnati, OH
Carl George Schumer", Walton
Kyle David Schwartz, Flemingsburg
Daniel Lucian Scott" .., Lexington
Kristen Michelle Seabaugh", Paducah
Susan Rebecca Senger, Lawrenceburg, IN
James William Anthony Shannon'",
Australia
Stacy Michelle Shelly, Franklin
James Matthew Shelton, Magnolia
John Thomas Shewmaker jr., Central City
Matthew Lee Shields, Cold Spring
Brandon Larry Simpson, Monticello
Heather Renee Simpson, Louisville
Jennifer Leigh Slahta'". Louisville
Andrew Beasley Smith'", Franklin
Annie Lenore Smith, Lexington
Derrick Scott Smith, Leitchfield
Jeffrey Jordan Smith'", Lexington
Joshua Aaron Smith'". Somerset
Susan Leigh Smith, Owensboro
Ronald Bruce Snowden [r., Winchester
Kelli Nicole Sogar'", Villa Hills
Alison Elizabeth Solley, Louisville
Brittany Jo Sorrell, Elizabethtown
Christina Renee Soulakis, Ellicott City, MD
Bradley Clark Spalding, Louisville
Kara Rebecca Spalding, Hebron
Latham Chase.Speiden, Louisville
Tara Juana Spotts". Louisville
Justin Douglas Stafford, Ashland
Sandra Rodriguez Stanley, Mt. Vernon, NY
Mark W. Starnes'", Richmond
Steven Whit Statzer, Versailles
Chad Allen Steele, Paris
Marcus Anthony Steele'". Paducah
Tracey Lynn Stephenson'", Russell
Brandin A. Stewart'", Bedford, NY
Michael Perry Stickler, Hudson, OH
Tasha Ruth Stock", Burlington
John P. Stogner, Louisville
Paul A. Stone Jr., Louisville
Jennifer Ann Stoner, Columbus, OH
Matthew Craig Stover, Louisville
Matthew Nolan Stringer, Union
Stephanie Mary Strohbeck, Louisville
Michael Ray Strutz'", Stayton, OR
Jason Andrew Stuber'", Louisville
Kristie Denise Summers, Henderson
Pui Him Sun, Hong Kong
Christine D. Suwala, Gilbertsville, PA
James Erin Sweasy, Frankfort
Lori Beth Tabor, Scottsville
Lei joe Tan'", Malaysia
Lawrence R. Tannheimer II, Ridgefield, CT
Gregory Hardin Tatum II*, Lexington
Devon Michele Taylor, Florence, MA
Kami Leah Taylor, Louisville
Troy N. Taylor, Owensboro
Chia Lin Teng, Malaysia
Chiamei Teng, Taiwan
John Forrest Tewell, Lexington
JaniceM. Thomas, Mayfield
Jennifer Nichole Thomas, Henderson
TracieLynn Thomas, Edgewood
Kara Lee Thompson, Louisville
Kristy Lynn Thompson, Louisa
Tanya Renee Thompson, Pikeville
Lindsay Marie Tomek, Princeton
MichelleAnne Toon, Louisville
Benjamin F. Treftz*, Terrace Park, OH
Jason Edward Tretter'", Louisville
David Andrew Trevey, Lexington
Brian Anthony Tucker, Maysville
Brian Underwood, Louisville
Mary Shawna Utley", Madisonville
Angela Renee Utterback, Lexington
Jared Michael Vanover, Island
Robert Henry Verkamp III, Ft. Wright
William Terry Wade Ir., Bowling Green
Claude Earl Wagner, Dayton, OH
Lindsey Elizabeth Wainscott, Edgewood
Bryce Hamilton Walker, Mt. Sterling
Eric Stephen walker'", Cleveland, OH
Mark Anthony Walker, Bahamas
Matthew Arden Wallace, Hopkinsville
Patrick Treavor Waltz, Eastview
Tommy Walvaag, Norway
Given Miller Ward*, Gibsonia, PA
Jeffrey Lamar Watson", Louisville
David Bryan Wehrman, Lexington
Mary Teresa Wehrman, Florence
Michael Rodney Weis, Lexington
Patrick Joseph Weiter, Louisville
Kevin Richard Benjamin welch". Verona,
VA
Kevin Lee Wells, Lexington
Robert L. wessel". Covington
Jeffrey Wayne Wheeler, Paducah
Courtney Elizabeth White, Chesterfield, VA
Daniel Curtis White'", Ft. Thomas
Pascual Raymond White Ir."', Williamsburg
Stacey Ann Wiedl, Louisville
Jennifer Marie Wiggins, Cynthiana
Brian David Wigginton, Wichita, KS
Ric Andrew Wigginton'", Yorktown, VA
Rehana D. Wijenayake, Henderson
Bradley Alan Williams, Lexington
John S.Williams, Smithfield
Matthew Lee Willig, Ft. Thomas
Iannice Wilson, Lexington
Travis Gene Wilson, Somerset
Pei-Chan Wong**, Malaysia
Ryanne Patricia Wood, Long Grove, IL
Timothy Paul wood'", Williamstown
Lesley [o woodring'", Sturgis
Charles Weston Worsham, Hopkinsville
Stephanie Lynn Wyatt, Berea
Jason Timothy Yates", Lexington
Seang Han Yeoh, Malaysia
[amey Edwin Yonce, Louisville
Erik S. Young'", Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Accounting
Jennifer Ann Abell", Lexington
Jeffrey Allen Adams'", Hurricane, WV
Megan Michelle Adams, Georgetown
Kyle Akers, Bevinsville
Brian Scott Balutenski", Pittsburgh, PA
James c. Barber"
Bonnie Wells Bechtloff**,Winchester
Lori Denise Berry*, Carlisle
Salvatore Anthony Bertuna, Hewlett, NY
Rebecca Sue Bishop, Springfield
Joey Allen Blandford", Owensboro
Kimberly Rose Bradley", Somerset
Kimberly Michelle Brady, Lexington
Douglas Stephen Brauch"*, Villa Hills
Daniel Christopher Brown", Clinton
David Ryan Brown**, Lexington
Tallice Jaurnar Cabel1*",Huntington, WV
Yan Yan Michelle Chu**, Hong Kong
Kevin Scott Cogswell**, Florence
Nancy Lynn Collett**
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William Joe Cooper, Vanceburg
Matthew Aaron Cox, Lexington
Rachel Graham Cox'", Jeffersontown
Bradley Coleman Coyle, Springfield
[ody Matthew Dawson, Louisville
Adriana Marie Dearey ...., Owenton
Jessica Mason Delker, Lexington
Ryan Patrick Dirks'", Richmond
Cynthia Renee Dixon, Berry
Jennifer Ann Donaldson, Lexington
Tony D. Dragoo'", Lexington
Dike Lawson Bchendu'", Nigeria
Laura Kay Edwards, Lexington
Jill Marie Elder, Owensboro
Jamie Therese Ellis'", Pewee Valley
Erin Marie Ewing'", Glasgow
James Lee Ezell [r., Hopkinsville
Mei Wang Farthing
Christian C. Fisher, Harrodsburg
Lindsey Angela Flowers, Louisville
Holly Ann Fox**,Villa Hills
Chad William Frush, Grove City, OH
Julian Lee Cander'", Stanford
Sujata Ashok Gangal ...., Lexington
Maury Andrew Gantt, Louisville
Caryn Elizabeth Giglia ...., Ft. Thomas
Andrea Marie Coepfrich, South Bend, IN
Fredrik Gran", Sweden
Andrew Wallis Greathouse'", Georgetown
Geoffrey Kent Criffith'", Greenup
Clabem Thomas Hardigree II"*, Lexington
Phillip Michael Harmon'", Campbellsville
Andrea Lynn Hawkins
Denny Mark Haynes ...., Radcliff
Anthony N. Hazen'". Lexington
Kristi Leurene Hendrickson'", Jasper, AL
David Neal Henry'", Winchester
Emily Kate Hodge", Princeton
Bennie Duluan Holder'", Franklin
Kimberly Martin Howard'", Nicholasville
Mia Amelia Husen, Indonesia
Benjamin Kennett [enkins'", Louisville
Terrence Laluan Johnson, Louisville
Michelle Kavanaugh'", Louisville
Jennifer Frances Kremer, Louisville
Gerald James Laffey III, Beavercreek, OH
Rachel Renee Lykins, Mayslick
Erin A. Marsh, Leawood, KS
Mary [o Marshall, Lexington
Jennifer Vance Martin'", Lexington
Maxwell Travis Mattord'", Lexington
Brandon Scott Mayes, Louisville
Teresa Gail McCauley"', Lexington
John Michael McGarry [r.", Louisville
Will L. McGinnis III**,Lexington
Mindy Leigh McKinney", Ashland
Jay Scott Meredith'", Lake Geneva, WI
David Leo Michael", Lexington
Jennifer Raye Morgan'", Madisonville
Chris S. Moss'", Owensboro
Sarah A. Neal"*, Louisville
Cara Jane Nelson, Lexington
Nancy Elizabeth Newdigate, Maysville
NaNi,China
James Daniel Nunn, Mabie, WV
Kelli O'Brien, Florence
Heather Elaine O'Cul1**,Maysville
Carol Lynn Oglesbee, Lexington
Joseph William Overhults**, Lexington
Mei-Fang Gu Pace, China
Daryl Thomas Parks, Louisville
Kara Ann Patterson, Nashville, TN
Mark Raymond Peck**,Nicholasville
Ryan Peschell-Trosan**, Lexington
Charles Eugene Petersen", Normal, IL
Laura Beth Polin'", Springfield
Mollye Hensley Raney'", Winchester
Shonda Nicole Ray'", Somerset
Cassandra McNees Reardon'"
Andrea Jean Reed, DeWitt, MI
Michael Gary Reeves, Villa Hills
Rebecca Marie Reh, Louisville
Amy Lynn Robinson, Somerset
Bradley Charles Robinson", Ashland
Michael Andrew Rocawich"'; Louisville
Krista Joy Roettger", Highland Heights
Shawn Brumfield Rogers, Danville
Christopher Michael Rubrecht'", Coppell, TX
Joseph Michael Rudder'", London
S. Dana Runkle, Lexington
Roshell Annette Russell, Cleveland, OH
Jeffrey Michael Sagrecy, Springfield
Karen Alese Shelton, Louisville
Sherri Nicole Shoulders, Franklin
William Brock Simpson", Bardstown
Tammy T. Sinclair, Harlan
Patrick W. Singleton'", Lexington
Bridget LylU1Smith"', Louisville
John Michael Snodsmith", Mt Vernon, IL
Amy 1. Southerland, Paris
William Daniel Spaulding, Versailles
Dustan Matthew Stodghill'", Florence
Kristina Lowry Stone'", Signal Mountain, TN
David Michael Storer, Erlanger
John S. Stout'", Prestonsburg
Michael Brennon Sweeney'", Ft. Wright
Dena Marie Tackett, Paintsville
Victoria Carol Taylor'". Lexington
Tiffany Amber Thompson", Ashland
Jeffrey Adam True, Georgetown
Leslie Ann True, Crittenden
Bryan Michael Wagner**, Lexington
Freddie Eugene Washington'", Lexington
Joan Killackey Webb, Nicholasville
Jeffrey Duane Wells, Villa Hills
Cynthia Diane Werner**, Nicholasville
Matthew Alan Whitlow", Louisville
Thomas Denham whittaker", Owesnboro
Brian David Wigginton, Wichita, KS
Christina Sue Williams, Richmond
Jamie Heather Wills", Winchester
Suzanne Elizabeth wilson", Lexington
Andrew Michael Wimsatt'", Florence
Melanie Felty Winstead", Shelbyville
Connie Renee Auxier Workman, Flatgap
Ryan W. Zavitz", Lexington
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Bachelor of Science in
Business & Economics
William Frederick Codell, Winchester
Charles O. Critchelow II, Hardinsburg
Candace Colleen Crowder", Louisville
Amin Gafar EI Bashir'", United Arab
Emirates
Nicholas Pike Goetz, Owensboro
Ian Nichols [efferies'", Lexington
Christopher Ryan Johns, Wilmore
Olivia Dianne johnson", Lexington
Justin Shane Keown'", Beaver Dam
Wesley Allen Knight'", Lexington
Sherlynna Lian Khym Lee'", Malaysia
Dwight Andrew Nestrick, Henderson
Nathaniel D. Norris", Ashland
Emily Suzanne Petrovic"; Taylor Mill
Timothy Donald Purcell, Lancaster
Andre Jackson Riley'", Louisville
Rafael Alfredo Sanchez Alvarado", Panama
Jeremy Layne Scarbrough'", Burna
Deirdre Suzanne Sheehan'", Northbrook, IL
---------------------------------------------------------------
College of Communications & Information Studies
Dean: J. David Johnson
Bachelor of Arts
Jennifer Lynn Alisauskas, Lexington
Christina R. Anspach, Nicholasville
Gregory David Apps
Chyrica L. Banks, Hopkinsville
Kendale Blair Barker, Lexington
Ann Carroll Blackford
Whitney Renee' Boyles, Louisville
Nathan Malone Brown, Irvine
Tiffany Charlann Bryant, Edgewood
Amy Marie Cain, Louisville
Jennifer Lynn Caldwell, East Lynn, WV
Shaunee Lenice Caldwell, Hopkinsville
David Nash Carson, Madisonville
Brandy Jessica Carter'", Fairfax, VA
William Carter Caudill'", Bowling Green
Sara Elizabeth Clark, Harrodsburg
Kristina Anne Close'", Bardstown
Katherine Ann Coltharp, Paducah
Kara Michelle Cook, Paducah
Janie Cowling, Lexington
Jessica Katherine Coy, Lexington
Brian Neil Cralle", Elizabethtown
Todd Edward Crowley, Alexandria
Susan Kimiko Cruce, Syracuse, NY
Amy Marie Damico, Benton Harbor, MI
Erin Smith Daugherty, Columbus, OH
Kyle Barrett Dawkins'", Fairfield, IL
Shawn Marie Delperdang Deppen, Lexington
jennifer Melissa Donnelly, Nashville, TN
Karla Jeanette Dooley'". Auburn
Emily S. Douglas, Louisville
Olivia Kathryn Duer'", Auburn
Albert Nelson Edwards II, Stockton Springs,
ME
Melinda Dawn Elder, Ft Knox
Matthew David Ellison, Mishawaka, IN
Caroline Lee Fisher, Vienna, VA
Andrew Thomas Fore, Lexington
Christopher Scott Fossen, Flatwoods
Colby Ann Foster, Danville
Jesse Alison Fox, Louisville
Robin Michelle Fugate, Bellevue
Kacia Brady Marie Galbreath, Lexington
Emily Alycia Gay, Paducah
Tracy Gilbert, Paintsville
Dave Barthen Gorman, Annandale, VA
Doris Julie Craves", Lexington
Jacqueline Paige Gray, Ft Wright
Traci Lyn Gwaltney", Atlanta, GA
Rebecca Ann Haggar, Lexington
Leah Marie Halfacre'", Louisville
William Joseph Hardesty II**, Owensboro
Jason Michael Hargis, Ft Wright
Ashlee Daigh Harris, Frankfort, IL
George Sterling Harris, Oakland, CA
Blakely Carroll Hayden'", Owensboro
Adele Saufley Hendrickson", Harlan
Michael Glenn Herndon", Hopkinsville
Stacie Lynn Hines, Stevensville, MI
Sara Hunt Hodapp, Louisville
Aaron Thomas Horton", Louisville
Kenneth Wilson House'", Louisville
Harold Glenn Hurst 111**,Lexington
Nathan Jeremy Hutchinson, Huntington, WV
Marlona Katherine Ice, Bardstown
Nichole Terese Ireland, Owensboro
Tracey Anne Ireland", Owensboro
Richard Robert [amie'", Louisville
Mimi Camille jones", Atlanta, GA
Ajlina Karamehic'", Bosnia
Jennifer Nicole Keeney, Hurricane, WV
Kelly Ann Kehn'", Chesterland, OH
Khamsana Jimmy Khounlavong", Ashland
Hark Kyu Kim", Seoul Korea
Harold Lewis Kirtley II**, Campbellsville
Amanda Denise Kitchens'", Elizabethtown
Carrie Ellen Koetter", Louisville
Mary Elizabeth Kurapkat, Elizabethtown
Mary Lynn Lanius, Georgetown
Steven Thomas Lemaster, Beaufort, NC
Abigail Marie Lundergan, Lexington
Kristin Louise Lusky, Columbus, OH
Alexis Christine Malott", Coldwater, MI
Don Weathers Mann'", Frankfort
Jason Douglas Martin, Lexington
Kristin Caroline Martin", Nicholasville
Rebecca Ann Martirr"', Stanton
Lindsey Anne Matthews, West Chester, OH
Matthew Ian May, Louisville
Jean Gibowski McDannold**, Elkhorn, WI
Aubrie Lane McDonald, Lexington
Carey Anne McMillen**, Louisville
Crystal Jade McMurry*, Lexington
Jeremy Michael Midkiff, Owensboro
Laura Jane Milam, Lewisburg
Erin Amanda Mitchell, Henderson
Patrick Christopher Montesanto,
Chesterland,OH
Kyoung-Ho Moon, South Korea
Mary A. Morris'", Bowling Green
Zahir Shah Mumin, Louisville
Kevin Michael Murphy, Portland, ME
Katherine Anne Nenninger, Lexington
John Edward Norman, Russell
Shannon Ramsay O'Brien, Lexington, MA
Kelly Renee O'Bryan, Inverness, IL
Patrick David O'Donnell, Villa Hills
Sarah Anne Okrzynski, Florence
Tara Lynn Pachmayer'", Cincinnati, OH
Matthew Thomas Patton", Marion
Chasity Ann Payton", Shelbyville
Katherine Childress Peake, Louisville
Katherine Grant Puckett, Lexington
Lauren Meredith Pulley", Lexington
Andrea M Rader, Columbus, OH
Margaret Marie Rechtin, Edgewood
Daniel Edward Rieffer'", Lexington
Kyle Stephen Robertson, Carmel, IN
Lucy Owens Robertson, Louisville
Bianca Rosendahl, Germany
Robert Andrew Rupard, Winchester
Heather Nesbitt Russell'", Lexington
Jamie L Schmeal, Owensboro
Erik Michael Schmidt'", Westerville, OH
Joseph Francis Schneggenburger, Webster,
NY
Katherine Marie Schultz, Naperville, IL
Jennifer Ann Sciantarelli, Lexington
Amber Christine Scott, Lexington
Julia Louise Seggerson, Villa Hills
Jason Gabriel Seitz", Louisville
Margaret K. Sewell, Henderson
Amanda Leigh Sherrod, Lexington
Jamie Lee Shih, China
James William Smith, Nicholasville
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Rebecca Lauren Smith, Franklin, TN
Peh Wen Angeline Soon, Malaysia
Josh C. Spence, Prospect
Brian Scott Stafford'", Danville
Heather Lea Stanfield, Paris
Whitney Leigh Staten'", Louisville
Sarah Ann Stephan, Dayton, OH
Nathaniel Scott Stevens, Lexington
Kimberly Michelle Stewart", Lexington
Shulesia La'Nae Stewart, Louisville
Doug W. Stump, Noblesville, IN
Rebecca Louise Stump, Noblesville, IN
Sarah Kate Stutterheim'", Milford, MI
Kamron Mitchell Terry, Louisville
Sandy Tilton, Elizabethtown
Clifford Tomb III*, Chicago, IL
Lavin Marie Troutman, Louisville
Shawn Marie Vester-Khan'", Louisville
Emily Paige wagner", Philpot
Amity Claar wahl". London, OH
Kelly Marie Wakild**, Prospect
Krystal Renee' Weber, Louisville
Diane Elizabeth Werle'", Louisville
Jason Parker West, Almo
Travis Lee Westerfield
Jonathan 1.Whitaker'", Nicholasville
Angela Denise Williams, Louisville
jennifer Kathleen Wingate, Lexington
Caryn Ann Wiseman, Hudson, NH
Ashley Elise Witters*, Old Hickory, TN
Therese Gayle Yeiser, Winchester
Rebecca Bruce Zani, Lexington
Mark Allen Zunker
Bachelor of Science
Mohammed Ali Addarrat, Lexington
john William Arnold, [r., Louisville
James M. Bischoff"; Ft Thomas
Beth Ann Brockman, Louisville
Robert Augustus Brooks'", Radford, VA
Charles Neal Burnside, Nicholasville
Christopher William Campbell'", Louisville
Brendan Phey How Chai, Malaysia
Kasey A. Chatila", Lexington
Kerri Elizabeth Cook'"; Mayfield
Carrie Ann Cox, Louisville
Corey Allen Crawford", Huntington, WV
Travis Layne Crawford, Alexandria
Leslie Anne Cunningham'". Hopkinsville
Robert Howard Curtis, [r., Maysville
Kerry Lynn Daugherty, Franklin
Whitney Michele Deckard'", Cincinnati, OH
Duon Thomas Doward, Bronx, NY
Cheryl Lynn Downs, Elizabethtown
Stephenie Anne Drosick, Lexington
Shannon La'Shelle Drummond, Louisville
Bradley D. Duncan, Henderson
Dawn Allison Dunigan"; Lexington
Amy Marie Ernst, Louisville
Mark Anthony Fister, Louisville
Joel David Frank'". Middleport, NY
Olivia J. Pullenwider'", Henderson
Iameka Ienelle Gillenwater, Louisville
George Edward Greenwell Ill, Sturgis
Todd J. Hamilton", Lexington
James Evan Hart, Owensboro
Ryan Glenn Hartig". Alexandria
Angela Noelle Iula'", Frankfort
Christina Renee Kall, Louisville
Steven Lewis Kane, Winter Springs, FL
jennifer Elaine Lelvlaster'", Ashland
Deanna Krystine Masden, Paducah
Travis Ryan Meacham'", Lexington
Claude Wellington Meares, Versailles
Brian Alan Melton'", Crittenden
Matthew David Melton", Dixon
Leslie Christine Meyrose, Erlanger
James Frederick Miller [r.", Flatwoods
Sarah Kathryn Miller, Louisville
Devin Jordan Mills'", Barbourville
Jonathan Daniel Mingea", Louisville
Andrew Sean Molloy'", Lexington
Whitney Beecher Moore, Lexington
Corey Edward Morris, Taylor Mill
Mandy Kaye Moser, Louisville
Jason Frank-Gamby Nagel, Cleveland, OH
Erica Ann Neyer, Lexington
Tomeca Mychell Nierman, Louisville
Christopher John Nurse'", Virginia, VA
Erin Gail O'Hara, Louisville
Seana Marie O'Neill", LaGrange
Amanda Ashley Osborne, Bardstown
Joseph Todd Osbome'", Bardstown
Nadeem Pasha'", Dayton, OH
Kimberly Dura Pfister, Ft Mitchell
Minda Nalise Pieratt'", Lexington
Tatyana Anatolyevna Popova", Kazakhstan
Courtney Allison Potter"
Regina Lynn Richie Prater"; Lexington
Karrie Ellen Ralston'", Louisville
Jeffery Michael Riddle, Lexington
Keri Anne Ross, St Louis, MO
Chasity [eneen Rcyalty'", Willisburg
William Blake Satterly'", Lexington
Ienah Nicole Schwartzwalder, Westerville, OH
Brian Lee Schwegman'", Batesville, IN
Shawn Michael Scott, Florence
Leslie Carol Sharp, Lexington
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Rose Spencer'", Winchester
Brandon Louis Stapleton'", Lexington
Taylor Cartwright Stephens, LaGrange
Marianne Marie Stoess'", Crestwood
Angela Mobley Taylor, Lexington
Devon Michele Taylor, Florence, MA
Eric H Tetzel", Villa Hills
Michael Benjamin Travis", Paducah
Lonzell watson", Henderson
LaTanya Mae Webb", Detroit, MI
Erika Marie Weigel, Taylor Mill
Chad Daniel Wells", Elkhorn City
Elizabeth Anne Wert, Knoxville, TN
Kevin Martin white". Louisville
Laura :Michelle Wieck, Wilder
Bobbi Jean Williams, Lexington
Meegan Ann Wither, Aurora, OH
Holly Rowland Young. London
Jason R. Zavada'", Louisville
College of Education
Dean: Shirley C. Raines
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Leslie Gail Adams", Brinkley
Matthew Lee Amberg, San Jose, CA
Jaime Leigh Arnold'", Hazard
Peggy Katherine "Katie" Arnold, Henderson
Rebecca Ann Arnold, Columbia
Elizabeth Suzanne Attig, Batavia, IL
Nik-Cole Michelle Austin" .., Louisville
Daniel Allen Baker, Houston, TX
Sherry Denean Baker'", Bardstown
Amanda Brooks Barbour, Ashland
Jennifer Michele Barnes, Jonesboro, GA
Tracy Michelle Barnes", Frankfort
Melinda Arm Barnett, Georgetown
Aarin Kristie Bartelt, Libertyville, IL
Ashlie Melissa Beals, Waterford, PA
Walkyria lvonne Beegle, Georgetown
Amber Lynn Bellande
Andrew Joseph Bendix'", Eugene, OR
Angela Mynette Bentley, Millstone
Sean Clark Berry'", Georgetown
Janet Barnett Bertrand'", Lexington
Kimberley Lynne Newhouse Best'",
Lexington
Jeffrey F. Beyers". Prospect Heights, IL
Brian Scott Bisotti, Maysville
Paul Edwin Blandford, Elk Grove, CA
Michael Paul Brangers, Mt Washington
Robert Louis Bricken, Lexington
Robert Mark Brown, Ashland
Joshua Tyler Bullock, Lexington
Traci Suzanne Bullock, Corbin
Keri Leigh Burkhead, Shepherdsville
Hunter A. Burlew, lexington
Emily Rose Burns, Lebanon, OH
LeAnne Danielle Burns, Corbin
Kimberly Danyell Callico, Nicholasville
Dana Lynn Campbell". Bardstown
Ashley 1.Cansler", Hopkinsville
Christy Elizabeth Chalhub'", Palm Beach
Gardens, FL
Keri Denise Chamberlain, Louisville
Sarah Margaret Ann Charles, Pikeville
Michele Jean Beach Cobb, Nicholasville
Daniel Da'Man Cobble
Amy Leigh Columbia, Lexington
Joseph Clinton Copenhaver'", Okeana, OH
William B. Covington, Georgetown
[ada Irene Crafton, Henderson
Colleen Diane Crawford, Abingdon, VA
Franklin Wade Crossman'", Bolivar, NY
Brandy Michelle Crutchfield, Mayfield
Amy Beth Damron", Pikeville
Allison Lee Davis, Lexington
Brooke Dannielle Davis, Paintsville
Laura Ellen Davis, Lexington
Scott Deaton", Lexington
Mary Elizabeth Dees", Covington
Kelly Ann DeFrance, Fishers, IN
Katherine Anne Dexter", Danville
David Michael Dinsmore'", Grayslake, IL
Tiffany Danielle Disponett, Frankfort
Benjamin Joshua Donahue, Lexington
Andrea Marie Downs'", Lexington
Michael Earl Driscoll, Homer, IL
Lavasha Renee Duff, Lexington
Aisha Naeemah El-Amin, Lexington
Beth Poplin Eversole, Florence
William Stuart Finnie, Lexington
Sean Michael Flaherty, Lexington
Christina Marie Pleming'". Memphis, TN
Joyce Ann Fritz Florence, Cynthiana
Autumn Lindsay Flcyd'", Nicholasville
Shannon Clara Pord'", Newport
Christopher Douglas Fossett, Hebron
Heather Dawn Poster'", Philpot
Michael Sanders Fulton, Lexington
Cheryl Lenise Gardner"
Ronald LeMar Gathright, Louisville
Michelle 1.Gayheart, Somerset
Heather Renee Gibson, Henderson
Christopher David Glass, Lawrenceburg
Amanda Sue Glassock, Perryville
Catherine [o Cognat'", Lexington
Steven Peter Crady", Boulder, CO
Brian Michael Graham", Wallingford, CT
Vicky L Greenwell
Carissa Wynne Hardy, Owensboro
Robin Witt Harrell, Lexington
Andra L Harrington", Frankfort
Christine Frances Harris'"', Louisville
Amy [o Hawthorne, Harrodsburg
Megan Carol Haynes, Hazard
Jennifer Rebecca Hendricks"; Georgetown
Gregory James Hengel [r., St Louis, MO
Jennifer Ann Hensley, Albany
Ashley Autum Hinton, Prospect
Kristen Erica Hoeferlin, New Carlisle, OH
LaTrice Antoinette Hogan, Compton, CA
Melissa SHuey, Bryant, IN
Jennifer Leigh-Allyn Hughes, Hazard
Whitney Watts Hughston, Blacksburg, VA
Melissa Irene Hurst, Lexington
Kristin Lee Irwin'". Louisville
Leslie Nan Ison, Lexington
0' Andre' D. Jenkins, Mobile, AL
Christine Cameron Johnson, St. Louis, MO
Brian Todd Jones, Lexington
Cortney Paige [ones'", Milton, WV
Michael Bradley Iones'", Lexington
Renee S. Jumper, Louisville
Danielle Kathleen Keeton, Winchester
Maria Dawn Kemplin", Mt Sterling
Laura Ann Kennedy, Ft Wright
Estel Lee Kidd"
Carla Elayne King'", Danville
Katherine Denise King'", Nicholasville
Wallace Austin King III, Greenville, NC
Laura Hope Kinner, Ashland
Erin Lee Kirk, Hanson
Scott Kirk Koehler"
Rachel Ellen Komisarz'", Warren, MI
Stefanie Dawn Kreis, Williamsburg
James Lawrence Lacer", Henderson
Michelle Denise Lagos", Lexington
Arthur Joseph Laib, San Francisco, CA
Whitney Elizabeth Langley, Leitchfield
Kathryn Louise Lawrence, Cincinnati, OH
Alicia Danielle Lewis", Sandusky, MI
Denise Lynn Lewis'", Erlanger
Laura E. Monkman Lochner, Lexington
Natalie Marie Lowery, Louisville
Brenda Elizabeth Lynch""",Williamsport, PA
Jonathan Woods Martin, Lancaster
Samuel Scott Mays II, Lexington
Elizabeth Ann McArdle, Henderson
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Melissa Lynn McCallister"''', Charleston, WV
Michael A McDonald, Nicholasville
Kristin Marie McElroy*", Somerset
Shasta Deanne Meece, Somerset
Lori Ann Mercado'", Lynchburg, VA
Kristen Danyelle Meredith'", Dubois, IN
Jeff 1.Michael'", Hamilton, OH
Renea Kirsten Mielec, Springfield, VA
Matthew Daniel Millar'", Ft Thomas
Mark Mansfield Miller, Louisville
Christy G. Mullins, Lexington
Lindsey Alice Burns Murray'". London
Cynthia Marie Myers, Louisville
Nicole Michelle Nageleisen'", Edgewood
Kelly T Neal"",Irvine
Pamela Arlene Neuman'", Lexington
Carrie Beth Newsom", Paducah
Jason Edward Newton", Guston
Paul Wilson Newton, Lexington
Kara Christine Niedermeyr, Highland, MD
Melissa Jill Niemi, Goshen
Christian Alan Novak, Lexington
Sara Leron O'Connell, Hardinsburg
Dwight Marion Offutt, Stamping Ground
Natsumi Okubo, Tokyo, Japan
Sara Allison Orrill'", Louisville
Carmel Oint Osborne III, Lexington
Steven F. Owens, Columbia
Tiffany Monique Padgett, Lexington
Mark Kevin Paitsel, Fulton
Rhonda Gale Parrigin, Bardstown
Atiya Pajia-Hakiem Parson'". Lexington
Olivia Denette Peck'", Nicholasville
David Ellis Peterson, Lexington
Lori Christine Sheehan Pfeifer, Wadsworth,
OH
Erin Beth Pierce, Louisville
Denise Michelle Polnisch, Lexington
Sarah Marie Powell'", Louisville
Amber Lynn Profitt
Peter Lewis Pryor", Sacramento, CA
Scott Edward Pugh'", Lexington
Angela McConnell Ready'", Lexington
Zachary Lee Rechtin ..", Newport
Jennifer Elizabeth Reeves, Lexington
Angela Diane Reffit'", Shelbyville
Rebecca Suzanne Rice'", Bardstown
Matthew Benjamin Rich, Lexington
Jason Andrew Rickert'", Hebron
Mandy Fay Roberts, Owensboro
Melissa Erin Robinson, Florence
Michael Rolland", Lexington
Daniel Aaron Rossman, Pittsburgh, PA
Michele Elaine Routh, Louisville
Wes Warren Ruth, Lexington
Michael William Sadler, [r., Carlisle, PA
Adam Daniel Samples, Henderson
Melinda Jean Sanders, Maysville
Chris Suresh Saxena, Harlan
Denise Nicole Schatz, Acworth, GA
Nicole Lynnette Schroeder, Louisville
Jennifer Marie Schuler, Crestview Hills
Lori Catherine Schuler'", Waynesburg
Seth Oay Shannon, Lexington
Matthew Linn Sherrard""*, Brandenburg
Catharine Elizabeth Silk, Lexington
Allison Nichole Smith, Ashland
Jennifer Nichole Smith"""",Elizabethtown
Leann Michelle Smith, Sidney
Robin Renee Spence ...., Flatwoods
Kerry Lane Spencer, Hardinsburg
Kelli Michelle Spiers , Grove City, OH
Amy Claire Spivey , Paducah
Carrie Marie Staber, West Chester, OH
Karen Denise Stewart'", Pineville
Christopher Thomas Stivers, Lexington
Laurette Summers , Dry Ridge
Kevin Scott Swartz , Paducah
Laura Marie Tabb, Elizabethtown
Jessica Lee Tanner, Lexington
Audrey K. Tatum'", Lexington
Whitney Brooke Taylor", Louisville
Jeremy Steven Teal, Burkesville
Walker Grant Terhune", Tallahassee, FL
Shelley [o Terrell, Hustonville
Kristi Jo Tolbert, Lexington
ReShanda Joy Turner, Lexington
Christina Marie Tyson ...., Nicholasville
Rebecca Sloan Valentine, Lexington
Lauren Alysa VanHook
Baesha Suzanne Vanicek, Richmond
Sara [o Varner, Louisville
Teressa Gay Velbis", Lexington
Monica Leigh Vincent, Bremen
Nicole Volpatti, Lexington
Mary Catherine Wafford, Lexington
Christopher Alan Wartsch1ager, Louisville
Katie Ann Webb, Ashland
Scott Andrew Wehr, Louisville
Leslee Ruth Wells ...., Manchester, TN
Jerrell Lee Wesley, Stateline, FL
Angela Lynn Westfall"
Matthew Thomas Wheeler, Gaithersburg,
MD
Erica Lea Whitaker, Lexington
Anthony Davis White, Twinsburg, OH
Kelley Elizabeth White, Elizabethtown
Julie Anne Williams, Georgetown
Karen Jane Williams, Nashville, TN
Ronnie Michael Williams, jr .....,
Elizabethtown
Samantha Jo Williams, Liberty
Thomas Hart Williams, Lexington
Jeremy A. Winton, White Plains
Bryan Jason Withrow
Tiffany Renee Yerian, Harrodsburg
Bachelor of Science in
Education
Jennifer Evans Blakeman ...., Middlesboro
Jill Nicole Blandford, Lebanon
Norma Farmer Brumback ...., Lexington
Frederick A. Conaway ...., Lexington
Tiffany Dawn Flannery, Powell, OH
Devin Michelle Howard, Harlan
Ernest Stanford Kuta ...., Cynthiana
Kimberly Ann Martindell ...., Cincinnati, OH
Michael Lee Morris ...., Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Parido, Frankfort
Jennifer Kathleen Skeens ...., Ashland
Rasheeda Swain-Oliver", Lexington
Jenny Ann Kelly Vickers ...., Lexington
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College of Engineering
Dean: Thomas W. Lester
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Laura Ann Arnold, Lexington
Sonya Michelle Bamett'", Whitley City
Kathryn Leigh Bonta'", Coshocton, OH
[uli Arme Brady, Lexington
Mark Thomas Caldwell'", Lexington
Virginia-Bibb Wiese Golden, Harrodsburg
Jeremy Ray Hudson'", Bremen
John Paul Iones'", Loretto
Edward Kwong, Frankfort
Justin H. Leach'"
Ainsley T. Lee, Malaysia
Brandy R. Quillen", Nicholasville
Todd Joseph Reeb, Louisville
John Brandon Riley". Springfield
Kristyn Michele Sharber, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in
Chemical Engineering
Valerie Lynne Anderson, Dover
Brad Alan Bannwart, Henderson
Chahm Ben Messaoud, Tunisia
Earl Richard Berry, Lexington
Michael Thomas Brown, Louisville
Mary Stuart Burks, Elizabethtown
Timothy Wayne Bush, Lanesville, IN
Michelle Renee Carpenter, Jackson
Inaas 5uleiman Darrat, Lexington
Michael Seifu Demissie, Ethiopia
Angela Denise Doherty, Louisville
Jonathan Duane Doyle, Bowling Green
Bryan Donald Elser, Goshen
Combiz Ettehadieh, Williamson, WV
Kevin R Fryman, Stamping Ground
Jason Edward Gordon, Elizabethtown
Kayne Edward Grace, Greenville
Daniel C. Hall, Gilbertsville
Aaron Michael Hollman, Florence
Laura Renee Jarboe, Paducah
Joanna Linn Kennedy, Bellefontaine, OH
Anthony T. Lucas, Lexington
Socrates Phillip Maroudis, Ashland
Joseph Andrew Mason, Morganfield
Kimberly Margaret Louise May, Russell
David Edward Meyer, Flatwoods
Chipo Munyoro", Zimbabwe
Alicia Tee Fuay Ng, Malaysia
Aniesa Parakkat, Lexington
Wesley Adam Paulin", Louisville
Ryan M. Porter, Whitesville
Jessica Leigh Rector, Elizabethtown
Jeremy Lee Reed, Louisville
Christa Noel Smothers, Lexington
Michael Brian Stenger, Radcliff
Rita Kathryn Stephan, Lexington
Jeremy Joseph Sylvester", Louisville
Jason David Tan, Lewisport
Julie E. Thompson, Louisville
Keith Robert Ungurait, Louisville
Mark Thomas Warren, Lexington
Patrick William Weeks, LaCenter
Joshua Wayne Williams, Henderson
Meagan Catherine Winkler, Louisville
Nora Yap, Malaysia
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Shelby L. Avery", Lexington
Mostafa Benbazze'", Casablanca
Floyd D. Blackburn, Pikeville
Jason Keith Blackburn, Pikeville
Jason Rhea Booth, Frankfort
Sarah Thompson Bowling, Bardstown
Robert Alan Bowman II, Frankfort
Mark Robert Brasher'", Whitesville
Eric Linn Brooker"; Frankfort
Brian P. Bucher". Ft. Thomas
Hubbard Bradley Burchett'", Lexington
William Douglas Burton, Columbia
Michael Lee Carpenter, Frankfort
Ryan Charles Carr'", Danville
Erman L. Caudill", Viper
Brendan Phey How Chai, Malaysia
Anthony Chee Wee Chan'", Malaysia
Chi-Cheung Chau
Klan Hong Chia'", Malaysia
Christopher Cheun Sing Chiew'", Malaysia
Aaron Lee Collins, Frankfort
Mandy Danielle Collins, Pikeville
Nathaniel David Coomes, Owensboro
Timothy Ryan Cross, Nicholasville
Bridget Lelia Elizabeth Davey, Cincinnati, OH
Emily Jane Delaney, Florence
Michael Scott Draper, Ft. Thomas
Casey William Dunn'", Hopkinsville
Daniel Martin Durrett, Edgewood
Christopher Nelson Everman, Berea
Amy Nicole Fangmeyer, Allen Park, MI
David Duke Fields, London
Lovell C. Foushee IV"""",Lexington
Robert Edward Franxman, Covington
Jesse L. Prost'", Russell Springs
Christopher Michael Cregory'", Louisville
Jessica Ann Hamilton, Springfield
Meredith Lynne Himmler, Edgewood
Brian Phillip Howard, Manchester
Benjamin Bradford Hyden, North Vernon, IN
Amy Renee Ives, Louisville
Benjamin James [ohanneman, Ferdinand, IN
Bradford Charles [ohnson'", Owensboro
Brian Christopher Jones, Jackson
Matthew Scott Jordan, Bowling Green
Justin Clay Keeton, Carrollton
Nathan Allan King, Liberty
Anthony John Kordenbrock. Verona
Nicholle Marie Kovach, East Lansing, MI
Yiing Furng Kwong'", Malaysia
Mark Stephen Larrimer, Centerville, OH
Lisa Michelle Leach, Louisville
Yee Kit Heng Lee, Malaysia
Stewart Thompson Lich, Brownsville
Telma Shalawn Lightfoot'", Louisville
Emily Dawn Lockhart, Piner
William Bradley Long, Hopkinsville
Joshua David McIntosh"""",Florence
Ryan Lewis McMaster, Elizabethtown
Craig Alan Miller'", Elizabethtown
Michael Lee Morgan II, Nebo
Sze-Han Ng'", Malaysia
Robert Alexander Nolan III""*,Louisville
Beth Lorraine Obergfell, Lexington, IN
Jeffrey Thomas Payne'"
Leah Jane Payne, Harlan
Luke Joseph Perkins, Lexington
Christopher Bryant Piper, Louisville
Heather Linn Puhrmann, Edan Valley, MN
Jason Andrew Ricketts'", Louisville
David Alan Ritchie, Jackson
Stewart Elias Robertson, Prestonsburg
Alan Ray Robinson'", London
Michael Wayne Rogers, Cadiz
John W. Rudd'", Madisonville
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Joshua Mac Samples'", Clinton
Mark David Sanders'", Elkhorn City
Gary Brian Schroeder, Somerset
Garrick Todd Sherman'", Virgie
Gretchen Leigh Shorr, Westerville, OH
David W. Simons", Lexington
Matthew Patrick Simpson'", Somerset
Mark Anthony Skeese, Berea
John David Slone, Inez
William Iarrod Stanley, Varney
Aaron Ray Sutherland'", Louisville
Alfie Jeong Aeng Tan, Malaysia
Chee Hen Tan, Malaysia
Timothy RB. Taylor'", Union
Erin Marie Thompson, Louisville
James c. Thompson'", Owingsville
John-Wesley Turley'". Winchester
Benjamin James Upshaw, Paducah
Matthew Ryan Verst'", Camp Springs
Gabriel Alan weaver", London
Marc David Wirtzberger, Louisville
Jeffrey Scott Woeste, Villa Hills
Clinton Dale Young, Burgin
Emily Michelle Zechman, Piqua, OH
Kendal M. wise'", Perryville




James Robert Berry, Bowling Green
Joseph L. Bogale", Lexington
Steven Andrew Brian, Louisville
Courtney [o Brown'", Elizabethtown
Robert Conley Buten'", Cold Spring
Andrew Evan Byrne, Villa Hills
Elmer Douglas Caudill'", Bevinsville
Johnnie Carlos Chiang, Boca Raton, FL
Lincon Chung'"
John Benjamin Compton'", Lexington
Bryan J. Conder, Lexington
Elizabeth Anne Courtney", Fairfield, OH
Bruce Anthony Deboard", Catlettsburg
Matthew E. DeLacey, Lexington
Daniel Ray Del.ong, Paintsville
Huayi Dong, China
Joshua Everett Ellingsworth, Lebanon
Christopher Nathaniel Emmick, Lewisport
Jerome Rishi Pernandes'", India
William A. Perring III, Stow, OH
Robert Louis Fox 11*"", Lexington
Kyle James Priel'", Nicholasville
Ryan Marcus Goltry, Owensboro
Jeffrey Allen Hall, Whitesburg
Russell C. Hampton, Ashland
Paxton Joel Hare, Henderson
Douglas Sean Hargis, Bronston
Kenneth Michael Harney, Bowling Green
Brian Thomas Harvey, Independence
Dulith Vinodan Herath
Dwayne A. Hill, Lexington
Stephen Arthur Hood, Middlesboro
Aaron Dossett Hunter, Versailles
James Francis Iaconis, Moundsville, WV
Sanjay [eyarajasingham, Sari Lanka
Brandon Scott Johnson, Ashland
Nikki [o Katzman, Winchester
Ivan 1. Khoosty, Ukraine
[iansheng Li, Beijing China
Leong Chuan Lim'", Malaysia
Jason Todd Love, Elizabethtown
William Earl Lyvers'", Loretto
Ross W. McFarland, Monticello
David Brian McQuilling, Louisville
Roy David Mobley, [r.", Lexington
Jason Phillip Moore, Ft. Mitchell
Christopher Lee Morgan'", Ashland
Allen Gene Norris, Reynolds Station
Justin Cain Palmer, Mt. Eden
Lance Ray Pearson, Pewee Valley
Benjamin Ryan Phelps, Somerset
John Armfield Pickens, Lexington
Jason Allen Rader, Richmond
Dayanji Weerawardana Ratnayake, Sri Lanka
Todd Dale Reed, Ashland
Gregory Allen Rice", Ashland
Stephen Michael Roberts'", Ashland
Osman Farooq Saleh, Pakistan
Eric Jude Schwartz, Florence
Lin Shi, P.R China
Yin Shi, P.R. China
Henry Travis Stanfield'", Louisville
Christopher Lee Tallent'", Lexington
Trent Aaron 'Ihomas'", Lexington
Michael B. Tromans'", Hamilton, OH
Jeffery Adam Turner, Owensboro
Nathan Richard Valentine, Lexington
Benjamin Troy Vandgrift'", Haesville
Elwood Tahnadge waddell". Ashland
Michael Allen Wallace, Ashland
Kevin M. walton"; Lexington
Anthony Heath Williams, Pikeville
Melanie Gail Williamson'", Lexington
Frankie K. Woodson", Lexington
Zhiqiang Yu". China
Wei Zhang,CJxUrra
Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Ahmad Omar Alkabra'", United Arab Emirates
James Ray Bailey'", Glasgow
Darren Ray Boyd'", Paintsville
Matthew Jason Brackett'", Upton
Christopher Shawn Brockman, Campbellsville
Patrick Dawson Bullock, Ir.:", Louisville
David Wayne Butts, Elizabethtown
Chin Ghee Ch'ng'". Malaysia
Douglas M. Clark'", Cold Springs
Kevin Deisal Colaco, United Arab Emirates
Robert Lee Coleman'". Elkhorn
Ryan Fredrick Crace, Ashland
Aaron Ray Crooker, Burlington
Cory Don Davis, Dawson Springs
Michael Duane Donovan, Taylorsville
Joseph Lynn Finley, Nortonville
Derick Matthew Poley'", Jamestown
Kenneth Venton Poster'", Frankfort
Beau Hackney'", Stone
Steven L. HaW, Ft Wayne, IN
Justin Brett Harbour, Louisville
Scott Marshal Harrell, Benton
Li Ming Hor, Malaysia
Chao Ieong. Macau






Matthew Ryan Lashinsky, Louisville
Kevin Tan Le, Lexington
Kenneth Braden Lee, Sacramento, CA
Wah Leong Lee, Malaysia




David Scott Maher'", Maysville
William Paul Mahoney III"""",Louisville
Robert Charles May, Louisville
David Wellington Meade", Irvine
Dharshan Charith Medonza, Sri Lanka
Lip Seng Moey, Malaysia
Greggrey Allen Moore", Stanton
Patrick Michael Morrissey, Lexington
Justin Ryan Neal'". London
Seng-Ching Ngieng", Malaysia
Phuong Ha Hoang Nguyen
Ryan Lucian Porter, Owensboro
Jason Bryant Riley, Calhoun
Brent Elliott Robinette, Richmond
James Myers Roller, [r., Lexington
Daniel Keith Russell, Loretto
Kelly Gordon Russell'", Henderson
Richard Bryan Schoaff'", Hollywood, FL
Jeffrey Charles Spitler, Dayton, OH
Hong Yann Tan'", Malaysia
Phey Chuin Tan, Malaysia
Atsumasa Tayake. Lexington
Brian Keith Taylor", Burnside
Randy Taylor, Middlesboro
Wi Tin Teh, Malaysia
Kah Eng Teng'"', Malaysia
Pin Keat Teng""*,Malaysia
James Nicholas Tomlinson", Somerset
Jonathan Stewart Turner, Richmond
Amy Siew-Choo wee-. Malaysia
Bradley Robert welch". Peoria, IL
Wesley Eliot Wheeldon'"
Stephen Bradley wiles", Madisonville
Timothy Alan willis'", Bluff City, TN
Choon Fei Wong, Malaysia
Chow Chooi Wong, Malaysia
Wooi Lian Yeoh", Malaysia
Kong Tian Yeow'", Malaysia




Jeffrey William Cook, Elizabethtown
Genelle Ken Parley", Louisville
Renee Noel Lacy, Farmington Hills, MI
Thomas Anthony John Plaisted, Lexington
Suzana Ying Yoong 500*"",Malaysia
Carl Douglas Trent, Mt. Sterling
Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Paul Shane Akers, Paintsville
Joseph Charles Albers, Park Hills
Yaser A. Al-Saffar
Adi Antoni, Indonesia
Kimberly Ann Aubrey, Louisville
Michael Brandon Baker'", Yeaddiss
[arrod Lee Basham, Owensboro
Stephen Carl Beegle"", Florence
Stephanie Marie BeW"", Springboro, OH
Benjamin Robert Borrusch, Northville, 111
Carl Joesph Brauch", Villa Hills
James F. Broome III, Paducah
William Jerome Burke, Louisville
Emily Camp, Petersburg
Bryan Keith Campbell, Hazard
Po Man Chin",
Jason Reid Clark"""",Catlettsburg
Michael Shane Clark, Paducah
Matthew Arthur Clay, Louisville
Andrew L. Clem"""",Nicholasville
Randall Robert Click, Martin
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Ronald Newton Couch, Lexington
Donald R. Cupp'", Williamsburg
Stacy Anna Doud, Stanford
Joshua J. Doyon, Saco, ME
Brandon D. Endres, Lexington
Eric Anthony Erpenbeck'", Union
John Edward Estes'", Frankfort
Frank Addison Evans'", Logan, WV
Stephanie Elizabeth Fleck, Cary, NC
Travis B. Foster, Owensboro
Lik Chang Can, Malaysia
Jason Robert Gieske, Crestview Hills
Shane Marshall Gosney, Florence
Brian John Hafendorfer'", Elizabethtown
Christopher Dale Hall, Pikeville
Katherine Leigh Hardesty, West Chester, OH
Eric Marvin Hawkes, St. Louis, MO
Lavanda Villega Hiles, Baton Rouge, LA
Brian Phillip Hollon, Williamsfield, OH
Gregory Lyn Jackson, Sandusky, OH
James Marvin [ackson'", Cross Lanes, WV
Ryan Edward Jackson, Benton
James Andrew Kerr", Columbus, OH
Christopher Robert Kuhn ...., Shepherdsville
Ryan Michael Lawrence, Winchester
Sian Leng Lee Chew, Malaysia
Raymond Otis Littlefield, Elizabethtown
Dennis Brian Luchtefeld, Mt. Sterling
Josh Adam McGregor, Benton
Casey Michelle Mclntosh'", Winchester
David Wellington Meade", Irvine
Dustin Eric Jason Meredith ...., Bardstown
Susan Marie Moore, Centerville, NY
Nathan Craig Moseley", Campbellsville
Kathryn Rose Mullins, Prestonsburg
Kenneth Robert Myers, Metropolis, IL
Jonathan Michael Nett, Louisville
Stephen Michael Newkirk'", Georgetown
Eric Neal Pitchford, Scottsville
Adam W. Poole, Slaughters
Matthew Brian Puffer, Louisville
Cheryl Marie Quisenberry'", Nicholasville
Matthew Brian Raszmann. Brandon, FL
Aaron N. Ray, Maceo
David Ray Reed, Maysville
Jesse Norman Riggs Il...., Louisville
Jason Lee Rowe, Winchester
Michael Charles Scheper, Fort Wright
Hui-Nee See'". Lexington
Aaron Jason Smith, Lexington
Gregory Michael Stewart, Lexington
Kenneth Tai Peng Tan, Malaysia
Tzer-Nan Tan'", Malaysia
Laura James Thomas'", Lexington
Paul Davis Todd, Henderson
Christopher Robert Tyler ...., Louisville
Benjamin Thomas Walker, Henderson
Samuel Casey Watts, Versailles
William Chad Wedding, Morganfield
James Blaine Wolford", Lexington
Christopher Jason Wright, Greenup
Jin-Choon Yap""",Malaysia
Bachelor of Science in Mining
Engineering
Jerry Reed Adkins, Pikeville
Todd Randall Beavan, Hindman
Tawanda Marimo, Zimbabwe
Robert Lee Maynard, Pikeville
Rachel Robinson Minckley, Mouthcard
Johnny Lee Moore, Pilgrim
Charles Raleigh Nelson, Prestonsburg
Stephanie Sullivan Rich, Lick Creek
David Allen Steffey"",Pikeville
-------------------------------------------------------------------~
College of Fine Arts
Dean: Robert Shay
Bachelor of Arts
Raymond Paul Adams, Greenville
Carter Mosby Adler, Lexington
Shannon Dewayne Aldridge ...., Lexington
Lara Anne Baker, Louisville
Lara Anne Baker ...., Louisville
Taylor Nielsen Bale", Glasgow
Amy RaNel Hettinger Beaman'", Pewee
Valley
Kurt Avery Belcher, Elkhorn City
Mark Kevin Bennett, Lexington
Staeye Remsing Bevelacqua, Green Bay, WI
Carrie Elizabeth Blake, Rocky River, OH
Kristy Lelane Bordes, Williamsburg
Mindy Bruce, Greenup
Deborah Denise Burkhalter, Lexington
Jennifer Nicole Campbell, Nicholasville
Robert Scott Campbell", Wheeling, WV
Alen Tau Loon Chan, Malaysia
Joel Chandler, Rockford, IL
Jeffrey William Coleman ...., Johnson City, TN
Laura Beth Disney ...., Winchester
Jared Allen Dorris", Franklin
Jennifer Marie Drexler, Tipp City, OH
Catherine Elizabeth Dummer, Paducah
Andrea Kaye Dye ...., Lexington
Kara Nicole Eads, Winchester
Clay Ford Ellis, Lexington
Julie Michelle England, Shepherdsville
Stephanie Anne Ewen, Crestwood
Cindy Jane Fan ...., Franklin, TN
Jason Taylor Fannin, Ashland
Tina K. Ferguson, Lexington
Jerry Matthew Fletcher, Phelps
Michael Louis Geneve, Lexington
Josiah Alexander George, Safford, AZ
[aclyn Nicole Grahl, Fond du Lac, WI
Laura Leigh Greely", Lexington
Melissa Aimee Groseclose, Independence
Laura Catherine Hall, Versailles
Erin Chenoweth Hancock ...., Hamilton, OH
Robert Taylor Hansel II, Harlan
Bryan Lee Hardman , Radcliff
Todd Arthur Hensley , Lexington
Karri Leanne Hermes, Lexington
Amy Louise Hettinger, Lebanon Junction
Mary Jean Himbaugh ...., Louisville
Karyn Marie Hinkle, Crestwood
Jessica Rae Holeman, Louisville
Emily Lauren Howell, Louisville
Kathy Walker Howell"', Lexington
Jessica Dawn Kelley ...., Lexington
Bryan Edward Klausing, Crestwood
Rachel Courtney Lackey, Evansville, IN
Damon Andrew Leake, Lexington
Louis William List IV...., Lexington
Kristen Suzanne Lopez ...., Glen Allen, VA
Dani Lynn Luckett, Louisville
Kristen Louise Maggard, Greensboro, NC
Michael V. Mangina
Molly Patrick McCann, Lexington
Amy Elizabeth Neal McClintock ....,
Georgetown
James Craig Miller, Louisville
James Chadwick Moren, London
Tae Nagaoka, Japan
Brad Anthony Nelson, Louisville
Yumi Ninagawa, Japan
Danielle Michele Oatley, Louisville
Michelle 1.Panko ...., Danville
Emily Ann Papst, Lexington
Marie Ann Pastormerlo, Bloomingburg, NY
Christina Williams Perry, Frankfort
Matthew Thomas Perry, Murray
Kenna Barkday Phelps, Winchester
Patricia Fegley Price, Lexington
Joyce Lynn Jones Probus", Louisville
Tara Lynn Sergi, Goshen
Chadney Wateman Spencer, Charleston, WV
Jonathan Edward Steenbergen, Cincinnati,
OH
Lora Gypsy Stephens, Russell
Sara Katherine Stoutenburg'", Buffalo Grove,
IL
Shelley Lynn Surgener
Daniel Edwin Suvanto, Lexington
Melanie Lynn Turner, Asheville, NC
Katherine Mary Vieth, Florence
Thomas Tyler Walton, Georgetown
Bradford W. Whitaker ...., Lexington
Jennie Elizabeth Wilson, Frankfort
Levi Aaron Wilson, Henderson
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Elizabeth Anne Albert, Prospect
Brian Joseph Blevins! Louisville
Bryan Carl Bukowski, Chicago, IL
Sara Lindsay Compton ...., Lexington
Brian Wayne Curling, Cadiz
Ashley Rebecca Estep, Corbin
Michelle 1.Garafalo, Florence
Amy Elizabeth Harmon, Evansville, IN
Melanie J. House , Louisville
Chad E. Hurley , Lexington
Tamera N.Izlar, Lexington
Andrew Lee Jones, Sitka, AK
Brian Edward Kelly ...., Louisville
Sherry J. Lane", Lexington
Matt E. Mahone ...., Shelbyville
Robert Paul Mattingly", Louisville
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James Craig Miller, Louisville
joy Elise Parks, Lexington
Daniel Michael Peluso, Sewickley, PA
Michael Bozo Peters, Lexington
Joyce Lynn Jones Probus", Louisville
William Patrick Raney, Lexington
Laura 1.Ray, Lexington
Adam J. Simon, Newport
Tracey Kim Stakelin, Lexington
Cory Brandon Stearman, McGuire AFB, NJ
Bradley Parker Stephenson, Ravenswood,
WV
Roger Lee Stevens ...., Lexington
Kimberly Jane Thomson, Florence
Bachelor of Music
Alison Rebecca Badgett, Louisville
John Franklin Best", Spring, TX
Dawn Elizabeth Coon, Versailles
Patrice Pates Eaton, New York, NY
Melissa Aimee Groseclose, Independence
Bailey Scott Hale, Lebanon, NH
Sarah A. Hill", Louisville
Lance Raymond Hoffman, Marion, NY
Hannah Carol Hopkins-Maupin, Lexington
Charly Denise Jackson, Ashland
Mary Christine King, Decatur, IL
Rachel Courtney Lackey, Evansville, IN
Mabelle May Chuen Lim, Malaysia
Jeremy Aaron Long ...., Murray
Peter Colin Monsen, Lexington
Craig D. Parrott, Lexington
Cynthia Lea' Racine
Heather Lynn Steil, Arlington Heights, IL
Charis May Strange, Campbellsville
Elizabeth Dell Taylor, Harrodsburg
Timothy Todd Tipton", Richmond
Lee Woodson Watts, Centerville, OH
Matthew John Young
Bachelor of Music in Music
Education
Jason Darrell Chapman, Ashland
Nathanael Lee Hayden, Paducah
Ralph Everett Hicks II...., Spring, TX
Cynthia Sue Howard, Henderson
Joseph Brian Lewellen , Frankfort
Brian Daniel Meixner , Macomb, IL
Chad Eric Pence, Leitchfield
Jana LaRae Pope, Louisville
Joseph Lee Ragland , LaGrange
Lori Marie Simpson , Edgewood
Gabrielle Nicole Sparrow, Burgin
Betty Jane Surmont ...., Morehead
Charles Richard Ernst Weitkamp, Ft. Thomas
College of Human Environmental Sciences
Dean: Retia S. Walker
Bachelor of Arts in Interior
Design
Mila Krassimirova Deliradeva, Bulgaria
Katherine Layson Elder, Edgewood
Lorri Meredith Engle"
Catherine Christine Ferry, Farmington Hills,
MI
NoyanaAishaHobgood, ~o~isvi~e
Ann Elizabeth Hrovat", Cincinnati, OH
Leah Genell [ackson", Flat Lick
Elizabeth Lindsey Landon, Alexandria
Stephanie Elizabeth Lechert'", Danville
Michael Brent Ledford, [r., Somerset
Leigh Ann Manley, Versai.lle~
Anne Frances Pincus, Louisville
Darci [oleen Puryear, Troy, OH
Deborah Anderson Skinner"
Lisa Michelle Steenbergen, Louisville
Miranda Ann Thomas, Elsmere
Emily Darlene Winkle, Cynthiana
Bachelor of Science in Dietetics
Jessica Marie Berres, Lexington
Kristin Blanch, Lexington
Eric Douglas Cline'", Olive Hill
[ennifer Bartlett Cugno", Riverview, FL
Elizabeth Kipp DeGaris*, Louisville
Katherine JoNell DeWitt, Edgewood
Whitney Ellis", Lexington
Erin Elizabeth Peldhaus"
Tiffany Leigh Coins'", Taylor Mill
Mandy Lynn Harrett, Louisville
Keri Jean Keel", Aliquippa, PA
Kristin Joy Keith", Bowling Green
Carrie Hilda Kuhnell", Cincinnati, OH
David Brian Linton'", Russellville
Lyndsay Kathryn Matherly'". Harrodsburg
Gezina Nap Micklewright, Jeffersontown
Mary Elizabeth Mize, Gallatin, TN
Gita M Pirouznia", Louisville
Laura Beth Rogers'". Louisville
Sarah Elizabeth Saad'". Huntington, WV
Bret Stansfield, Macon, GA
Lisa Michelle Supplee, Lexington
Jessica Rae Terry'", Dunnville
Stephanie Hollinger Thompson", Lexington
Julie Ann Wilson", Pewaukee, WI
Marcia Lynn Yochum'", Florence
Bachelor of Science in Family
Studies
Eric Reuben Adams, Jeff
Shana Marie Allen, Louisville
Lisa Claire Anderson"", Lexington
Keith "Troy" Patrick Atkinson, Akron, OH
Jennifer Carol Baker, Danville
Mary Jane Acton Beeker, Lexington
Sara Dee Beverly, Winchester
Kristi Zachary Bowlin"", Danville
Amy Elizabeth Boycott*"",Lexington
Tina Dianne Brady*"",Springfield
Melissa Dawn Capezzuto, Nicholasville
Mary Yvette Childress*, Lexington
Angela Leigh Clark, Elizabe~town .
Amber Burton Colliver*"",NIcholasville
Stacie Dawn Coomer, Ashland
Jessica Lynnelle Coon, Lawrenceburg
Allison Marie Dick*, Lexington
Stacey M Doyle, Georgetown
Lisa Renee Duff'", Louisville
Katherine Elizabeth Erdei, Anaheim Hills, CA
Tara Beth Evans, Philpot
Margaret Susan Fogg
Amy Polly Foster, Erlanger
Kristin Leigh Goetz", Davies County
Jill Anne Griffith, Georgetown .
Anna Katherine Hammons, Park Hills
Leigh Chantel Hicks, Prestonsburg
John D. Hodgkin, Frankfort
Laura J. Howe, Peoria, IL
Mary Rachel Hrabak", Lexington
Deana Malette Hurt'", Nicholasville
Donte Lafaireo [ohnson'", Lexington
Mary Teresa Jones, Stockton, CA
Tina [o Lair, Monticello
Rachael Faye Lane
Suzanne Terese Lea, Wyoming, OH
Erin Johnson May, Hazard
Lindsay Joy Michelson", Paduc.ah .
Ann Marie Morton Tungate, NIcholasville
Linda Lee Murphy, Lancaster,OH
Carol Angela Parker"
Laura E. Parker'", Brandenburg
Misty Beth Peacock'". Owensboro
A. Victoria Perkins". Lexington
Carolyn Renee Phillips, Paducah
Misty Piper", Greenville
Leanne Alvey Presser, Owensboro
April Leigh Proctor, Frankfort
Emily Marie Reese, Edgewood .
Cara Michelle Rodgers'", Shelbyville
Rebecca D. Rogers, Lexington
Bobbie [o Russell, Lebanon, OH
Kevonia A. Russell, Lexington
Jamie Elizabeth Scher'". Le~g~on
Sara Kristine Scureman, LOUISville
Kara Krieg Shepherd'", Lexington
Che' Bianca Snyder'", Lexington
Tracy Michelle Staff'", Lexington
Terra Nichole Stamper, Paducah
Holly Lynn Stewart?', Lexington
Heather Lorraine Swanson'". Northbrook, IL
Deanna Shawn Taulbee, Lexington
Edmund Leon Toller, Mayslick
Tamitha Ann Towles'", Lexington
Christine Marie Tria, Herndon, VA
Deleisha Lashay Webb""*,Lexington
Natalie Gayle West, Paris
Ryan Christopher Whitaker, Lexington
Kelly Marie Wilton, Olney, MD
Toni Renee Yates""*,Henderson
Amber DeolU1eYoung""*,Catlettsburg
Bachelor of Science in Family
and Consumer Sciences
Education
Sara Brooke Jenkins, Salyersville
Marianne Elizabeth Lorensen, Urbana, OH
Candace M. Mitchell*, Cynthiana
Monica Mary Amedia Wertzler, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Stephanie Dawn Drake, Louisville
Samuel Gordon Hazzard**, Florence
David McDaniel Hom W, Louisville
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Bachelor of Science in
Hospitality Management
Rebecca Rose Adams, Lexington
Jonathan M Alsup", Bedford
Matthew Joseph Andersorr", Paris
Jaime Lynn Atkins, Lexington .
William Wainwright Barber III"""",Plantation,
FL
Christy Lynn Brown, Owensboro
James Silas Brown, Chicago, IL
Shannon Lynn Carmicle, Louisville
April Michele Clark", LaGrange
A. Casey Cockerham", Monroe, OH
Perry W. Cowan, Clay .
Shana Christian Cunningham", Lexington
Jennifer Leigh Darden, Beavercreek, OH
Michael Wayne Dean, LaGrange .'
Carrie Mary Virginia Erwin'", Mayfield
Diane Rose Haber, Lexington
Mary Blake Haines'", Glasgow
Erin Elizabeth Harman", Fairmont, WV
Lindsay Thomas Harreld'", Owensboro
Heather Renee Haubner, Springfield, OH
Joseph Patrick Highland"", Le~~ton
Stephanie Marie Hob~s**, LOUIsville
Eliot G Honaker", Lexmgton
Ramona Louise Hughes, Louisville
Arthur Kyungsuk Kim, Owensboro
Kenneth Paul Kocan, Villa Hills
Annabel Kosten, Netherlands
Jennifer Catherine Lehmann"; Paris
Joseph Richard Locke, Louisville .
Corday Elizabeth Shelby Luby, Lexmgton
Sarah Rani Malhotra'", Parkersburg, WV
Christi Joy Manuel, Frankfort
Jennifer Lynn Mcr.hesney'", Lexington
Sarah Kathleen McCoy*, Beaufort, SC
Michael James McWhinnie, Perrysburg, OH
Tracy Lynn Meehling, Lexing;on . .
William Christopher Mefford ", Madisonville
Misty M. Morgan
Clifford Lee Mullins, Renfro Valley
[eniffer joanne Muzzey'", Smyrna~ TN
Erik Michael Niceswanger, Worthington, OH
Mohamed Mohamed Othman'". Egypt
Jessica Helen Patton, Glasgow
Philip Stephen Pendleton, St Albans, WV
Nancy Erin Peterson'", Frankfort
BethAnn Pora, Erie, PA
Sarah Elizabeth Rice""*,St. Peter, MO
Steven Matthew Runyon, Shelbyville
Michael Robert Russell, Wappingers Falls, NY
Erin Dawn Sherrow*, Lancaster
Stacey Anne Sininger, Staten Island, NY
Leslie Elender Smith*, Horse Cave
Dolores Lynn Smithson*, Hopkinsville
Christopher M Soltau""*,Columbus, GA




Jacqueline Ann Wimberg, Independence
Kristen Carr Wolfrom, Paducah
Carrie Ann Wright"", Louisville
Elizabeth 1.Young, Wallingford, PA
Michelle Marie Yung, Edgewood
Bachelor of Science in
Merchandising, Apparel &
Textiles
Susan Elaine Blankenship ......, Lexington
Wellesley Elaine Bolen ....., Bloomingdale, IL
Adrienne Nicole Brown, Clinton
Ann Marie Cegnar ....., Lexington
Brandi Marie Dean'", Edgewood
Susan Malee Bngland'", Augusta
jennifer Renee Pendel, Owensboro
Janey Wen [ue ...., Louisville
Carrie Leianne Lentz'", Nicholasville
Misty Dawn Marinik ...., Temple, TX
Erin Anne Morris, St Albans, WV
Jeanne Sumner Oakes, West Chester, PA
Kira Nicole Overy, Louisville
Rhonda Leigh Pierce, Corbin
Joanne Michelle Reese ...., Clarksville, TN
Shelly Jo Richerson, Campbellsville
Leanne Marie Rush", Louisville
Kathrine Ann Sisler ...., Lexington
Rachel Lynne Standridge, Cumberland
Arinn B. Stapleton, Beavercreek, OH
Jill Michelle Williams, Hindman
Sarah Jean Wolf, Lebanon, OH
Alice Elizabeth worland", Edgewood
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College of Nursing
Dean: Carolyn A. Williams
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Angela Terese Abbruzzese, Hopedale, MA
Tara Denton Adkins, Henderson
Karen Inez Alaman'", Richmond Heights,
OH
Kacy Tamika Allen, Millersburg
Linda Louise Amick, Lexington
Katina Dove Benton'", Whitesburg
Heather Marie Berkshire, Dayton, OH
Lisa Carole Beutel'", Shelbyville
Camillia Marquette Bingham, Lexington
Rachel Lynn Bomberger, Cumming, GA
Kathryn Lynn Boyle, Lexington
Erin Polsgrove Brangers, Lexington
Alfreda Lucinda Brooks'", Lexington
Yana Buntsis, Louisville
Kimberly J Burnett, Ekron
Delana Kay Dixon Carnpbell'", Wooton
Brenda Gay Carey, Middlesboro
Tanya Gail Carter, Cynthiana
Mary Kathleen Castillo'", Radcliff
Stephanie Lynn Chappel, Mt. Sterling
Donna Moore Creech". Hazard
Karen Baldwin Criswell, Frankfort
Diane Atallah Dabit ...". Lexington
Tina Shumate Davis, Lawrenceburg
Kasey Creager Deatherage, Hopkinsville
Jenny Lee DeKome, Kalkaska, MI
Andrea Joy Denl-Iartog'", Slayton, MN
Jon David Earles'", Leitchfield
Lisa Michelle Ewing ......, Louisville
Brenda Joyce Farmer
Erin Anne Fields, Winfield, WV
Kolleen Lavina Fitzgerald, Palm Coast, FL
Jeanne Rae Fleming, Grayson
Amanda Beaven Fletcher, Louisville
Lenora Ann Ford, Louisville
Jennie Lee Fryman , Carlise
Shelia Karen Gibson , Campbellsville
Stacie Renee Green , Versailles
Lorelei Lynn Greene, Lexington
Stacey Gwynn Edlin Hazelwood,
Hodgenville
Susan Marie Johnson, Philpot
Michelle Marie Klassen, Highland Heights
Virginia Leigh Kolter, Louisville
Linda Annette Krieg'", Gross Pointe, MI
Ruby Dolores Leslie ......, Louisville
Katherine Elizabeth Luckett, Owensboro
Brenda Joyce Watkins Lynch, Big Spring
Lindsay Anne Maier, Wexford, PA
Kathy Wilson Marshall, Georgetown
Crystal Renee Maynard, Greenup
Dorenda Lynn Ratliff McCloud, Lexington
Lisa Johnson Moore ......, Lexington
Renee Beth Morff Ellisville
James Allen Mullins ......, Eolia
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Martha Sue Harding Newton",
Campbellsville
Bethany Joy O'Brien, Lexington
Lori Ellen Ogden ......, Nicholasville
Jennifer Marie O'Nan, Louisville
Victoria Renee Pack, Hyden
Suzanne Kyung Paquette ......, Bolingbrook, IL
Kimberly G Pennington, Versailles
Cara Beth Petro, Lafayette, IN
Kimberly Bicknell Quinn, Nicholasville
Stacy Renee Ramey, Lexington
Anna Marie Rishi, Nicholasville
Carey Abba Ryckman, Lake Mary, FL
Carey Ann Schlicker, Bellevue, NE
Ann Elizabeth Schroeder, Columbus, OH
Michele Kay Seaman, Louisville
Patricia Ryan Sprague, Lexington
Aimee Beth Thomas ......, Lexington
Monica Alice Thompson, Louisville
Linda Scott Trevathan", Knoxville, TN
Sarah Rebecca Vogel ......, Lexington
Heather Joy Ward, Columbia City, IN
Amanda Erin Weatherby"', Columbus, OH
Nicholas James Welker, Berlin, Germany
Deborah Sue Williams, Lebanon
John C Withrow
Sandra Marie Wittholz, Canada
Tina Sei-Hoi Wong, Hong Kong
College of Social Work
Dean: Kay S. Hoffman
Bachelor of Arts in Social Work
L. Shevawn Akers, Nicholasville
Kelly Marie Anderson", Lexington
Christina Lea Ballard, Lexington
Stacy M. Bard, Louisvile
Roger Coleman Baugus ...., Frenchburg
Elizabeth Helena Baumstark, Harrodsburg
William Michael Bell'", Lexington
Patricia Kaye Lynn Boone, Berea
Trisha Lynne Bowers'", Lexington
Joy Rae Breeding, Corbin
James Livi Brown'", McKeesport, PA
Amanda Jane Burdette'", Lexington
Paula Hester Caldwell, Owensboro
Shannon J. Grant Caldwell, Red Bird
Erica Latasha Bell Chavis, Pembroke
George Al£redrick Chavis, Hopkinsville
Joe Nathan Clark, Miami, FL
Joseph Anthony Coleman'", Louisville
Heather Elaine Collins, Whitesburg
Arum Kaye Cook, Princeton
Tara Renee' Cooper'", Covington
Amanda Gail Creason, Elizabethtown
Isaac Fisher Curtis III. Los Angeles, CA
Danelle Anne Davis, Danville, PA
Katherine Mary Disken'", Crestview Hills
Meshia Terrell Douglas, Edgemoor, SC
Kellie R Dryden, Lexington
Jennifer Carter Eck, Edgewood
Karen Edmiston'". Louisville
Hillary Beth Edwards, Huntsville, AL
Kerry Beth Eilers'", Louisville
Katie Ann Pields'", Linefork
Rosemary Russo Pischer'"
Joshua A. Pisherkeller'", Lexington
E. Kristen Greer Pister'", Lexington
Christopher Chad Foster, Utica
Camille Celeste Praction'", Louisville
Tara Jane Frinton ......, Lexington
Betty Kade Gamblin", Winchester
Tezra Monique Gause, Lexington
Stephanie Jane Gibson, Lexington
Christina Marie Givens, Ithaca, NY
Ryan K. Crubbs'", Lancaster
Tina Hagenbuch, Lexington
Rebecca Rae Hamilton, Mason, OH
Meghan Ann Haney'", Nancy
Charlene Hecht, Liberty
Charlita Inez Henry, Lexington
Theodrick Lamont Hersey, Lexington
Amory Jean Hicks, Louisville
Emily Kay Holzrichter", Joliet, IL
Kelli Michelle Ison, Lexington
Jessica Elizabeth Jaramillo, Lovely
Heather Marie Jaworski, Louisville
Lisa Kimberly johnson", Lexington
Katherine Marie Jones, Corbin
Ann Marie Kirchgessner", Louisville
Stephanie Lynn Lake ......, Newburgh, IN
Jason Lamar Langley, Henderson
George Randall Lawson, Lexington
Dorothy Annell Thomas Lee'", Nicholasville
Angela Rachelle Lewis, Ypsilanti, MI
John Carlton Lindsay, Ir., Lexington
Laura Lee Livesay, Lexington
Margie Bevins Lowe, Pikeville
Kimberly Ann Marshall, Shelbyville
Amity Lachelle Martin, Paintsville
George Cornelius Massey, [r., Lynch
Andrea Suzanne Millard, Lexington
Sarah [o Miller'", Danville
Dahna Gwen Moldt, Lexington
George Moorman", Lexington
Diane Theresa Morris'", Springfield, MA
Carol Fay Moss'", Lexington
Carol Stem Nelson", Frankfort
Mattie Jane Osborne'", Lexington
Pamela Kay Wooden Peavler",
Elizabethtown
Brittany Diane Pidgeon, Louisville
Jill Christine Pleasants'", Beavercreek, OH
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Brandi Sunshine Daniels Pride'", Pike
County
Desiray Denise Pruett, Orlando, FL
Heather Noelle Quinn'", Owensboro
Robin Lynn Ramey, Lexington
Christopher Myles Redmond, Princeton
Junction, NJ
Karen Marie Rickert'", Louisville
Jennifer M. Riggenbach", Lawrenceburg
Jimmy Robinson, Stone Mountain, GA
Lauren Renee Rose, Raceland
Joseph Brian Sallee'", Lexington
Carolyn Sue Saunders, Frankfort
Nicole Danielle Schad, Marietta, GA
Joseph Paul Schuler, Louisville
Mahoko Shimakata, Guruna Japan
Gilbert Tyrone Singletary, Pahokee, FL
Christina Ann Smith, Lexington
Kristi LeeAnn Smith ......, Denair, CA
Omar Dave Smith, Miramar, FL
Shawn Eugene Smith, Tallahassee, FL
Jimmy Wolford Snider III, Louisville
Karla Jan Sedan, Berea
Lisa Michelle Stevenson, Lexington
Amy Lynn Stout", Lincoln, IL
Tera Jeanine Sullivan", Lexington
Lillian Johnson Sundy ......, Louisville
Mark Wayne Sweat, Lexington
Shonne Cortez Sweatt, Bowling Green
Robin Nicole Vermillion, Russell
Virginia Marie Vicini, Lynch
Barbara Kay waddle", Lexington
Melanie Catherine Walden, Beaver Darn
Kelly Nicole watkins", Vancleve
Christie Renee Watts, Newport
David James welsh", Nicholasville
Adrienne Leigh whttt'', Hazard
Jennifer JoAnn Williamson, Berea
Sean Lavell Woods, Indianapolis, IN
Graduates with Honors
Students who attain a grade point average of 3.8 or higher for at least three years (90 hours) are graduated with "Summa Cum Laude."
Students who attain a grade point average of 3.6 to 3.79 for at least three years are graduated "Magna Cum Laude." Students who attain
a grade point average of 3.4 to 3.59 for at least three years are graduated "Cum Laude." A student who has spent only two years (60 hours)
at the University may receive any of the above honors ifhe or she attains a standing of .2 higher than the three-year (90 hours) requirement.
Students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided cord worn on the left shoulder. Students graduating Summa Cum
Laude wear a gold and white cord; students graduating Magna Cum Laude wear a blue and white cord; and students graduating Cum
























































































Susan Danielle Cox HaW
Todd W.Hall
Christine Frances Harris'"



















































































































































































































































































































































Jacqueline Julia Fossner Means
Emily Lee Mercer
































































































































Kimi Lynn Andaya ......
Laura Ann Arnold
Jaime Lynn Atkins
James Ray Bailey ......
John Joseph Bain, Jr.
Susan Michelle Banet ......
Mary-Beth Ping Barcus




Howard Nicholas Bennett ......
Myra Wynn Benningfield
Angela Mynette Bentley













Amy Elizabeth Boycott ...
Matthew Jason Brackett ...
Juli Anne Brady
Mary Rachel Brinker














Bridget Ren3/ 4 Castle
Holly Catherine Castle
Angela Dorothea Caudell ......









Michele Jean Beach Cobb
Brian Keith Coffey ......
Kevin Deisal Colaco
Joseph Anthony Coleman ......
Paul Edward Collins
Kathleen Ann Columbus










Robert Howard Curtis, Jr.
Leah Ellen Daffron'"
Allison Lee Davis














Olivia Kathryn Duer ......
Catherine Smith Duffy
Bethany Faith Dunn ......




Robert John Euesbio Enriquez
Combiz Ettehadieh
James Lee Ezell, Jr.
April Elizabeth Farmer
Mei Wang Farthing






















































Jeremy Otis Jackson ...




Ian Nichols Jefferies ......
Sara Brooke Jenkins
Jeffrey Lewis Jennings
Jason Michael Jernigan ......
Bradford Charles Johnson ......





























Nicole Michelle Lee ......















Andrea Ashly McCool ......
Glenda Catherine McCoy'"
Ryan Patrick McGuire ......
Sean Jeffrey McKinley




















Alicia Tee Puay Ng



























Stephen Kent Plenge, 11""0-
Laura Beth Polln'"
Gatot Eko Prasetyo'"







Adina Marie Rezaei-Nazari .....
Rebecca Suzanne Rice'"






Trenton Jennings Kluz Romine'"
Benjamin Paul Ronniger







































Ch3 / 4 Bianca Snyder'"

































































Degrees for those students whose names are not denoted with asterisks will be awarded "with honors" if required scholastic standing is attained.
This list was completed as of Apri12000. Additional honors may be determined at a later date.













Departmental Honors in Anthropology
Matthew C. Earley"
Stephanie Michelle Tharp'"





































































































































Departmental Honors in Geology
Aaron Michael Carvey'"
Lora Erin Hackney"
Departmental Honors in German
Amy Lynn Riddell
Amber Christine Wolfe




















Departmental Honors in Italian
Maria Garnette Barrett
Departmental Honors in Journalism
Karla Jeanette Dooley'"
Brandon Louis Stapleton'"
Departmental Honors in Linguistics
Micajah Francis Christie
Ruth Joel Maria Leona Riding


























Kevin Richard Benjamin welch"











































Gregory Hardin Tatum, II""
Eric Stephen Walker'"
Kevin Richard Benjamin Welch""""
Ric Andrew wigginton'"
Timothy Paul Wood""""
Departmental Honors in Mathematics












Departmental Honors in Nursing
Brenda Gay Carey
Brenda Joyce Farmer















Richard Mark Rothfuss II
Departmental Honors in Political Science
Brian Michael Bruggeman"
April Ann Scoggan




Sue-Ann Yuin Quan Chia
Marcel Gamboa































Departmental Honors in Russian and
Eastern Studies
John Cameron Rucker'"



































































Students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided blue and white cord worn on the right shoulder















































OMICRON DELTA KAPPA SOCIETY
The Omicron Delta Kappa Society is the National Leadership Honor Society that recognizes and encourages superior scholarship, leadership, and
exemplary character. Membership in ODK is a mark of highest distinction and honor. Individuals wearing the black/blue/white triple braid honor
cords, draped over their shoulders, are active members in Omicron Delta Kappa SOciety.
CHANCELLOR'S AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
In 1990, the Chancellor of the Lexington Campus established the Chancellor's Awards for Outstanding Teaching for tenured and non-tenured faculty
and teaching assistants. Qualities of dedication, imagination, creativity, inspiration, and concern for students are among the traits considered for this
award.
2000 RECIPIENTS OF THE CHANCELLOR'S AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
Outstanding Teaching Award for Tenured Faculty
Dwight B. Billings, Sociology
Cynthia A. Ruder, Russian and Eastern Studies
Outstanding Teaching Award for Non-Tenured Faculty
Sue E. Nokes, Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering
Ruth E. Beattie, Biological Sciences
Outstanding Teaching Award for Teaching Assistants
Ann Beebe, English
Lisa E. Broome, English
Shawn D. Long, Communications
THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association established awards to be presented annually to members of the
University teaching and research staff who had achieved distinction in writing and/ or research and teaching. In 1967, the award was modified to
recognize faculty in the Community College Sector as well as the Medical Center and Lexington Campus Sectors. Nominated by student
organizations, a select number of professors are chosen annually to receive the Association's Great Teacher Award.
THE RECIPIENTS OFTHE 2000GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
Professor Desmond Brown, Department of Nutrition and Food Science
Professor Lori Hetzel, School of Music
Professor Derek R. Lane, Department of Communication
Professor William F.Maloney, Department of Civil Engineering
Professor Sandra Miller, Department of Family Studies
Professor Hong-Young Yan, School of Biological Sciences
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RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
In 1977, research professorships were established to enhance and encourage scholarly research productivity and to recognize outstanding research achievement. The
recipients are excused from teaching duties for a year allowing them to conduct full-time research.
RECIPIENTS OF RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
Professor Douglas G. McMahon, Department of Physiology
Professor John Pickles, Department of Geography
Professor Christopher Schardl, Department of Plant Pathology
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975, Mr. William B. Sturgill, Chairmen of the Board of Trustees at the University of Kentucky, established a $2,000 award to recognize annually
the member of the graduate faculty who has made the most outstanding contribution to graduate education at the University of Kentucky.
RECIPIENT OF THE 2000 WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
Dr. Lance G. Banning, Professor of History
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ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
In recognition of the collaborative research efforts of their parents, Elizabeth H. and Albert D. Kirwan, UK's seventh president, William E. Kirwan II
and Albert D. Kirwan, Jr. established the Kirwan Memorial Prize, in 1994, to recognize contribution to the original research or scholarship by a
University of Kentucky faculty member. A $5,000 award is given to this year's recipient.
RECIPIENT OF THE ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
Dr. Phyllis Wise, Professor of Physiology
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the University of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a
student of the University of Kentucky, who need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have some interest in or association
with or related to the University of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate. The Sullivan
Medallions are awarded to persons whose characteristics of heart, mind, and conduct evince a spirit of love for and helpfulness to other men and
women.
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLN AN MEDALLIONS FOR 2000
Doris Fooks Rosenbaum - Citizen
Kasey Shannon Buckles - Graduating Woman
George Randy Lawson - Graduating Man
This charge and the pledge which
follows were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, President of the University of Kentucky from 1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the University, to the State and to Life. The University that has given you
of its store of learning looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your
part in the government, development and guidance of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual interests and widened your powers of understanding, the
University feels a part of its duty done; and if in the doing, character has become your possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State
is satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and
affairs. It hopes that you will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for what is right.
May you have inyour declining years, material comfort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feeling ofwork well done, and a spiritual
and intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and deeds you now reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the
University is measured by your character, by your deeds, by the company you keep. It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you
to be true to the larger things of life, to be men and women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By granting of the degree you have been admitted to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship of the University. It Is right




In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with strong sense of my
responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will come
to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon my loyalty
toAlma Mater and topledge myself to the service ofGod and my
fellow man.
In Testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University Senate
recommending, the Board of Trustees of the University has conferred
upon you the Diploma of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and
acknowledged by the Great Seal of the University.
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